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To no, intre?il

Katherine and Wendell L Belle

the most important thing we w'e in .need of is
education. No matter how you get it Or not, the
education I believe is the first step. . . . By working
together, this is an education. By joining hand to hand,
is anothereducation. By changing ideas, to each one
another, is an education. Thitigs, well:you don't know
at all, sbmeone know it, he will tell von about it,
is an education.
,

Member of an agricultural cooperative on the Caribbean island of
Dominica, Excerpted from -Bill Moyer's Journal: International
Report 'The Other Caribbean." Educational. Broadcasting
Corporation. Ap.ril 3, 1975.
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Preface,

My interest in out-of-school or nonformal education likely began in the
mid-1960s when I was a Peace CorPs volunteer in Colombia. The interest
stayed with me- through graduate school and in 1970, a year after my
arrival at the University of California, Los Angeles, the Latin American
Center there received a five-year Agency lor International Development
Institutional grant to stildy alternatives to traditional education in Latin
America, and I was asked to coordinate the effort. This five-year period

accounted for my primary immersion into the complex issues and

problems surrounding nonformal education..Two things began to bother

me during this period and the apparent frustration that resulted led
me to write this book. One was the lack of attention in the literature
of the early 1970s to the forerunners of cumnt nonfornial education

program's, and the other was the lack of a conceptual basis associated
with analyzing their potentialities in the context of social change. Thus,
after completing two small empirical studies and putting together an
anthology on educational alternatives in Latin Amet;ca I decided that
I would attempt to synthesize some of the literature on nonformal
education in Latin America and .see what could be learned in terms of
guiding future efforts. Although I had been thinking about and collecting information for several years, I did not begin to work on the project

was, able both to take a
sabbatical leave from UCLA and to secure a research grant from the

in earnest until late 1974. At that point

I

Inter-America6 Foundation.
The research was directed toward achieving the folkiwing objectives:

(1) to provide insight into the nature of a sample of past and present
nonformal education programs in Latin America: (2) to assess the
approaches or change strategies employed in those programs; and (3) to
explore. the ,relationship between the programs and strategies and the
XLII

.
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theoretical literature on social change. In attempting to satisfy these
objectives I reviewed the available literature on nonformal education
and social change and visited, in early 1975, approximately seventy
nonforrnal education programs in ten Latin American countries. The
research design was not elaborate. Once having developed a conceptual
fraMework on social change and having reviewed the literature, I began
to collect information on existing programs. 8ecause the Inter-American
Foundation is now among the major external funding agencies for micro
social change programs in Latin America, I received from its staff and
its library the greatest assistance in terms of choosing programs to visit.
These programs generally satisfied the following broad criteria: (1) there
was a directed educational aspect to the program, and (2) the program
was designed to serve youth and adults who could be characterized as
socioeconomically poor. I wrote a letter to the director of each program
that I wanted to visit and attempted to establish a day when he or she
would be available for an interview. The letter was written on UCLA
stationery indicating that I was on sabbatical leave and was being
suPported financially by the Inter-American Foundation but that-Thad

no other involvement with the Foundation's funding prograM, evaluation efforts, and so on.

When I arrived in the different countries I met with those program
directors that I had communicated with by mail and made contact with
many other directors of programs which, by referral, appeared novel or

unique. Each interview was usual;y two or more hours in length,
sometimes with additional members of the program staff present, and
centered on three major issues:" (1) the goals, objectives, and nature of
the program; (2) the strategy employed in attempting to achictve the
stated goals; and (3),the major obstacles, if any, encountered in
attempting to achieveythe stated goals. The result was a wide-ranging
discussion of theprogram, its approaches, and its problems.

Althoughycould have developed a questionnaire and adopted a
more standardized survey research methodology, I decided against this
approach for one major reason. I knew that North American rese.archers,
,especially those not recommended by a third party and unknow n t-o the
informant, were usually viewed with considerable suspicion in light of

recent Central Intelligence Agency and other U.S. government and
business intrusions into Latin America. To me this meant that I would
have to develop a rapid rapport with the informant. I did thir by
attempting to demonstrate my sincere interest in the, program's efforts,
by being a .patient listener, and by asking questions which attempted

to give the informant ample opportunity to explain the program in
detail. I felt that marking answers' on a standard questionnaire during

10
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the discussion would, negatively affect thc climate I wanted to create
during the interview and would not necessarily satisfy my overall

objectives. Since I was basically interested in the approach or strategy

employed in the program and wanted to report that approach as
closely as possible, I felt that I would learn most by carrying on a
dialogue with the director and his Staff. I always ended the interview by

Acing for literature of both a descriptive and an evaluative type and
invac.ably left the office with reams of the former and none of the latter.

I oiniously claim no application of random sampling techniques in
the visitations of selected countries or programs. I was more interested
in visiting a range of possible program types than I was in visiting a
majority of programs of a single type. Most programs I visited, therefore, were associated with private rather than public social promotion
agencies. Although I attempted to visit representatives of each ministry
of education and, as appropriate, other ministries as well, it w.as sometimes more difficult in these larger bureaucracies to find the knowledgeable individuals. FurthermOre I was opetating-on the assumption, which
I now hold even more strongly, that I would find nrivaie agencies to
be more active in micro social change activities and that they would,
generally be more innovative in their apprdach. This search for a range
of programs also affected my choice of the countries visited. I went to
plates where I could meet with program personnel who were involved
in substantial -or unique nonformal education efforts and for which I
could not otherwise gain sufficient information through the literature.

I'm sure that many readers will ,.find that have not mentioned a
particular program in a certain country that they have found to be
important or unique. Given the thousands of programs currently under
1

way in Latin America I obviously had to chOose among them to.- find
examples. I do not doubt that have chosen poorly in some cases 'and
have left out particular efforts that shculd have been included. I apologize for such oversights and can only hope that another example that

is mentioned here approximates the strategy employed in those not
included.
There are other limitations in.terms of the types of programs mentiened

in.the following pages. For example, I found that both in the literature
and in the programs visited the emphasis was orrrural rather than urban
pdpulations. Although this rural bias is especially apparent -in the
literature and in the attention.;'currently being paid bY governments
and international agencies to rural problems, I believe the reason most
visitations were made- to programs with. a .rgral emphasis results from
my search for nonformal education pr/ograms that were directed to social
rather than behavioral change. I men by this that there may very .well

1 11
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be more nonformal education programs per se in urban areas, probably
resulting from a greater density of the population there. but I found

that they often do not attempt to go beyond the schooling model of
information delivery. Most of the other linntations in the research result
from the ,lack of literature available. I did not include. for .example,
correspondence instruction by proprietary institutions as I could find
little material which would define its 'scope. I did find, by simply

reviewing entries in telephone books in the capital cities, that such
programs are extensive in Latin America. When I made inquiries.
however, as to numbers of students. completion -rates, and so on. I
was referred to the home offices, often located in Europe and the
United States. I -.even visited the main office of one of these agencies
in Los Angeles but again recognized that it was going to be a long
process to secure the kind of data sought. From that inquiry, however,
I now believe that hundreds of thousands of Latin Americans may very
well be enrolled in such programs. A similar lack of information combined with'a lack of access prevented me from including more than just

a mention of programs sponsored by the national military establishments. Here is another- area of needed research in that the military may
often be the only institution that has prolonged contact with the marginal
population through its typically involuntary induction policy. I also did

not include much information on industrial ,or coMmercial .training
programs that are conducted by industry and business. This topic was
simply too extensive and I believed that the on-the-job type training
program model was sufficiently well krtown and understood and was
not in need of elaboration here. Other areas that I did not include
are preschool programs, as they did not fali into the.age criteria Of youth

and adult, and most higher education extension programs, as they
normally di) not attend to the needs of the soCioeconomic poor:

I mnst aiso mention as limitations what I did not assess within each
program visited, or reviewed. The first is economic data. Not only did
feet that requesting economic information on the basis of a short visit
would be.a sensitive and inappropriate inquiry, but I felt that economic
data had httle to do with my interest in how a 'program was conceptualized and what strategy or approach was adopted ii the promotion
of social change. I do not mean to imply that available funding does
not impact on what a program can do; I do believe, however:. that the
adoption of principles of social change that guide the process are not
dePendent on financial criteria. The second limitation in terms of
looking aLthe operation of programs eoncernS the specific methods and
materials of change:. employed. I believe that whereas one can rather,
quickly secure information on the way a program appgiaches social
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change, gaining information about the methods and materials ernploxed
in,- for example, directed Instructional efforts, requires prolonged visi-

tations over tirne. Although I saw considerable in terms of program
Method and materiais and do report oh some q:kf them in the following
pages, I cannot be sure that what I saw was indicative of their actual
use when a visitor was not present.
Any field research activity depends upon the assistance and support
of many individuals. I would like to begin by acknowledging the financial
support and general assistance offered by the staff of the Inter-American

Foundation. Although special thanks go to Bill Dyal and Pabl Bell,
there ate Many others at the foundation who assisted me in numerous
w4s. Among these are Ned Benner, Ross Coggins, Ed Dela Rosa,
Tony Gomes;,', Lou Guzman, Larry Leighton, Carol Michaels, Jim
O'Brien, Sal `pinzino, Toni- Rarney, Marion Ritchey, and Jan Van
Orman. I perhaPs owe the greatest debt to the many close friends and

.

^

new acquaintanCeS in Latin America Who were willing, to discuss the
issues conterninernicro social.change and.nonformal education. Among
those who-were espeCially helpful, and to whom I would like to express
my thanks are Benjainin Alvarez, Heli Arambulo, Gerardo Bacalini,
-Eduardo Cabezem, Patricio Cariola, Eliseo Carrasco, Walton C Cheeres,
David Edwards, Jon Gant, Francisco Gutierrez, Fausto Jordan, Abraham

Magéndzo, Juan Ranión Martinez, Luis 'Eduardo Medina, 'Alfredo
Ocampo, Maximo Pacheco, Wilma de PachecO, Reyna de Perdomo,
Howard Ray, Pedro Ruiz, Huinberto Serna, Bernardo Toro, and Peter
White.

,

I am also indebted to Susail Poston of UCLA whose -,annotated
bibliography on educational alternatives in Latin America was extremely
..'useful as .an initial guide to the literature. My thanks go'as Well to Ida
Lees_who tyPed the draftS of the manuscripts and to Lea Gould for her
copy editing assistance.

Finally, I was, extremely fortunate to be able to,secure,the advice of

a number of colleagues and friends whO read the first, draft of the
manuscdpt. These included Ned IBenner, Cole Brembeck BiH Dyal,
Clark Gil, Bob Myers, David O'S"hea, Rolland Paulston, Tont Ramey,
Everett RogerS; and Bob Verhine. To them I offer my sincere 'gratithde.
Although in some way all of these individuals Made: a contribution
to this volume. I. alonc take responsibility for what is expressed in.the
following pages.

Introduction

Nonformal education generally refers to organized out-of-school programs

designed to provide specific learning experiences for specific target
populations. Normally associated with so-called-underdeveloped countries, the majority of such educational efforts are aimed at socioeconoMically poor adults and youth and inelude agrictiltural extension,
communily development, consciousness raising, technical/vocational
training, literacy and basic education, family planning, and similar
programs. These:programs are usually designed to improve the participant's power and status by either adding to his or her stock of
skills and -knowledge or b9 altering basic attitudes and values toward,,
work and ife. By concentrating on increasing the power and status of
the s'ocioeconomically poor,, a discusion of nonformal education must
consider mo7e than just the goal of behavioral change in participants
order to assess the
\ arid instead ittencl to the ,wider social systeth in physidal,
and human
\ ways in which that behavior interacts wilh both the
a
long-tenil
first;
define
social
change
therefore
as,
I
\environment.
aleration in man behavior and in the relationship between that

\

behavior and a respective human and physical envirtrimient and, second,
\
an alteration
in the rules and ,structures enabling this new or different
behavior 'and relationship to be established. It is within this definition
of social change that I believe nonformal education must be analyzed
and assessed, and. it is the socioeconomically poor to whom ,we must
look when we wish to judge the efficacy of nonforrnal education efforts.
In Latin America nonformal education activities are characterized
by an extended history That involves sometimes several decades and at
other times several centuries. Sor diy purPoSes here, these efforts:can

be organized into four major concentrations. The use ofschools for
community involvement and community action and_ schools as trans-

mitters of technical/vocational skills can` b'e viewed as one. category of

14
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such efforts. A second concentration of nonformal education programs
concerns adult literacy and basic education, including consciousnessraising programs and radio schools. A third set of programs centers
on extension education and community organizations with emphasis
on agricultural assistance, health education, cooperatives, and community enterprises. A fourth and final concentration in nonformal
education rests with community develOpment and its latest offspring,
integrated development.
As will be demonstrated through a discussion of each of these major
concentrations in the follow:ng pages, only a relatively small number
of these efforts at promoting social change can be characterized as
having achieved their intended outcOmes. The question that I attempt to
address throughout the book is why, after' so many years of ongoing
programs in Latin Anierica, can -nearly all of these activities be labeled
'as unsuccessful in achieving social change goals? As I suggest in..the
firSt chapter, some would argue that the answer rests with the.impotence
of micro social change efforts, in general given the social problems to
which they :must attend. OtherS may argue that the anSwer 'rests With
the .way., in which Underdevelopment haS traditionally been analyzed;
explained, and attended to within, the soCiocultural reality of Latin;,'
America. Referred tO as the deprivation-development position, this:.
traditional approach suggests that underdevelopment can be dealt with;

priMarilY through the introduction of technology and capital. An

alternative view, referred' to.as the dependency-liberation thesis suggests
that the underlying cause of underdevelopnient rests with political and

economic domination,: inherent in the social structure and that the
response must be a liberation from such domination and vulnerability..
As will be shown, the deprivation-deVelopMentAnd dependency-liberation

.perspectives are incomp,atible not only in terms of the explanatory
positions each represents b.ut in terms of the changes ?desired and the
processes to be emphasized. From the standpoint of achieving soughtafter social goals through nonformal education programS, both the
.impotence of nonformal education and the explanatory frameworks'used to deal with underd wreloprnent are important in analyzing the
.role of nonformal education and the, change process. A third answer,
compatible withthe other two and' the, one to which I address attentiOn,
\) suggests that a major problem with nonformal education concerns how
the soCial change process is,conceptualized and the nature Of .the strategies adopted to achieve deSired outcomes. In this context, neither the
deprivation-development advocates nor the dependency-liberation
advocates have demonstratedany greater expertise' Or success. Nonformal
education programs from both perspectives are characterized by similar
.dilemmas in atiempting to achieye their respective goals.

I t3

,
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Introduction
.
In chapter 2 I outline the theoretical literature for conceptualizing
.

education and social change by adopting a heuristic framework based

upon both a man-oriented and a more holistic approach. By manoriented\I 'mean those theories which emphasize changing man's internal
\
state or his,
behavior and by holistic I mean those theories which emphasize thociety or culture as a unit. I argue throughout the remaining
chapters tha the strategy, or the assurnPtions, plans, and methods of
mobilizing re, ources, for nonformal education and social change must
be based upou the principles arising from this review of the theoretical

literature. Th ' e principles include attention to establishing linkages
between the pr gram and the components in the wider system, understand`ing he ne ds of client populations, involving clients in their own
'tors in
leartiing, qcilitaing the transfer and "application of no,'
'al
the Onvironn end attending to incentives both int

to theprogri.
. proThro,ughout the discussion of particular nonforrna.
grams in chaP ers 3, 4, 5, and 6, relatively few examples demonstrate
any cognizance of Such strategy principleS. Instead, as l' attempt to
point outlr; thes chapters, the ovenvhelming majority of the nonformal
education 8forts discussed are baseckupon a man-oriented model of

social change, oi e ;which attempts to change the internal state or
behavior ortyna without attending to the material and structural
constraints---ifrthe wider social system. This orientation inevitably
bypasSesr any consideration of the manifestation of what has been
learnedand thus results irifew power or status benefits to the participant

and littlif any, social change.
The dis ussion 0V-these issues

in

the final chapter attempts to

Summatize % hat hag been .learned from the programmatic discussions
and poiints t ward a multiple interventionist strategy for nonfOrmal
educatiOn in .the coMext of social change. While the heuristic model
presented for this'purpose is lacking in terms or the exacting knowledge
and techniquels\needed to plan and design the change process, it
attempts to g0 beyond the primarily man-oriented approach to social
chang,e and t0 threby address the strategy principles emanating from
i

the th'eoi eticall literature.
T1rougho9 the-hook, the reader will find a sense of general pessimism
,

abodt the potential tor nOnformal education given the already long and
raqer dismal' histdry of program success registered in Latin Arnerica.
W,hen combned with the overwhelming structural, technological, and
ideological 9bstacles to which nonfOrrnal education -Must attend, such
--,pessimism is probably not uncalled for. At the' same time, however, I
do suggest that educational processes have a contribution to make to/
the resolution of 'social problems and issues. If planners and policy
/

/

/

/

.
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makers, including those in education, can transcend the belief that
education in some form or another is a panacea for resOlving social
probleMs and begin to see education as a rather minor coMponent in
.a multiple intervention process.. some progress toward social, ehange
objectives might be' made. It is within this wider framework that any
pessimism ahout nonformal education is .based and it is not unrelated
to my view of educatim as a reflection of society rather than as a catalyst
to societal change.

17

Social Policy,

Underdevelopment,
and Nonformal Education

Prom Mexico in the North to Chile in the Soutb, diversity is the term
most applicable to the.Latin American region. Sha.ped by socioeconomic
, and political cOnstraints both internal and externaLto the region, each

of the ,more than twenty countries which constitute this area of the world

has built upon its natural resources and cultural characteristics

to

produce within -the region a variable life style-recognized as distinct not
only across nationaLboundaries but within them as well. While recog.-

nizing and respecting this diversity, it ean also be noted that Latin
America is confronting a set of common and interrelated social prqblems
to Allich solutions are being sottght. ThIS chaptei''outlines some of these.
cross-national problem areas in the context of underdevelopment and
analyzes them through. twd Ideological 'perspectives referred to as.,
dependency and deprivation. The discussion centers on ,the itn0,cations
of these two frantewOrks Jo( nonformal education and social change
at the micr6 leVel. Characteristics of nonformal education are discussed
and the need for community-based change efforts is. presented.-,The
chapter ends bppointing to the inadequacy of our present understanding
Of-the strategies used for fostering nonformal edudation programs in

Latin, America-, and the need to go beyond the process- and goal

,implications of the dependency and deprivation,fraineworks.
ComMon Social Policy Dilemmas
within a:Diverse Region

Generally 'acceptable quantitative and qualitative indicators can bg
used to deMonstrate diversity within Latin America. These indicators
5
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may include natural.resources and their exploitation, historical relations
with center§ of power in the world, patterns of land tenure, political
and economic Xystems, race and ethnic compositions, predominant value
orientations, -languages spoken, religions practiced, degrees Of urbanization, geowth, size, and density, and so on. For discussion purposex,
it is possible to loosely categorize the yarious Latin American countries
into four types in accord with more traditional economic, demographic,
and social criteria (United Nations 1970). Three countries, accounting
,for some 13 percent of the region s population can be included in a first
category as ranking Ifighest on a traditional development continuum.
These countries have relatively high levels 6f per capita income and
production, the majority of the population lives in urban areas, pOpulation growth has slowed down, and social services are generally well
developed and reach the major portion' of the population.,The second
category includes five conntries and 68 percent of the population. These
nations are characterized by medium per capita incemes, relatiyely high
rates of economic growth, considerable urbanization with large marginal
urban- pOpulations, and inadequate urban-oriented scicial service programs. The third and fourth categories include nine to eleven countries
representing 13 to 14 percent of the population. These countries are
often referred to as the "relatively less developed" nations: Their per
capit_a_Epduct and economic growth are generally low to medium; they
-,econornieallY, are dependent on exporting a
N.]
-

few raw materials, haye a majority of the ,population living in rural

areas, h,ave 'Urbanization that varies from low to high depending on the

\,opporthnities aailable in rtiral and urban areas, and have inadequate
but expanding c4yery of social services. Even though this typology,
takenlfrom the Ec6nornic Commission for Latin AMerica, -doeS:' not
include the English-lpeaking Caribbean...countries which represent 1.5

,

Percent of the regional\population, and it ciassifies Cuba \,,,v.th.3 percent

of the population separately because of its relatively unique economic
and -puolitical. patterns, the categories`give some indicatinn o\f\ the range
of di:fferenees existing in the area."' These diffeiences \ with\ in Latin

America, however, do not negate the, existence 'of many p\roblem
common',to a majority of the countries in terms of_social polic) 1 will
now turM to a discussion ortheSe Continuing 'dilemmas beginning with

population growth and following with the pr6b1erns of educational
expansion the delivery of health Services, einpldyment \generationand
a more equitable distribution 'of power through\ income'sandr,deciSion
\,
making."
In terrns of popUlation more' than 300 ruilliOn people; increasing at
a rate of 3 percent annuallY, inhabit the region. By 1980; the lOpulation
I

\-1
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is expected to reach nearly 380 million and, by the year 2000, 600
million. From the perspective of social planning there is little doubt that
this kind of population growth negatively affects the capacity of all social
Service delivery systems. While the annual rate of populatiOn growth
has risen from 1.9 percent in the 1920s and 1930s to 2.3 percent in the:
1940s and 2.8 percent in the 1950s (Pearson et al. 1969); the hature of
the population has become younger and thus presers;s a greater drain
on available resources produced by the adult working population. Today
sOme 40 percent of the population is less than fifteen years of age and
approximately one-half is less than, twenty years of age. This concen'tration at the lower age levels has resulted .from both a Continuation

of high birth rates and a rapid decline in child mortality (UNESCO
1974a). Because of these occurrences, the population of .working age,
which in 1970 numbered 153 million, will reach about 205 milliOn in
1980 'thereby placing considerable pressure on the economy to invOle

\

additional manpower.

Much of this increased population will continue to be absorbed ink. '
.\\ rap' y expan mg urban areas. Assuming that the rate of urbanizatiod\
\continues, for example, it is estimated that by 1980, 50 to 55. percent \
Of the-population will be living in urban centers with twenty thonsand k..
\
inhabitants
or. more. Even though fertility rates are inversely rela'ted
to urbanism, explained partially by the greater 'availability irCaban.
areas Of.techniques for limiting family size, urbanization itself is not the
.

major determining variable of fertility. Instead, fertility tends-to go down
only after the newly arrived urbanites have begtin to participate in and
assimilate urban values and behavior. Because nearly 30 rnilliOn-, eople,
or 20 percent of the region'-s population, currently live in tirban p verty
belts,,many are not evidencing such characteristics (Ruddleand Bar rs-,

1974). ThiS means that, ,aniong other" instruments,. education and
employment Opportunities as adjuncts tO urban particiliatiOn must/be
,
made_ayailable rapidly in order that . urbanization can contribute to
reducing keititity leveb,t(United Nations 1970).

.

\

\

The increasing population 'pressures at the younger age levelsin

Latin America have precipitated the SecOnd social policy area,.that of
education, by forcing school pOlicy makers to expand eduCation serVices
at an unprecedentefi rate. The period 1960-70, for example, saw enroll-,
,

.

.ment° in the six- t eleven-year-old age range increase by 13 milfion
stUdents. By 1970 se enteen countries had. 70 percent or more of . the
six to'eleven age rang enrolled in school WLereas only six countries
had 79 percent or more of the twelve to seventeen age'range enrolled
in school. Although the percentage of any given age cohort enrolled in.
school is likely to continue to increase, the actual numbers of Students
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not enrolled will also increase. In 1965, for example, there were some
14 million six-. to eleyen-year-olds out of school; by 1985 this figure is
expecied'to reach 17 million2°At the secondarY.school level in 196.5 there
were 19 million twelve- to seventeen-year-old out of school; by,1985 'this

figure is expected to reach 26 million. t the. primary level, poPulatiort
pressures will force Latin American sehool planners to increase enrollment by 52 percent in order to maintain 1970 enrollnient fatio5 in 1985.
:This means that in order to reach universal primary education by 1985,
Latin America will have to exhibit an average annual enrollment increase
of 2.4 million Students or. in other words, ;exceed the 1965-70 period
by one million students annually.
Although schools are being built and teachers trained to accommodatehool 1. L.4fains are plagued by high dropout
tudent ., C.N,
'he
rates. In 1967, for example. 'of.,those who entered first grade; only 59
.

.

.

percent reached second gracK.,50 percent third grade, and 42 percent
fourth grade (UNESCO 1974b)..Those who do not reach the.next grade
level, or in this case drop outof SFhool, vary, considerably between rural
and urban areas.. A recent:calculaliOn by th0Vorld Bank (1974) reports

that in the urban areas of Colomlia, the\ Dominican Republic, Guatemala, and Panama some 51' percent complete primary schnol Nv hereas
.in the rural, areas of the...same countries only 22 percent of those who
enter finish.their primary 'studies. I W ill retnrn to a brOader discussion
..

of educaticr.a: i:..sues later in this chapter..
A third social policy area Of importance to a nlaPrity of Latin Auierican

0

'.'...

....,countries is the health...status of the population. Indicators of health
levels in Latin America,Hgiven the broad approaCh of mostpublie health:,
programs in .the world, include physical, mental, and Social well.being,
. or .more.,. generally an individnal's quality or level ,.of living, 'Although
.

'

cOnsiderable progress, has been.. niade in, recent decades in slashing
,\
mortality rates,
attention remains directed-at the control of niaSs'discase
and the ratstng 'of health status ...through inoculations, in'e s-cticides,
.. improved 'vvatet supplies-and sewaie-systems, waste. disposal ,and sanita-

tion, nutrition, !nd so on. An examPle of one Of'these, problent areas.
can ,be seen 'in the .ivailabilityorPOtablewater'supplies. In 1970 13ot'able
water reached ,only -)4 percent of Latin AmeriCa's rural population and
only about 3 to 5 pet ent of the rural poPulations of Haiti; Bolivia, and
Brazil (United NationS 1974). Although public: health programs have .
been equally concerne with 'curative,. and preventive .hcalth services.,
growing attention is being placed on morbidity' as opposed to Mortality
rates.'An example of this concern is in the area of nntrition where it is
known that the...diet'of most orthe population of Latin America, based
principally on carbohydrates, is inade.c4uate in qu'a:ity and, for many,
l
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inadequate in quantity. It is estimated that 7 percent of the children
in Latin'Ameitca are severely malnourished and an additional 45 percent

suffer from moderate nutritional, deficiencies (Rudd le and Barrows
1974). The importance of this area can be seen from research which
points to irreversible brain damage caused by malnutrition among
children during the first year and a half of life (Scrimskw 1966). Of
all the social policy areas, health is likely to be the most difficult lo
minn
isOlate as it is dependent on so many other variables. Among.th,
It les -,-o food c; applies, trade policies, income distribution, consumer
uses,, legisoon on food quality, agriculture_ reform and .land tenure,
urbanization, transportation, level of socioeconomic development, and

so on.

-

A fourth social policy area, and one on which many of .the other
problems dePend, is employment.. Some recent trends in this area for
the region as a :Whole 'suggest that although the percentage of the
working, population employed in agriculture has steadily declined in
recent years from 53.4 percent in 1950 to about 42 percent at the end
of the 1960s, the number of individuals so engaged has increased.
During the period from 1950 to 1965 the proportion employed in manufacturing,industries declined slightly (front 1414,percent to 14.0 percent)
\ while those employed in construction and basic services increased (from
\,8.0 percent to 9.2 percent). The remainder of the working population,

Which is grOwing at slightly less than the annual rate of 3 percent,
has ,been absorbed by other services and has grown from 23.1 percent
in 1950 to 31.3 percent in 1965. Although such econOmic indicators vary
frothy country to country, it is this tertiary or services sector which has

,''',becorrie the haven for surplus manpower in many countries, and it is
the manufacturiqg industry:sector which has been unable to absorb the
newly arrived uf6an dweller thrOngh the creation of emPloyment opportunitieS. Part of the explanation for this situation rests with the histOrical
emphasis in Latin,America on the exportation of primary, commodities
and theImpprtatiOn of manufactured goods (United Nations 1970).
'Even thoi.igh the industrial, construction, and services sectors showed
a relatively high eZpansion in 1971 :and 1972, agrieultural growth

declined and employment remained a grave .,problem as the use of
laborsaving machinery and a consequent move away from. labor-intensive

and toward capital-intensive industry continued (Ruddle and Barrows
1974). Although agrarian reform programs haVe been initialed in
several Latin American countries, much of the land, and almost all of
the best land, remains in a few hands: These latifundia, along with the
newer commerCial agricultural enterprises, use extensive farming
methods.which require relatively little manpower. The minifundia, or

.
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family holdings of betwea five and ten

he,'t

,)triw iate the

large proportion of the rural population w
tet-hods are
labor intensive and who are dependent on
for the
resources to plant and harvest as well as t tra:
t their
product. Whereas some peasants are organizing in order to lobby and,
pressure for land distribution and social benefits, the majority continue
to' eke out an existence on dwindling parcels which are decreasing in
production capacity, or are landless and live at a bare subsistence level,
as seasonal wage earners, sharecroppers, or through other expedient
mechanisms. These conditions have led to an increasing out-migration
to urban areas where, as has been suggested, the opportunity structure
,

I

,,

providesJew, channels of societal incorporation (United Nations 1970).

A final problem in the social policy arena to be considered here
concerns the issue of social justice or the more equitable distribt.:ion
of power through income and decision making. Typically, this aspect
of traditional national development policy is treated with less concern
than economic growth which projects macro data indicators such as
GDP, GNP, international balanceS of trade, and so on. Such indicators
seldom assess the impact on the marginal population Or the masses who
survive in a state of limited or nonexistent involvement in the develop-

ment process. The _marginal individual is poor, is unable to exercise
his civil rights, and is subject to socideconomic dependence on others
who profit from' his labor and his vote. The margii Lai individual remains
as a member of the majority group numerically in much of Latin America
yet is segregated frOm societal structnres as a whole.
Within the pyramid-shaped Latin American class structure and above
the marginal majority, two major social classes can be drawn. Traditionally, at the peak of the pyramid is the oligarchy or elite population which

exercises the economic and political power, controls the sources of
prestige, and works for its own advantage. Power is derived from control
over natural resources (e.g., land, mining) as well as from manufaeturing

and industry. The elites are internationalists. They attend equally to
economic and political activity outside as well as inside their national
boundaries and they are often more aligned with their own self-interests
than they are with those of nation building (Wolf and Hansen 1972).

The other major social sector or class is constituted at the middle of
the pyramid and cis characterized primarily by its entrepreneurial and
wage-earning status, its use of education for mobility, and its modeling
of elite behavior. The lower side of the middle sector may also include
organized labor in the form of trade unions in such areas as industry,
commerCe, and-the large service sector.
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Within this bottom-heavy social structure the marginal dweller has
had few if any vertical mobility channels available to him whieh have
actually functioned on his behalf. Traditionally the Latin American
military and the Catholic Church have offered some limited mobility
opportunities. The successful entrepreneur might also have been able
to raise his level of living and thereby his power and status if he had
been fortunate enough to acquire sufficient resources and personal
contacts. Although many have viewed the school as a mechanism for
escaping, marginality and poverty, it too has proved to be little more
than an object of frustration given its legitimation in society as a selection
mechanism for the upper strata (La Belle and Verhine 1975). Mobility
itself, however, may be only an aspect of what is being sought. The wider

objective is likely to be greater autonomy for both self and family as
well as a share in the national resources. As urban traits and industrial
_products from the metropole economies reach further and further. into
the fabric of Latin American society, including the rural areas, desires
for social services and social rights by the marginal population will
inevitably expand. It is clear, hOwever, that income distribution, employ-

: ment 'opportunities, and political organization are among the demands
which will not be fully satisfied without basic structural reforms.
POLAR VIEWS: DEPENDENCY AND DEPRIVATION

The state of so-called underdevelopment found in parts of Latin
Ameriea, as evidenced by some of the preceding discussion,, can be
Interpreted an'd partially explained throngh two major theses. The first,
knoWn as dependency, argues that underdevelopment derives from
political and econbmic intervention and control associated with larger
worldwidet.strucinres and. influenee. The second, which I will refer to
here as thc .cleprivation thesis embodies some of the structural and
institutional concerns ordependency but points primarily to inappropriate
and traditional value systems, social structures, technology, and behavior

evidenced by Latin American populations. Within each of these. two
polarized approaches there are many' differing and conflicting assumptions. The intent 'here is to provide a general overview of each position
in order to guide the later discussion df nonformal education.
Dependency is often viewed as internal and external. Internal

dependency argues that there exists within many Latin American
countries a structural dualism 'involving two semi-independent systems.

One' of these is associated with the modern, outward-looking, and
capitalist-oriented elite and the other is associated with the dominated
and 'traditional marginal or oppressed populations who are either unable
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or do not desire 'to Nrticipate in the more.modern institutions. Although
it is difficult to envisionThese two systems as impermeable, the important
point I believe is that ..the relationship is primarily unidirectional with
the .modern sector exploiting and controlling the traditional not .only

through economic and political means but through the media, the
church,and other mechanisms which effectively isolate the dominated
sector from decision-.making participation. Structurally, therefore,
members of the traditional sector find themselves unable to function
satisfactorily sociallY, econoinically, or pOlitteally and thus to exercise
their social rights. External ,dependeney extends the concept of internal
dependency by positing that relationships among nations are conditioned
by the dominant economic partner as in the case of many Latin Amerit:an

nations and .their association with the United States. The arguMent
suggestS that international capitalism bas created and fostered a relation-

ship upon which Latin Anierica is dependent for its economic and
political processes. Thus, the doniinant partners nurture the growth
of the dependents in order that the former can rely upon the latter's
production and resources for their own sustenance (Gunder Frank 1967).

As with inteptal dependency, the dominated are -subject, without,
decision-making participation, to the encroachment of such internthional

mechanisms as the mass media, .consumerism, and other social and
cultural influences which potentially have a homogenizing effect in
shaping, a world community.
.

Wolf and Hansen (1972) argue that international elites, including
those of Latin Athe.rica, have formed an interlocking system in which
efforts at rationalizing production to increase efficiency and. profits have
effectively moved attention from Latin. America's national develppment
problems to the international marketplace. This outward-looking
emphasis by Latin American elites has precipitated a separatiOn between
elites and masses. The capital-intensive system which has .eyplved has
left no function for. Latin American labor as it i.s irrelevant to the neans
of productiop. As a result and parallel to the economic "divorce
between elites and masses there 'has also emerged a social and cultural
void as there no longer cxist political reasons for the elite to attend to
the existence of the masses:As Wolf and Hansen comment:
To implement rationalization, cost accounting in productivity is a large factor,
and wages 'and personnel must be kept at a-minimum to maximize profit That
means.that there simply is hot `'enough room for all of the job seekers, to find
employment, because there is not enough of a new economy.to provide
the jobs. Nor ean there be any guarantee that the ecOnomy will develop with
national interests like full employment as a goal, because the economy is geared
to metropolitan demands and sanctions. Herein lies the dilemma of the Latin
'Y
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American elite: as economic development of a resteictive nature increases, the
divorce between elites and masses beeomes more absolute. 11972:3561

Although some critically responded to the dependency advocates by
pointing to their One-sided and exaggerated view of the role of international 'capitalism (Nove 1974), many still concur that tile social
structural rigidity in Latin America and the reinforcing activities of
dominant international powers are not in the best interests of long-range

humanitarian goals for the majority. At the same time, however,

it

should be stated that while thc, dependency theory enables one to analyze

and prbmote secial class struggle in order to resolve societal contra-.

dictions; it provides few clear strategies at the local level for restructuring
a society. Given the sweeping arguments of the advocates of the theory
one is left With ',little more than the need to carry out widespread
structural reforms of both the national .and: international systems. As
I. point out later, most of the implications ,for education are associated
with Consciousness-raising programs designed to enhance an indN,idual's.
critiCal understanding of his reality.
The deprivation thesis for explaining underdevelopment.while attend;
ing to some of the ,'-uctural concerns' of .the dependency theorists,
tends to place attention :on what is :often viewed, front the economic
growth perspective, as inappropriate and traditional:1 values, social
structures, technology, and behavior. I have borrdwed the term deprivation for application here from the formerly widely held notion in

education circles in the United Stales during the I%Os that children

from other than Anglo middle-class family backgrounds were culturally
,dePrived relative to the majority,population. I sense that. underdevelop.ment in this context is viewed in much, the same. way; it is suggested
that Latin. America is tinderdeveloped because the jnhabitants do not
share, among. other .aspects, the same organizational and decision:..
making strUctures or modern attitudes and entrepreneurial behavioral
patterns common to so-called developed countries.
The assumptions underlying the deprivation thesis .stiggest that
progress is achieVed by spreading modernism to backwai.1 areas.through
the application of primarily technology 'and capital. The ',goal is to
encourage the.manipulation of natural resources (e.g., land: minerals)
by skilled and creative entrepreneurs in order to generate wealth in the
.form' of income arid savings which in turn can be. used to produce and
cOnsume. Development., or per- capita prodnetion and the nation's
income and international cOmmercial performance, is among the primary
criteria for judging "progress. IndustrializatiOn and 'commercialization
are, central coinponents in' achieving success. Although there is little

0
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doubt that the Wealth of a nation conceived in this way, provides a711
indication of a c:ertain type of social progress, what has been missing

until very recently Jlas been any real concern for the distribution of these
resources to the wider population. Social justice in terms of income and
decision-making power have been conspicuously ,absent from the

traditional development strategies; altough the individual has been
the object of development, few have been concerned with which
individuals would emerge as the real beneficiaries,
One of the predominant arguments underlying the deprivation thesis

concerns Latin American values. It is suggested that value orientations
in Latin America are not compatible with. clevelopment, defined as
economic growth, because they do not emphasize science and technology, they are not instrumental, and they are more symbolic rather
than achievement oriented (United Nations 1970). Whereas some would
contend that changing such values through directed educational pro-

grams is a major solution, others envision them as a result of the

conditions associated with structural rigidity and view the resolution in
terms of wider societal reforms. As Raul Prebisch implies, such efforts
must be broad and all encompassing:
The acceleration of development demands sweeping change in structures and in
mental attitudes. They are essential if teanical progress is to be assimilated,

its advantages turned to account, its contradictions resolved, and its atheisc
effects counteracted; and essential also for' the promotion of social mobility,

both for its own sake and becauSe it too is one of the indispensable requirements
of technological progress. Soeial mobility is not merely a matter of general
education and technical training; it is a basic question of structures. [1971:121

The danger apparent in the implicit comparison of a so-called Latin
American value orientation' with that of a more industrialized nation
rests with the assumption that there isr only one model for social progress

and that the world population must pursue that model in order to
achieve economic and social development. Under such a premise,
changes in value systems inevitably rest with the Latin Americans as
the extension of the deprivation argument would absolve the already

developed countries froin any responsibility for Latin America's underdevelopment.
Ocher examples of the deprivation thesis often arise from the question
of values. In politics, for example, the Latin American system is
characterized as personalistic with -power distributed to a select number
of interest groups through a series of written or unwritten agreements.
Such factions strive' to protect their own interests as well aS to exclude
those of others in a series of compromises and newly-formed pacts
(United Nations 1970). Assuming these generalizations to be correct,
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political structures are viewed by outsiders as incompatible for long-term
develOpment planning. To outsiders the strOcture appears overly diffuse,

lacking in continuity, and demanding .considerable time, effort, and
expense in order to keep all competinggroups either inside or outside
the political prOcess.

As presented here neither the dependency nor the deprivation
explanation for underdevelopment in Latin America is tenable. Instead,,
there are portions of each position which can increase our understanding
and direct our efforts for designing charlge strategies. One of the initial
positions of compromise must concern the Opiestion of processes and

goals. 'As Denis Goulet has stated: "The crucial queStion 'is: will
tinderdeveloped' societies become mere consumers of technological
civiliiation or agents of their own transformation? At slake, !heNfore,
is something more tkan a war over words: the battle .lines 'are drawn
between two^ conflicting interpretations of historical reality, two..cornpeting principles of social organization. TI first values efficiency and
social control above all else, the secOnd social justice and the creation of
'a new man" (1971:8),.. Within economic growth gbals, therefore, we
must attend to the vulnerability of Latin Americans to world political
and economic forces which leave them with weak bargaining positions

and a dependent status. There is little doubt that these 'are social
structural issties which, emanating from positions of ,national and
international bases of power, must be addressed at an equivalent level.
Another aspect of comproinise be`tween, the dependeney and depriva-

tion theories relates to the outsider's perception of Latin American
values' and proceskes. We must seek to explain behavioral patterns in
Latin America through other than a social pathological mbdel which

attributes cultural deprivation to a viable sociocultnral system. A
cultural relativisCs approach is needed in which it iS possible to separate
the explanation of a population's behavior, based uPon the rules and

nprms adopted by that population, from judgment's, on that same
population which are derived from a separate socioculthral system.
Inherent in'such a position is an avoidance. of comparisons between the

outsiddr's desired goals, -based upon his perceptions of what is, appropriate, 'and the host country populations multiple positions relative
to what is needed or sought. From the social justice standpoint, for
-7ample, there appears to 'be little gained by labeling a population's
,ebavior or values as backward when impliCitly there exists no entirely

viable sociocultural model which can be categorized as absolutely
modern'. As we have learned during the last decade in the field of'
education, there is much to be gained by treating others as collaborators

rather than students, as knowledgeable rather than as ignorant, and
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as products of their environment and culture rather than as unfortunates
deprived of a life style which someone else believes must 'be appropriate
for all.
Social Change and Popular Participation

As the gap between rich and poor in Latin America and elseWliere
continues to widen, indicating that little of the progress achieved in
national development during the past decades has reached the broad
masses, most would concur that the future holds more of the same unless
attention is directed at incorporating the, poor into nationardevelopment

programs. The need to change social structures through the creation
of an entrepreneurial Middle 'class or the, mobilization of a peasant
population toward participation in the national market is well repreSented in' the national development literature (Schumpeter 1961):
Such efforts, in turn, are related to altering industrial structures,
planning and decision-making processes, and methods of international
bilateral or multilateral assistance: These are only ,. examples of the
Complex and interrelated aspects of a local, regional, and national
development strategy. My interest, however, is in the area of micro
change processes directed at the marginal populations in Latin America
and designed to foster a more equitable distribution of individual and
collective power through income and decision making. ThuS my attention will be directed primarily to the strategies employed in communitybased programs involving popular participation and collective action
by the' lower socioeconomic strata with direction and leadership coming
;from both within and outside of the target population.
PopUlar participation in the developMent proces can foster different

purposes depending on whose interests are being served, From the
standpoint of the political and econornic decision makers, the mobiliza-

tion of the masses may be viewed in terms of the creation of new
consumer -markets, the homogenization of ethnic and cultural differences, or the pacification of potentially volatile sectors. Ideologues
and social change strategists may, On the other hand, see such mass
participation as a way to alter and promote structural change on behalf
of the pafticipants themselves. 'Associated with this latter view are those
who argue that a prerequisite to, or parallel aspeet of, social change
rests with the organization of the masses as a political and economic
force. Still others see the need. primarily psychological, for the Masses
to overcome alienation and to encourage a sense of power, autonomy,
obelonging, and self-worth. These, and other positions supporting popular
participation are evident implicitly, and often explicitlY, in many of

n
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the micro social change programs in LatinAmerica. Whereas some
programs are attempts at goal-free c\hange processes with the participants
determining their own ends and means, others ale more directed as
outsiders establish themselves as either brokers between the Masses and
the larger society or as controlling agents who create new dependency
relationships:
The majority of these primarily community or regionally based
popular participation programs involve the cognitive, affective, physical,
or material enhancement of the participants as they pursue their normal
occupational and social roles within Society. Whereas some are utopian
and directed at goals, intangible or tangible, which cannot be reached°
through the-means and methods at hand, others are directed toward
concrete ends which are manageable and feasible. Few of those which
seek radical, ... large-scale reforms relative to the existing social order
survive; others, which are small and Seek minor changes, avoid major
confrontations, and probe for openings in the wider structures are often
the ones which can claim some success. It is assumed here that corn*munity-based participatory. development programs are clearly not the
sole answer to the marginality of Latin America's poor; instead, they
form one response mechanism on a local community level which, if
combined with other more widespread structural reforms, have some
potential for improving the quaiity of life of participants.
Although the organization of such programs is typically initiated by/

individuals outside of the community, the concerns which bring th
participants together and their personal eharacteristics arc: varied. Th y

may share a common religious; ethnic, or Language pattern, or they may
be wage earners or producers, or they may sirnply live in the same area

or community. Their interests may be shared in terms of education, .
material assistance, consumption, production, or civil rights. Organ-

izationally the participants may form self-help community organizations,
cooPeratives, trade unions, and so on. Whereas some organizations are
state or nationwide, like trade or labor unions, the majority appear to
be smaller in scope and at most include a region or area within a state

or province. Their size, however, does not mean that the various
programs are not articulated with other state or national organizations.

As will be demonstrated in a subsequent chapter, ,-,such institutional

articulation is often of a vertical rather than a horizontal nature as local
programs seek social and political legitimacy or financial assistance from
the national or international level. The lack of horizontal articulation
is relatcld to the need for stronger vertical ties as competition for legit-

imacy and the accompanying fiinds tends to separate rather than
coalesce various programs. This autonomy and isolationism is especially
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apparent among programs which have similar methods and aims and
are directed at the same types of clients or participants.
Although the leadership for such programs may be found internally

among the participants, the initiation of the program and continuing
guidance and assistance most often emanates from external agencies,
institutions, or individuals. Even tlfough governments are involved in
such programmatic efforts, the majority of the institutions involved are
private, nonprofit, humanitarian or developmeni-oriented agencies
which derive their funds from related national and international agencies,

churches, philanthropists, and so on. These middle-level agencies or
brokers carry out the articulation of the particular program with other
agencies, seek economic and political support, bring to the situation the
necessary resources, and are actively involved in guiding irnot directing
the programmatic efforts. Although spontaneous internal leadership is
not uncommon among participants, such individuals must relate to the
brokers in order to move the program in desired directions and sustain
organizational and collective strength.
EDUCATION AND MICRO SOCIAL CHANGE

Education, viewed here as the diffusion of attitudes: information,
and skills as well as the learning derived frOm simple participation in
community-based programs, is a fundamental component in micro social
change efforts. Education, both externally directed and self-initiated,
refers to the process by which individuals learn to function cognitively,
affectively, and piychonwtorically within their environments. The importance of education for the marginal dweller in .Latin America can be
seen in his need to learn the rules which guide the wider social process

emanating from urban centers and the knowledge of how to use or
attempt to change such rules for his own ends. Further, the marginal
man must have skills which make him, the product he produces, and
the methods by which he interacts with others competitive in the marketplace. Such learning should be viewed as a complement to rather than
as a substitute for what the participant already knows from his own life
experience. The object is to foster experiences which enable an individual

to acquire the information and skills needed to search out alternative
goals and methods for the resolution of perceived needs and problems.
Thus within directed educational efforts the goal is to enable participants
to learn new ways of manipulating their social and physical environments.
We have traditionally placed the burden of this and most othertypes
of education on the school. Education, therefore, is often viewed
synonymously with schooling rather than as a life-to-death 'process in
which the individual is learning to cope with life through self-directed
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and other:-directed experiences. Education a

fore, to be equated to tpe work of the sc.no,
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s likely, therewhose task it is
-lerspective of a

to pass on the cultural heritage as seen :win
particular socioeconomic, political, or religious order. Whereas most
would admit that the most important and lasting education in terms
of survival emanates from daily experience outside schools, the "im-

portant" and "right" education is often viewed as that which takes
place in schools. Those without the schooling experience. therefore.
are often perceived as being of less worth as evidenced by their lack
of diplomas o credentials certifying that they have legitimately passed .
the screening for adulthood and are able to participate in the workplace
and in the larger society.

Whether education is viewed as schooling or life experience, the,
process and the goals are never neutral. The family, the church, and
the nation, as well as one's own natural environment, shape one's
information, skills, and values. Whereas in simpler, more isolated
societies such alternatives are extremely limited, in more complex,
industrialized societies the Options are greater. Nevertheless, education;

whether.,it be institutionalized dr not, generally reflects an existing
socioeconomic and political ofder. Education is seldom, therefore, an
agent of change; instead it usually reinforces the rules associated with
Castro iri Cuba
a particular way of life. When the rules change, as with a
or an Allende in Chile, education follows the new orientations and is
used to reinforce a different social order.
It can be hypothesized that when education is removed from schools
and applied at the micro level in seoncert with other socioecoOomic and

technological interventions, it tends to gain slightly in its ability to lead
rather than follow other social change. This is especially the case when
the education program is not directed at challenging the existing social order- but inStead works within accepted rules; and tnethods for the
enhaTicement of -the individual and the nation. If an education or micro
social change program goes beyond incremental change, however, and
adopts goals or methods which appear to threaten vested interests within
the social structure such programs must generally remain small so as
not to attract attention from those Who stand to lose most from the
program's success. Although these constraints are discouraging to the
utopian revolutionary, they are nevertheless much less severe than those
aS'sociated with the school. The .school, as a bureaucracy, is dependent
on a system of mass production with the decisions affecting its operation emanating from managers whose interest is efficiency and control.
In schools, universalistic rather than particularisti6 criteria are applied
to the issues of teacher and student recruitment and selection, curricula,
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grades, diplomas, and so on. The school is based on a meritocratic
hierarchy of levels and prerequisites which it uses to legitimate its
20

existence as the educational institution. These characteristics leave the
school with little flexibility in approaching social change among marginal
populations where the participants are unable to cope with the school's
metropolitan-oriented processes and goals and often reject them as both
irrelevant and unimportant. The result is a large number of dropouts
from the lower socioeconomic status groups along with a relatively small
number of individuals from the higher socioeconomic status levels who
reap the benefits of a secondary and a higher education.
Because of the limitations associated with the school establishment
and its tendency to view education as an en'd in itself rather than as
a process linking man with his environment, and because of societal
pressures and limited financial resources for perpetuating the school
model, many have seen the need to look beyond the khool a'S the only
widely accepted mode of organized education. Emphasis in education
throughout the world during the decade of the 1950s and most of the
1960s was on expanding schools in order to reMain ahead of population
growth. The assumption was that the school was an important vehicle

for social change and the national development proces. Although
occupational and citizenship goals were implicit in the assumptions
underlying the school expansion model; the faith in schooling as a
panacea for economic development and nation building overshadowed
all other social service strategies for overcTning the ills of under-

development. In recent years, however, .:there has been a growing

disenchantment on the part of both educators and social scientists Ivith
formal schooling's potential for satisfactorily achieVing these far-reaching
goals. This disillusionment, the product perhaps of an overestimation
of the school's capaoilities in light of- the problems present, is the major
reason for the, current interest in educational alternatives, especially
nonformal education in developing areas.
Formal, nonformal, and informal education.Although sOrne would
argue that the major impetus to the search for educational alternatives
came from those who saw 'the school as ineffective, inefficient, and
often irrelevant to the clients being served, others would argue that the

impetus came from the fact that the school was losing ground, to
population growth in the presence of extreme financial pressures for
school expansion. Still others might point to the nature of the educational system itself which generates its own demand for its existence
through fog:tering a vertical hierarchy dysfunctional to- employment
realities. Finally, some would suggest that the school is inherentl9
biased in favor of urban middle- and upper-class populations who,
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because of their socioCultural background when combined With the
demands of schools, do better in terms of achieving school success.
With the current interest in fostering development goals through in-

creasing mass participation in the process itself, this inegalitarian ethos
reflected in schools does not augur well for the school's contribution
to equality of opportunity objectives.
Because we have tended to view education as that v lich takes place

in schools, we have failed to realize the potentialities that a wider

view of education may offer. In light of the search for alternatives we
shoUld begin by treating education on a continuum from informal to
nonformal and finally formal education. Coombs and Ahmed (19748),
° who equate education with learning, define these terms as follows:
informal education is "the lifelong process by which every person
acquireS and accumulates knowledge, skills, attitudes and insights from
daily experiences and exposure to the environment"; nonforrnal education

is "any organized, systematic, educational activity carried on outside
the framework of the formal system to provide selected types of learning
to particular subgroups in the population, adults as well as children."
The major difference between these two processes rests with the deliberate instructional and programmatic emphasis present in nonformal
education but absent in informal educatiorL The third or formal mode
of learning is defined by the authors as the -institutionalized. chronologically graded and- hierarchically structureC ,.:clucational system,
spanning lower primary school and the upper reacr:;:s of the university."
Paulston (1972) defines these educa.tional types similarly through the
use of a concentric circle model. At the center, or core of the model, he
places formal education, followed in the second ring by nonformal
education, and in the third ring by informal education. In addition,
he adds a fourth, or an international education ring, which includes
influences derived from outside of one's national boundaries. Paulston's
definition of nonformal education differs from Coombs and Ahmed's
in terms of erriphasis. He states that nonformal education is "structured,
systematic, nonschool educational and trair.ing activities of relatively
short duration in which sponsoring agencies seek concrete behavioral
changes in fairly distinct target pooulations- (Pauiston 1972:ix). Cole
Brembeck (1973) adopts a similar, but somewhat broader, definition
of nonformal education. He states that nonformal education "deals
with those learning' activities tha: take place outside :he formally
organized educational system . . . to educate toward some ::.,ecifie goals.
under the sponsorship of an identifthble person. group, 07- ,rgwzization"
.(Brembeck 1973:xvi).

In practice, informal, nonformal, and formal L.

should be
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viewed as predominant Modes or modes of emphasis rather than as
discrete entities. In terms ..<)f micro social change programs, for example,

.

it has become popular tc refer to nonformal education,. 'or the out-ofschool instructional processes. as the educational mode in Use. Whereas
nonforrnal education may be the Predominant Mode in such efforts,
we must attend as well to, the informal learning which occurs from
simple participation in social change programs. Thus the objective is to
harness . as many modes of education as possible withi-r. the change

process. For example, in a micro social change program designed t6
foster consumer or producer cooperatives, the nonformal education
mode is generally limited to the technical assistance process, the role of
the dhange _agent. or the instructional products used in fostering neW
behaviors among.. participant's. Attention, therefore, is directed `to the

deliberate instruction designed to foster cooperation, by partieipants
and to the administration and organization of a coorierative. Following
the instructional, or nonformal education process, however', the participants function in the cooperative by learning from each other as well
as by trial and error associated with simple participation. We can refer
to.this latter mode aS an informal characteristic of nonformal education
or that which is -derived from daily experience. If diplomas are
associated, 7....ith the deliberate instruction in the .management of a
cooperative we may refer to ..the process as a formal characteristic
of a..preddminantly nonformai 'educational mode. Thus when we Viewedueation as a cornponent. in micro social change.programs we need
to recognize that there exist predominant- and secondary modes ,and
that these pro 'i.isses may be of equal importance in achieving stated
objectives.

Figure I attempts to
formal..nonformat, and informal education
as predominant education:Li modes rather tIan as discrete entities. In
terms of the formal e--ityition mode, for example, We c.an take the
formal characteristies
jrmal education and arrive a: the COonibs
and Ahined definition ..rf Me school. Nonftrrmal impl:icamms of formal
education may be extra,=:cular activities wlereas inf
implications
may be peer group pr,
W;thin the nonforriln
.arion :mode,
the formal characteri.....- may
to rrf graw.',ag
tadges or
.certificates, the
the" out-of-sc...";Kol definition
:If Coombs and
inforrna characteristics if nonformal
-.education to inaTritu:icr_-_-- '.7.12.77icipation. inally, wiEtin .the informal
.-education --mode, there -7'ray exf:: formal criaracteristass associated with
certain-rites of -passage ..7:r..:7-af.;i1 schools simple sstietes, nonformal
characteristict .associate..,
deliberate -oarental irst:rtaction, !and informal charac.:oristics of :Tr7.77mal educatimi-which lea. eao theinformal
education defraition,of Co=s and Ahnied..
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Figure 1. Formal, nonformal, and iriformal educational relationships

The pUrpose inherent in attempting to broaden our nerception of
of botL'
education is to enable prograci planners to take advar
mode as'a
any
primary and secondary modes and not be ti-ed
discrete. entity. The inierit is to use fi.zure.

I

as

d

it.!vice rather

than, as a mechanism to categorize ell educational phenemena. Thus
its purpose is to show the interrelationships among modes ,and to alert
us to the potentials inherent.in 'each.
Although emphasis on the -nonforitud -education mode is currently in
vogue, the social change actii;itics to -:vhich it dray, ,s ,ention, as will

be seen in subsequent chapters, often epcornpa,.,.. -roth formal and
informal education as well. The majorn: of such rc4.:-.-arris are derived
.--;uie eLucation for
from a long historical tradition in attempting to
-Irovee either inyouth, and adults for whom formal education
appropriate or unavailable. Such' progi,is include .44riculrural exten;
sion, conlmunity development, consciousness raising. Lechnicalivocation-

al training, literacy and basic education health and famil,,-, pianhing,
consumer arid producer cooperatives. _and so, on. At rima. nonformal
education is the major mechanism for introducing chaige. These
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interventions may. be asso-ciated with radio broadcasts, community

newspapers, or consciousness-raiSing dialogues.

general, such- pro-

'grants stand alone and do not form part of a more .titegratedproject
within which education:has a role to play as a component hut t-lot as
an eiclusive agent. Where nonformal education is integraL._ with other
componenfs, one normally encounters such additional int=rventi:ms as
credit, technology,-organizational activities, marketing, and so on.
Callaway (1973) provides some insight into the gener...;.1 nature of
nonformat education efforts by outlining some of tiheir common
characteristics. He writes that nonformat.enucation progrzms generally
(1) complement formal education; (2) are diverse in terr-z,: of organization, sponsorship, -and methods of instruction; (3) are v.iluntary and
appeal to a wide range of ages, backgrounds, and interefls; (4) do not
lead to credentials .or diplomas; (5) exist where the clientele live and
work; and (6) are flexible and adaptable* in terms of timing, duration,
and purpose. Likewise, the literature on nonformal education suggests
that such programs often are laeking in (1) resources to cnrry out
intended programs and to_admit the number of individuals attempting
to matriculate; (2) organization and .collaboration; resnItiqg in conSiderable duplication of effort; (3) evaluation of outccinies in xrms of
effects; (4) incentives to enable clients to e6mplete the program (e.g.,
job placement): and (5) understanding of the, social change process in
terms of developing a strategy for effectively achieving intended Outcomes: Although these constraints often explain the problems..associated
with nonformal education in the context of social chang:,, 1.ht t.lature
of the program must be viewed through the ideologica.

underlying an explanation of .underdevelopment. We retzrr dierere
to the earlier discussion of dependency ar:d deprivation i: ;71-der to
understand how these positions influence the change process.

%ill refer

to the programmatic efforts of the dependency theorists a

neration

and to those of the deprivation theorists as development..
DEPENDE.NCY-LIBERATION AND DEPRIVATION-DEvELOPMEN'PROGRAMMATIC IMPLICATIONS

One of the first indivi,duals to effectively articulate the need for
educational alternatives among the liberationists in Latin America was
,Ivan Mich (1968, 1970). He argued that since universal schooling is
beyond .the means of:, developing countries, and since' edt:.-:ation is
i-ecognized as the only legitimate avenue for participa:inn in society,
schools are destined to provide privileges for the feN\ at
cost of the
majority. They tend to produce an educational caste s
r by dividirtg
sodety into two distinct classes:. one composed of thcs vn credentidis
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and the other made up of those without. These credentials do not,
according to Illich, reflect an individual's abili-ty to function' in a
particular capacity as much as they denote his membership in society's
elite group. Illich envisions educational alternatives as nonbureaucratic,
noninstitutionalized in form and dependent upon an individual's desire
to pursue Experiences made available by opening libraries, museums,
,laboratories, industries, and so on'. Also, he would encout age individuals
with particular interests to form ad hoc groups for verbal exchange and
study at convenient locales.

EverettReimer (1971), a colleague of Illich at the Center for Intercultural Documentation in Cuernavaca, Mexico, believes that schools,
by incorporating and tran'smitting a particular ideology, have become
a "universal church" of a technological society. Reimer indicates that
schools accomplish this reinforcement of a "closed technological'society"
by functioning in four distinct and interrelated ways; first, theY act as
babysitters or custodial ir -titutions thus prolonging childhood roles;

second, they sort the youtd of a nation into the social structure and
thereby reinforce a meritozracy; third, they indoctrinate the young to
accept conformity, social hierarchy,

and traditional political and

economic iaeology; and fourth, >chools develop skills and knowledge
for success in accord with temnological and associated ideological
criteria. Both Illich and Reimer see these four functions as often being
in conflict, making schools amc7phous and inefficient. They argue for

a change in ideology.and thus a change. in societya change which
demands new educatiodal modes.

Whereas many viewed the positions of Illich and Reimer as threats
to the educational estdbiishment and thus defended formal schools,
other individuals appeared to see these radical approaches to education
as a catalyst for introspedzion. Many also realized that Illich and Reimer
were basically opposed to class structure, hierarchically organized
societies, and open-ended progress, all of which .dictate, that so-called
lesser developed societies move toward the acceptance of western-oriented

value systems. 1n short. Illich and Reimer were viewed by many as
proponents of a persor -centered and more egalitarian society where
education could become a tool for "conviviality." This position involved
an emphasis on alternative future societies along with alternative
educational processes. As Denis Goulet (1971) pointed out during this
same period, the goal of social change programs should be liberation
both' as a process and as an objective. Liberation seeks to enable ,the
individual to overcome domination and vulnerability. It does not
necessarily measure outcomes in terms of income or mt,terial benefits
gained but instead by the processes which take place. Liberation is

8
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concerned with a more equitable distribution of decision-making power
leading to control over the change process rather than adjustment to it.
Although the liberationists may or may not be providing convincing
arguments, their ,influenee has been.eonsiderable at both the popular
and the policy-making levels in Latin America. The educationalimpli-.
cations of such a position, however. are as yet untlear. Whereas such
names as Illich and Reimer are associated with some of the liberation

orientations, these orientations are not definitive as to what shape
educational programs might take in accord W ith dependency conditions.
I sense that the purest and most articulate response by an educator is
that offered by the Brazilian Paulo Freire. Briefly, Freire offers a
humanistic response, supposedly nonmanipulative, in which the peasant

is viewed as a subject not an object of reality. He suggests that the
transformation of society and its social structure most be based upon
the reflection and action of individuals whO opt for the humanization
of man. The 'educator or change agent in this process must be aware
of reality and cannot claim neutrality toward the world.. At, the same
time, however; the educator. cannot prescribe his own option to others
as that is manipulation and inevitably leads to the dehumanization of
Oman..Freire's response to dependency, therefore, is conscientizacidn, or

consciousness raising. The result is individuals who are aware of their

reality, who have reflected on it and criticized it, and who opt for
changing it in.accord with' humanistic principles.

In Latin America today,.the term conscientización is easily found in
private and public agencies as a basic premise underlying social change
programs. Many educational reforms in recent years have incorporated
some aspect of consciousness raising in their out-of-school and,extension

activities. Although the term has taken on programmatic orientations
different from those intended by Freire, often leaving in-its wake little
moie than the objective of a more aware peasant population,, there are
many who are committed to the underlying principles as well.
Whereas the consciousness raising or liberation response to underdevelopment takes several forms, the process generally Involves a

group-oriented dialogue between and arnang peasants and a group
coordinator. Freire designed the dialogue around the reality of the
individual through the use of photographs or drawings which portrayed
the environment of. the participants. He a,lso applied the process to
literacy training in which individuak, confronted with a pictorial
representation of their realitY, would learn to read and write the words
which they themselves use to portray that reality. Since Freire's work
in the early 1960s, other variations and applications of cons0ousness
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the "total
raising have emerged. One of these, until recentlrknown

,

language" approach and now referred to as "pedagogy of communication," btiilds upon the confrontation-with-reality premise but expands
the process by including objects drawn from the.communication media.

In other words, instead of using symbolic representations of one's
environment, this approaCh uses as objects all phenomena transmitted
by the mass media. The praxis or action dimension following dialogue
and reflection on the object can then take the form of art, music, dance,
oral and written expression, and so on. The pedagogy of communication
program has been spearheaded by Catholic educators in Latin America

and is being applied in and out of formal educational institutions.
Another pi`ogrammatic example of an extension of consciousness raising
is currently being used in Ecuador by the Univer-1ty of Massachusetts
under AID support. This program is built around games, like monopoly,

through which individuals engage in simulating the conditions of life
and are thereby expected to increase their awareness of the .legal,
political, and cultural constraints which operate in their environment.
One final example of a liberation-type educational response to underdevelopment is in order. Known as "rural animation," this response
was initiated in Senegal and has recently appeared in Central _America.
The orientation here is again dialogue and reflection bur it takes a
somewhat different form. Village representatives are invited to participate

in a three- or four-day "Meeting around their verbalization of needs
and interests in conjunction with a group of individuals known as the
animation teaM. Issues normally revolve around taxes, politics, change,
and so on. Role playing, sociodrama, and other forms of participatory
activities are used to address the issues. After the meeting, the delegates
return to their village to discuss similar issues. The process is open-ended
and highly participatory and places considerable stress on group
decision making and action. The idea centers on enabling peasants to
articulate their own needs (Ryckmus 1971). Whereas rural/ animation

can b& used as a preliminary step toward organizing a village for
community-development-type acctivities, it need not be forced in a
particular direction.

From my point of view the major lesson to be learned from these
programs concerns the ways in which educators perceive and treat
participants. Liberationists have, like educational philosophers before
them, demonstrated that our pedagogical methods have involved primarily a vertical relationship with teachers dominating and students
passively following. We have assumed that people are empty. vessels
waiting to be filled up with informatidn that we believe they should
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know. Missionaries, community development workers, and extension
agents have been as guilty of fostering such "banking" approaches to
28

the educational process as teachers in schools.
The problem I have with many of these liberation-oriented programs
is their almost comnplete reliance on the individual to take action either
on his own or with his consciousness-raising colleagues. The assumption
appears to be that once a person is aware of his reality, he will
develop constructive channels to change that reality in his favor. I

would argue that he is as likely to become frustral as he is to take
action. He may be prepared psychologically for an impending revolution,
but in the meantime he has not been given any tools with whiCh he can
change his environment and he has _not been informed of alternative

channels to which he can direct his energies. There appears to be a
trend in Latin America to incorporate more socioeconomic goals alongside consciousness raising to overcome some of these criticisms. The
creation of self-directed social organizations like cooperatives and
worker-managed industries, for example, tends to be included .in the
liberationists' current efforts. The apparent goal is to achieve a
socialist-type state throngh the coupling of local 'community-based
economic prbduction and consumption relationships. To me, however,
such efforts are rather difficult to achieve given the capitalistic orientation of nearly all of the Latin American economies. The dilemma with
the liberationist approach, therefore, is to keep the movement separate
from existing international political and economic practices while enhancing participatory opportunities which improve the marginal popu-

lation's quality of life. Being fueled by an anticapitalist and anticonsnmption bias forces such efforts outside of the mainstream of Latin
American sociopolitical climates. This does not mean:that there is not
a great deal of empathy expressed for dependency-liberation explanations

and solutions. Instead, it suggests that using such approaches at the
micro level to alter the entire fabric of society is likely to:have little
impact until Concomitant changes take place at the national, if not the
,
international, level.
This leads me to. the develOpmentalists and their mare-directed social
change options. Although these individuals may not find fault with the
consciousness-raising .programs of the liberationists, the developmental-

ists are likely to point to the need for more attention to improving the
quality' of life of the participants in terms of health, income, and
decision making within a capitalistic framework. Whereas dialogue
,

and reality awareness may form 'part of the process leading to,such goals,
the development advocates would likely envision the constraints as being
much more complex than those expressed by Many liberationists. The
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developmentalists see these constraints manifested in terms of the
marginal dweller's lack of opportunity Within the wider social structure,

his lick of technology, and his lack of information and motivation. It
is this assumption- of scarcity or tac's of material and nonmaterial
objects and characteristics. in the marginal dweller's environment which
leads the developmentalists to intervene with technology, capital,
organization, education, and so on.

Although these interventions designed to overcoMe marginality in.
a population's life style will become clearer in later chapterS, 1 should

like to briefly touch, on them now in order to demonstrate how the
three orientations of development mentioned as social structure, tech.twiggy, and information and motivation can be used to contrast the
develnpriaent and liberation advocates.

Let me itirn first to the social structural bias. Clearly, rural peasants
and the urban poor are dependent upon the relations they have with
'many others as they attempt to produce a produet or secure a wageearning position. Both the deprivation and dependency theorists generally

agree that such individuals are conditioned not only by the decisions
of local, national; and international elites but by the rules and norms
associated with metropolitan economic and political institutions. In the

rural area, for example, the Sdcial structural bias in development
programs may be manifested in projects which emphasize the elimination

of intermediaries who run the mill, own the trucks, and provide the
Credit. These interrnediaries- drain the peasant of his profit and keep
him in his economically dependent state. This sOcial structural aPproach
wOuld- also foster organizational alternatives like cooperatives and community enterprises. The aSsumption underlying such processes is that
potency exists in both numbers and volume and that the peasants must
'Unite in order to increase their capacity to carry out businessInknsactionS

and increase their power and profit. One of the major sociostiV- ural
differences between the liberationists and the developmentalists appea
to rest with the autonomy due the community in rectifying these
dependency conditions. For the developinent advocates it means more
effective participation in the national and international capitalist
marketplace whereas for the liberationists it means the establishment
of a self-sufficient production and consumption system with independence
from capitalist influences.
The second development project bias as I see it rests with technology.

Here I would include not only the more obvious yaw materials for
producing a product and the skills and tools for accomplishing the
process but also the credit which enables an individual to initiate and
expand his activity. The typical agricultural assistance project, for

4C
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example, is designed to assist the rural farmer with the supplies,
equipment, and skills in terms of technology; and the local development

bank or rotating credit fund is designed to finance his risk taking. An
example of the differences between the liberation and development
advocates here can be seen in the fOrmer's concentration on laborintensive practices, as- opposed to the latter's emphasis on capitalintensive technology.

The third development bias rests with motivation and information.
In terms of motivation many development project planners begin by
assuming that peasants are unmotivated, fatalistic, and traditional and
that their attitudes toward work and life must be changed in order that
they will accept innovatidit and opt for the most beneficial alternative
in terms of their own and the nation's economy. Conversely, the
developmentalists may see the basic problem as one of ignorance for
which a literacy or adult education program is required. The liberationists on the other hand reject such banking approaches to education and
are more inclined to adopt consciousness-raising techniques based upon,

a greater respect for the individual and his existing knowledge and
attitudes.
As will be argued in later chapters, the history of micro social change

processes in Latin America can be seen to revolve around programs
which foster at least one of these channels of intervention. The majority

of such projects, becatise of their development-oriented attempts at
incorporating the marginal dweller into the wider national economic
and political institutions, provide the basis for much of the dissatisfaction

expressed by liberationists. Rather than providing the experiences,
primarily through dialogue and reflection, which will enable peasants
and the urban poor to diagnose.their reality and to act on it in accord
with their own self-initiated resolutions, the developmentalists shape
the behavior of participants toward what the developmentalists believe
are goals which are in the marginal dweller's as well as in the nation's
best interest. Clearly, the developmentalists have the upper hand in
terms of numbers of programs and in terms of financial and political
legitimacy. Many, however, are coming to find themselves in a dilemma
given the lack of success associated with their efforts in the past and
the critical stance taken by the liberationists. Most have not succumbed
to the liberationist pressures but many have begun to use the jargon of
the dependency theorists in explaining their own programs.. These
developmentalisfs express the desire of avoiding paternalisth in their
activities with participants and search for economic comproinises with
their liberationist critics.

4
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1 question whether developmentalists and liberationists will ever make

very good partners in the social change process. Substantively, their
ideological roots derive from the polar explanations of underdeveIopment
expressed -earlier as dependency and deprivation. Historically, the

liberationists developed their orientations as a rejection 6f the social
change processes and goals of developrnentalists which they saw being
manipulated from the top of the social structure both inside and outside
of Latin America. Thus 1 sense that it would be difficult for liberationists

to learn any more from develbpmentalists since they themselves have
weighed the alternatives and chosen a course \Mich is generally, if not
totally, antithetical to a development approach. As already suggested,
however, the developmentalists may have considerable to learn from the
liberationists. The liberationists have, for example, reminded if not
taught developmentalists to attend to the autonomy and popular Participation of a target population, to heed the importance of the social,

economic, 'and political structures, and to question the capitalistic
orientation of many programs which inevitably increase an individual's
dependency rather than liberate him from such constraints. In addition;

the liberationists have Preated seVeral approaches to group process
which, in termS of technique, may be applicable to some developmentoriented programs. Thus, the more unidimensional affective and
structural thrust of the liberationists will likely continue to influence
at least some developrnentalists in their more eclectic 'attempts at
reaching such quantitative outcomes as production and income. This

is not to imply, hoWever, that the goal of tbe 'liberationists is to
supplement the process and goals of the developmentalists; clearly,
they are intent on providing an alternative based. upon a distinct
ideological point of view.

Although the deprivation-development and dependency-liberation
explanations and approaches to social Chapgc programs are the guiding
frameworks for understanding the motivatlons for current chagge efforts
°in Latin America, my interest is in the strategies used for fostering social

change. Strategy here refers to the assumptions, plans, and methods
of mobilizing resources that are used in 'achieving stated goals and
objectives.

Within the deprivation-development and

dependency-

liberation arguments we are able to secure some of the ideological
bases upon Which programs are based. At the same time, however,
they do not go far in detailing the assumptions upon which they develop

their social change strategies. For that information we must turn to
social change theory and assess its relationship to education in general.
Such a discussion in the next chapter provides us with the integrating
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mechanisms for assessing the out-of-school programmatic efforts past
and present in Latin America described in chapters 3 throug-ly6.
Summary

This chapter begins by pointing to both the diversity of Latin America

as .a biophysical and cultural region and the common social policy
diiemmas which confront the Majority of the countries. Thus, in terms
of population growth, the expansion of formal schooling, the delivery
of health services,, employment generation, and the more equitable

distributidn of power through income and decision making,

it is

suggested that Latin America as a world area is faced with many similar

social problems on which attention must continually be placed. The
existence of relatively underdeveloped ;regions in Latin.America is then
briefly explained through two polar positions referred to as dependency

and deprivation. Although neither theoretical position is judged as
entirely tenable in eiplaining the social problems in Latin .America, it is
argued that.both provide an ideological base line from which many. social
change programs derive their basic strategies. Given the, marginality of
much of the *population in Latin America,from the standpoint of participation in the national institutions and their receipt of a share in, the
national resources, discussion then turns to the need for more concerted
social change efforts at the corinnunity level. Characteristics of such
popular participation prograths are provided and the role of educational
proceSses in such programs is examined. The chapter en& with a discussion of the trends in social change and nonformal education programs

from the standpoint of liberation and development derived from the
earlier .discussion of the dependencY and -deprivation theories of uriderdevelopment. It is suggested that these ideological bases provide insight
into the motivation underlying such programs but do not articulate the
asstimpticins'ii(nderlying the change strategies which are adopted.
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Theoretical Perspectives on
Education and Social Change

Whether social char,ge programs; are directed toward liberation or
development goals, the process IS' usually intended :o alter 'aspects of
an individual's behavior as well as sortie of the rul.:::!s and --,:cctures of
the socia' system within which he or she functiOns. The ,3surziption is
that social change activities czan b.:: planned and impleme-f.ted in order
to achieve such purposes. Rauseiese activities may inclue_rhe design
of experiences to enhance larowlec,fze, skills, or yalues ancl:beeause they
strategies
are intended to alter social sraictures and norms, however.
employed are inevitably guidd-d by certain theorietical assuL4tions 'about
man, society, and the chh-....ige 'process. This' chapter concern§ the

theoretid4l bases underlying :,ome of these assumptions and is char
acterized by comprehensive conceptions of ,change and a search for
encompassing generalizations applicable to alf societies. Whereas the
discussion should offer insight into the general processes of_ social
change, It says little about directing or implementing change. This latter

topic is addressed in chapter 7, following tne discussion of past and
present ,nonformal education programs in Latin America.

The major issue in this chapter is the presentation of theoretical
tracts which will enable a 'subsequent analysis and assesSment of
nonformal education prograMs and their potential for playing an
innovative role in social change efforts. The discussion centers on two

approaches inherent in change programs: the first includes psychodynamic and behavioral analysisor those strategies designed to chonge

/

This chapter is based in part on Thomas J. La B qle and Robert E. Verhine. "Education.

Social Change, and Social Stratification." in Thomas J. La Belle, d.. Educational
Alternatives in Latin America. Los Angeles: 11 LA Latin American Cente7- r9-75, Pp. 3-74.
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manand the second includes systems analysis,or those strategies
designed to change the 'sociocultural system. Throughout the chapter
an attempt is made to relate these theoretical, propdsitions to planned
or directed change and to the implementation of educational programs,.
A summary of some of the major implications, and principles that the
discussion holds for the use of education in social change efforts is
''
presented at the conclusion of the chapter.
;There is no single theory of sOciocultural change. Rather, within the
-various social science disciplines there are numerous branches, each
with its own assumptions and propositions regarding change. There
appear, hoWever, within thk body of literature tw, principal focithe
-unian individualon wh,:_h attention
sociocultural sy,:n1 and
formei% for example. we ay.: consistently
is often centered. Res.:ardng
-old that some societies c.-hd/:r cultures accept change morre readily than

)thers do whereas in :he latter we hear of the necessity to match
,nnovatiOns with the needs, ?erceptions, and behaviors af the individual.
Thus i is proposed thal ort way to gain some insight in-A the planne'd
social .,change process_ is to focus on theories which are .:tither holistic

in approach', dealing wnh the soci,ty or culture as a .:tnit, or man

oriented, emphasizing eitat2r the individual's internal state :or his
behavior. A review o ie theoretical literature dermnstrateS' an

appropriate division along these lipes. A large quantity of holistic
literature, for example. extending back to classical -tracts by Marx,
Weber, and.,0gburn,. is distinguisFable because it focuses on some
system, either social or cultural, treated as-an enitty in and of itself and
transcendent to ,man: Likewise there exists a rapidly growing body of
theoretical literature which is man oriented, based principally on the

works of Freud, lung, and Skinner, which uses human beings as the
primary unit of analysis and posits that psychologi'cal variables are at
the root of all sociocultural activity. AlthoUgh such a division of 'the
literature is tenable for heuristic purposes, it must be mentiOned that
there are many `Roints where the two categories of the literature overlap.

Many holistic scholars, for example, recognize the importance of the
personality structure or of human dissatisfaction and need in the Change
process Correspondingly, the man-oriented approach continueS to afford

important role to the sociocultural environment. The dichotoiny,
therefore, is meant to point to major emphases or foci and to provide
a mechanisp- to make understandable a large and diffuse body of
literOure.

Before turning to the first of these theoretical frameworks, the
man-oriented approach, it is appropriate to indicate briefly what I mean
by social change. By social, I am referring to man's behavior as it
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interacts with both the physical and the human environment. AS Moore
(19636) points out, man's daily actions form patterns.of activities which
in turn constitute a system of behavior in relation to a particular
environmental context. This interaction between man ir the material
and nonmaterial world is governed by rules or norms Ich establish

the general parameters for man's normal round of dait activities. By
change I mean, first, a long-term alteration in man's benavior and in
the' relationship .between that behavior and a particular human and
physical environment and, second, an 'alteration in the rules and
structures enabling this new or different behavior and relationship .to
be established. The nature and magnitude of the change will inevitably
depend on the goal of planned interventions both internai and external
to a particular setting. The purpose of this chapter is to assess how, the
theoretical literature can assist us in analyzing these components of
social change.

The Mari-oriented Approach

.Education programs, whether they involvd formal. nonformal, or
informal modes, are almost always based on psycholoEical variables
and they generally posit that human activity is at the root of sociocultural
change.. Despite this common orientation, however, one fmds in review-.
ing the theoretical literature a considerable-variety and ambiguity among

the components ahd relationship_sssed. For my purposes, it is
appropriate to present the Man-oriented, literature in terms of two
distinct models. The first.can be labeled the psychodynamic approach.

It explains human activityand hence changein terms of man's
internal psychological state and draws heavily from the works of
psychoanalysts and personality theorists (Hall and LindZey 1957; Munrcie

1955; Wolman 1960). The second approach is referred to here as tfit'
behavibral model. It gives little eino1-1,:is to in's internal state.
choosing instead to view human activity as the products of rewards and
punishments appljsd after a particular activity--has been formed
,(Bandura 1969; Homans 1961; Kunkel 1970; Staats and Staats 1963).
This model is based on various learning theories that haVe emerged
from e:cperimental pSychology during the laf,t half century.
THE PSYCHODYNAMIC MODEL

The major thrust of the psychodynamic approach is revealed in the
following passage from economist J. J. Spengler: "The c6ntent of men's
the source
minds is looked upon as the potentially dynathic elemer.,
whence issue change and novelty, in a V',.orid that is othc,.iise essentially
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passive. Accordingly, transformatidn of: an underdeveloped society into
a developed one entails transformation )f the contents of the minds

the elite who direct and of the men who., man such underdeveloped
society" (1961:4-5). Stated very generally, the psychodynamic model
postulates that sociocultural change results from human action which.
in turn, is determined by man's internal state. Usually called personality,

the internal state is the product of a combination of original elements
(drives, needs, instincts, libido, and so forth) iogether with internalized
societal factors (norms, values, and so forth). This internal state is
largely created early in life and, for the most part, remains unconscious.
Behavior, according to this approach, should be viewed as a consequence

of the internal state's tendency to return to equilibrium after being
upset by some stimulus impinging upon the person. This model is
further complicated by the assumption that internalized norms and
values may conflict with certain drives and instincts, thereby producing
repression, sublimation, aggression; frustration, 'and so on. These latter
concepts are commonly used to explain in'aongruities between observed
behavior and the actions predicted by psychodynamic theory (Kunkel
1970:18-23; Hall,and Lindzey 1957; Munroe 1955; Wolman 1960).
Some of the iffiplications of this approach for sociocultural change
.should already be apparent. Obviously, sociocultural change requires

at some point, a change in man's internal state. Since personality 'is
formed early in life, however, and is difficult to alter later on, social
and cultural change cannot be expected to occur rapidly. Major chalvzs,
in fact, may require several generations. By imp atrun then. short-term
applied change effrxts, especially thosedirected at adults, are not likely

to succeed. Note that, according to. this model the contemporary
environmental context plays a relatively passive role in affecting change.

It can, however, trigger operations and rocesses within the internal
. state. Nevertheless, the explanation, prediction, promotion. and alteratiori of huinan action require prirnarily an understanding of man's
internal state:, The acquisition of this understanding can, of course, be
facilitated by a knowledge of the individual's environment during
childhood. Ultimately, however, it may require the use of psychoanalysis
since sd much of the internal state is unconscious.
The reader should recognize that there are, in fact, a large number
of psychodynamic models. The model outlined here represents .but . a
generalized 'overview of the approach. As a result, its dictates and
propositions are neither as specific nor all-encompassing as those to be
_found in the behavioral approach or in systems analysis. Freud and Jung
are two of the earliest pioneers of psychodynamic models.'Other notable
=77-scho1ars who early on recognized a relationship between personality and

::
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sociocultural phenomena include Sapir (1934), Kardiner (1939), Mead
(1947), and Fromm (1956). Riesman's notion of "inner directed man"

(1953) may be placed in this category as may Lewis's well-known
concept, "the culture of poverty" (1966).' Barnett, in his study of
innovation, adheres closely to a psyChodynamic viewpoint, speaking ,
of fusions that take place on a mental plane, the synthesis of existing
eleinents, and the mental configurations of cultural objects" (195:1). In
.recent years there have been a number of efforts to apply this model
to the processes of modernization and development., Three of these
works--Lerner (1958), McClelland (1961), and Hagen (1962)are
noteworthy enough to warrant a brief_review here.

As Lerner sees it, the first element in the social dynamic of development is an infusion!Of the modern or "mobile" personality. By this-he
means a person who has a high capacity to identify with new aspects

of his environment and who can take in stride new demands upon
himself that emanate from his experience. The mobile personality is
high in empathybe-oan see himself in the Dther fellow's situation.
Lerner recognizeSlhat such personalities are the product of socialization
and henee iake time to form and sprea,:i. He asserts, however, that the
,,dvent of mass communication,
speed of this process is increasee. wit!
1,

"the mobility multiplier." The media, he reasons, have "disciplined
Western man in those empathetic skills which spell modernity. They
also portrayed for him the roles he might confront and elucidated the
opinionS' he might need" (1958:54), Hence Lerner sees the overall
modernization process like this: a nucleus of mobile, change-accepting--personalities; then a growing mass media system to spread the ideas
and attitudes of social mobility and change; and then the interaction..
of urbanization, literacy, industrialization, and media participation
to bring modern society into being.
McClelland's work focuses on man's internal motives. It suggests that

.

these are established primarily in childhood, epeciaily through family
and school socialiiation, and are manifestekin behavior at a much later
date. McClelland hypothesizes that'One motive in particular, the need
for achievement, is a major factor in economic development. He reasons
that people with high need-achievement make energetic entrepreneurs
"who, in turn, produce more rapid economic growth" (1961:205): Like
other motives, need-achievement is created through childhood socialization. Such environmental factors as religion, social class, and
philosophy of life influence child-rearing practices thereby deciding the
magnitude of the internalized achievement .motive which ultimately
'See the discussion of the "culture of poverty" in Valentine (1968).
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McClelland, incidentally, is careful to support his hypothesis with data
'drawn from a large number of nations and historical periods.
Hagen's work represepts perhaps the most extensive, complex, and
controversial applicatiol'i of the psychodynamic approach. It assumes

that "the interrelations.hips between personality and social structure
are such as to make it clear that social change wIll not occur without
change in personalities" (1962:86). Hagen asserts that traditional
societies are static because' they produce authoritarian,___rpi tr.i6novative

personalities. This personality type tends to relyon tradition and
authority as a means of reducing anxiety ectusekrb'y internalizing early
in life the belief that the world is capricidn-s- and uncontrollable. The

author claims that the process of sociai transformation begins when
some social group perceives that it has lost the status respect of other
groups whose esteem it values. This Withdrawal of status respect leads
to retreatism which in turn creates circumstances in the homelife and
social emLironment that are conducive.to the development .of. creative,
innovating personalities.. Creativity, reasons Hagen, is the basj
ng some
modernity and consists'Of being open to novel experiences,
detachment from oneself and society, believing that the world is orderly

and understandable, and having the ability to let one's unconscious
process s'work on a problem. Hence, according to qagen's model, the
primary mechaniSm by whict the stages of modernization follow upon
one another is determined by changes in the patterns of child treatment
caused when alterations'in social organilation change the values and
needs f certain adults. The historical sequence of development is
'authori arianismwithdrawal of status respectretreatismcreativity.'
Hage'ri' work, incidentally, has been widely criticized. Many of his

concepts.are vague and assumptions dubious. Hagen himself admits that
"analysiis of this sequence of personality change must be"Speculative,

Or, to ase the term more loosely, intuitive" (p. 201). The author fails
to scie tifically test his hypotheses. Although he does offer, some
suppor ing case histories, he has been accused of selecting and adjusting
theèvi ence to fit his conclusions (Moore 1963a; McClelland and Winter
1969; unker1970).
I tur now to the question of ,Cvhether the psychodynamic model tells
us any hing about the relationship between education and sociocultural
change It should be obvious that it does, at least if education is defined
in its roadest sense. After all, if :hange requires the creation of new
interna values, motives, and habits, it clearly involves some form of
educat. n. Childhobd socialization ..emphasized by psychodynamicists
.

.

.

can bc restated as informal or childhood education. aowever, our
concerii here is with the role of structured educational programs. On
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this,ie, the psychodynamic literature is ibuch less clear. Hagen, for
eiample, does not mention the words education or schbol in his elab.% orate study. McClelland, on the other hand, looks closely at formal
4illitwing Society. He notes that empirical evidence
fl
faih tu ebtifikhi that Western-oriented education accounts for the' high
need-achievement in modern societies. Hypothesizing that educational
influences may occur too late in life- tO effect need-achievement, he
focuses specifically on nursery scho"., He finds that even these programs
have little impact. He attributes this to their partial character, noting
that nursery school is very minor as contrasted with the major shaping
influences of the family. We should point out that in a subsequent work
(MeClelland and Winter 1969), McClelland takes a slightly different,
track, noting that formal education probably does contribute to needachievement when 'operating in an ,achievement-oriented atmosphere.
Here he also appears to abandon his earlier supposition that motives
are formed only in early life. He now argues that specially designed
"achievement motivation Programs" for adult businessmen "are likely
to have significant economic effects" (p. 28).
Daniel Lerner's work does not look specifically at education per se.
-However, by emphasiiing the importance of literacy and communication
to modern personality formation? it offers v....luable insights into the role
of educational programs in sociocultural change. After all, the transmission of literacy skills and the communication of information are
major objectives of many educational undertakings. One May surmise
that if literacy and communication can .influence .internal elements in
a manner conducive to sociocultural change, educational programs can
also be expected to have such, an effect. Lerner considers literacy to be
"the sociological pivot in the activation of psychic mobility, the publicly

iitiltrt1111111

shared skill which binds modern man's varied daily round into a
consistent participant lifestyle" (1958:64). He argues that the very act
of achieving distance and control over a formal language -"gives people
access to the world of vicarious experience and trains them to use the
coloplicated mechanism of empathy which is needed to ,cope with this
w6rld" (p. 64). He supports his assertions with data from 248 Syrian
respondents which show a strong relationship between literacy and his
measure of empathy. In another study (1964) he reports that literate

villagers in Turkey are more empathetic and innovative than their'
illiterate counterparts. Other studies producing similar findings include
Doob (1961) and Rogers and Herzog (1966). It should be understood,
however; that these studies establish correlaticin, not causation.
Lerner\ suggests that in additiOn,to directly influencing man's ititernal
state, literacy also acts indirectly by fostering the growth of mass
communication. He argueS that literacy supplies media consumers, who

5 /'
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activate media prOduct:on, which in turn spreads literacy.' As N've have
seen, Lerner considers the Mass media to be the great multiplier of new

ideas, attitudes, and knowledge. He reasons that it is instrumental in,
diffusing new ideas and information and modifying images in such a
waY aS to stimulate desires to act in new ways. Hence Lerner concludes

that "contmunication is, in this sense, the main instrument of socialization, as Socialization is, in turn, the main agency of social change"
(1964:151-52). Lerner is not the onNscholar to recognize a relationShip
between communication, psychological elements., an,d social change.
Y. V. L. Rao, in ,his study of two Ifidian villages, points out that the
ability to think in abstract terms and general confidence in the future
are attributes of great-importance to economic growth and contribute
to and are fathered by an increase in. the flow of information (1963).
Wilbur Schramm concludes that the mass media can raise awareness
levels, help. form tastes, affect attitudes lightly held, And make 'Aight
changes in more strongly held attitudes (1%4).

Other studies reveal that direct, or face-to-face, communication
even more ,effectiVe than the mass media in Altering individual values,
attitudes, and beliefs (Katz and Lazersfeld 1955; Rogers and Beal 1958;
Coleman., -Katz, and Menzel .1957: Rahudkar 1958). 'The implication
of these face-to-face communication findings, when viewed in relation
to the mass media, suggests that the media not be used without sufficient

knowledge of the local culture. When, the mass media cover large
areas and operate from-a distance, they- cannot adjiist their mesSage
to the needs and perceptions of the individual/members of their audience.

Consequently 'Schramm suggests that "art effiCient uSe of the mass
media fot economic and social development implies that they should be,7

as local as possible. Their programs' should originate no further than
accessary. from their audiences, the programs should be prepared by
persons who understand the cultures to'which they are speaking, arid
means should be available for the audiences k`.o report back to the media"
(1964:23).

The discussion of, the psychodynamie model And edneation has
.focused on effecting an alteration in the internal state. I have suggested
that educational programs may influence student personalities and, by

doing so, 'contribute 'to sociocultural change: The treatment of the
student as a dependent variable should .not, however, ieave the impres-

sion that he is a passi ie participant in the educational process. On
the contrary, because each insdividual has an internal state, he acts upon
:he learning environment just as it acts upon him. The student perceives
utilizes what he is taught in accordance with his own needs, values,,
and cognitive styles. The uniqueness of each person's personality
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structure helps explain why educational Outcomes may strongly differ
from one student to the next.
This viewpoint, of course, is widely acceptedp eduational psychology.
It receives, however,, perhaps its strongest empirical support from
commnnications research. Studies on communication .have traditionally
been based ou a model of one-way influence, In other words, they have
assumed that initiative rests exclusively with the, communicator and that
effects lie exclusively with the audience. This -assumption is clearly
F"inbodied in Lasswell's classic description of the communication process:
Who says what,through what channels of communication, to whom,
with what . . . results" (Smith, Lasswell, and Casey 1946:212). In recent
years, however, a number of ernpirical .studieS have shown -the in-..
adequacY of this approach. They have revealed, for instance, that
.messages may affect memberS of the same audierice very differently.
Whereas some individnals are easily persuaded by a message, others in
identical circumstances are not (Lazersfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944;
Coleman, Menzel, and Katz 1959:, Hovland 1959; Klapper 1960): Some
studies have also established tqt man subjects messages te selective
exposure (he tends to expose hiniself only to communication that agrees
with his disting opinions), to sr4ective perception (he tends to. interpret
new ideas in terms of past ex 'eriences and existing opinions), and to
selective retention (he tends to remember only ideas that agree with his_
.exiSting opinions) (Rogers an Shoemaker 1971), Dther research has'
found that in addition to actii g on messages, man also acts directly on
the, communicator. It is knoN n, for example, that communicators tend
to adjust their messages to it what the audience indicates it wants to
hear (Zimmerman and Bau .r 1956; 8auer. de Sola POol. and Dexter
1963). To explain these var*Otis findings, obserVers have tended'to turn
to the internal. state. Sorne have attempted to aecount for differences
in persuadability through rch psychologicai factors as self-confidence
(Cox 1%2), ego defense (cohen 1959), and need for social approval
Vanis 1954), Others hay I explained man's tendency to be selective
toward information in ter s of ri.- homeostatic model:whieh purports
that oneacts to maintain )r restore equilibrium in his system of beliefs
(Maccoby and Maccoby ! 961). And those who have noted that the
audience influences the ommunicator have made note of the cornrnunicgtor's own psychOlo Yical needs.

Hence, there is overwh lming evidence indicating that the communication

prosesS. s ould be conceptualind as transactional rather Min
As Bauer not s (1964).. it involves an exchange'of values; each

side gives in order t get. This same conclusion is appliCable to the
educational proc

which-is really little more than an institutionalized
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versiOn of the communication proces's. Unfortunately, case :. studies of
educational .programs, particularly those of formal schooling in Latin
America. reveal that this two-way notion is often not understood by
educational policy-makers and peronnel (see. for example, Horst and
MeLelland 196_8,;_Nash_195_5; ,Reichel-Dolmatoff. and Reichel-Dolmatoff

1961). These descriptions show that the classroom proCess centers on
the tranSmission of information, the verity or value of which is not
'questioned, in a one-directithial line from teacher to 'student. This
approach, whose roots can be traced to 'medieval traditions, has been
labeled by Paulo Freire (1971) as the ':.banking" concept .of education
because it assumes that students' 'minds arc empty vessels into which
knowledge may and should be deposited. A number 'Of scholarly works,
most of which sUpport a dependency-liberation framework, have detailed
the negative repercussions oi,this approach (Mich 1970; Reimer .1971;
Freire 1971). It may, for inAance, cause-the educational experience to
be meaningless for the studelit..A program which, considers the pupil
an empty.vessel and fails to take,'note of his peculiar needs, values, and

expefiences is likely to be incengruow, with his past and unrelated to
his future. This may contribute to student and parental apathy or lead
to student failure. 'Foreven if the participant wants to succeed in an
educational program he wiP find it difficult to do so if the internal
attributes promoted and F'a lected for by the program are different from
his own. This failure. ot course, can seriously impair an individual's
self-image. Even if 11( does not fail, however, his self-confidence and
personal esteem may be eroded. By participating in an educational
program in which the hanking doctrine prevails, the student consistently
encounters a paternalistic environment in which he is treated as inferior
object rather than dignified subject. For the Latin Ameriean.,poor,
especially those in rural areas, these negative nwercussions are likely
to be particularly acute: The probability that the individual will find
the educational program unrelated to his needs and experiences is
heightened by the fact that such programs are generally controlled by
an urban -elite. Also, the dominant-submissive teacher-student relationship serves' to reinforee the sense of subordination and worthlessness
that the student has already suffered 'as a member of the lower class.''

.

.

In this sense, then, the banking concept both reflects and supports
existing class hierarchies:.

Although a number of obsefvers have made the points presented in
the preceding 'paragraphs, Paulo Freire is perhaps the most effective
at bridging the gap between theory and practice (1971; also see Sanders
1968). As mentioned in the previons chapter. Freire argues that the
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oppressed can be liberated through conscientizacdo, By this concept,
he means "a change of mentality involving an accurate, realistic awareness oft-one's locus in nature and society; the capacity to analyze

critically its causes and consequences, comparing it with other situations
and possibilities; and action of a logical sort aimed at transformation"
(Sanders 1968:8)7 In Other words, Ft eire wants to reform the illiterate
peasant's basic perspective on reality, which is characteristically pessimistic and fatalistic,''by enabling him to gain awareness of his capacity
to shape his enVironment and to acquire the means t2 do so. For this
end, Freire. has developed a "psycho-social" method of literacy training
which is designed to involve pupils in an active dialogue about meaningful situations in their lives, In contrast to the banking method, Freire's
method involves both teacher and students joining sympathetically in
a common purpose, seeking truth about relevant problems ,while respecting each other's opinions. Hence, while the pupil learns to read and
write, he, alsc., gains the self-confidence and critical mental capacity
necessary 'to understand and change the world around him.
In concluding the analysis of the relationship between education and

the psychodynamic approach:" let me briefly summarize' the major
points. I have attempted to show that the psychodynamic model helps
place into theoretical perspective two important notions concerning

'education: (1) formal and nonformal education. can contribute to sociocutural change by influencing the internal state of participants, and
(2) education is a two-way communiCation process. I have indicated that
the validity of the first proposition is dependent on the implementation
of the second. Unless educational programs actively involve thcir clients
in .the learning process and build upon their existing internal attributes,
they will do little more than perpetuate the status qiio.
We turn now to the relationship between the psychodynamic model
and applied change. The reader will recall that basic psychodynamic
theory postulates that significant change requires personality change
and .that personality is formed early in life and is very difficult to alter
tater on. Hence, the model in its original form takes a dim view toward
efforts to generate change quickly. Of course., so conceived this approach
offers no explanation for the many recorded instances in which significant
changes have occurred rapidly. A classic example of ,such a case is the
.Cornell-Peru Project at Vicos which, in a five-year period, produced

relatively major changes in living standards and life-styles among
Indians in a highland, community (Holmberg 1960.; Vasquez 1965;
Whyte and Holmberg 1956). Rather than reject the psychodynamic
model outright, however, many applied change strategis'ts have adopted

r c,o
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an abbreviated version. '1 hey accept the notion that change efforts must

concentrate on man's internal state but reject the idea that personality

is immutable after childhood.
In addition to providing the basis for almost all education programs,
the abbreviated approach forms the backbone of a large body of litei attire..
classified under the rubric of "conliMmity development." Though
comtnunity development connotes various ideas including self-help,
cooperation., self-i'eliance and democracy, it is above all "a group
method for expediting personality grOwth" (Biddle and Biddle 1966:78).
Unlike many change strategies, it is traditionally concerned less with
'material goals than with changing the content of men's minds. A review
of the-COmrnunity development literature reveals that this emphasis is,
commonly justified in two ways. First, it is argued that a sense of
personal identity and self-esteem is an end in itself. Hence, the ultimate
goal of development must be "a new image of self and world and a new
sense of purpose and accomplishment" (Goodenough 1963:219). Second,
community development advocates contend that changes will not lastunless made an integral, part of the individual's mental state. Development must come from within if it is to become an ongoing; self-sustain-

ing process which is independent of outside help. The innovators at
Vico* for eXaniple, considered their principal task to be "building a .
..body of knowledge, skills, and attitudes which would in turn foster . . .
a solid and Self7reliant growth" (Holmberg; 1960:89).
Despite the:psyFhodynamic undercurrents in the community develop-

ment literature, in actual practice change agents often attempt to alter
people's behavior by.shanging then. immediate ,?nvirOnment rather than
bj changing their internal states. In other words, they employ what I
wilt:refer to'later as a more beha..ioral approach. One obvious exception
is ,Paulo Freire. As we have seen, he proposs that individuals can gain
the awareness and sPlf-confidence necessary for them to improve their
circumstances . by. participating in carefully, directed dialogues about
probleins meaningful to them. Another who'advocates the uie of true
psychodynamiC techniques for aPplied change: is Ward Goodenough.
This 'anthropologist reasons tha people will` have a desire. for change
only when they are sufficiently dissatisfied with the images they have of

themselves, ,and then "their problem becomes one of altering their
customary behavior, their circumstances.. or both, so as to achieve an
identity with which they can again be comfortable" (1963:226). lience,
GOodenough recommends that change, agents begin their efforts by
leading their clients to reappraise their' self-image and reevalUate their

_.elf-esteem. For this, he suggests the use of psychotherapeutic techniques
which'force clients to confront themselves. "Efforts to 'educate' people:
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.to feel a need for. change where none has been felt before must follow
.the confrontation approach of psychological counseling" ,(p. 223). The
writer , stresses that this approach is useful oply if the change agent
operates within the perceptual framewor:k of the cliei1. The reader will

note that Gooderlough's notions are very similar to those of Freire.
Whereas Freire, however, clearly differentiates between good, and bad
self-images, Goodenough does not. Neither scholar, -inc1f1entally, has
had his ideas subjected to rigorous empirical , examination.. It should
be pointed out; however, that studies of clinal psychoanalytical procedures.have found their success rates to be far from impressive (Knight
1941; Brody 1962; 'Bergin. 1966). These findings have-Fed John Kunkel
to wonder,' "Since psychiatrists with their internal-state.ohented theories
and methodologies evidently fail in a large percentage of their eases in
spite of 'considerable training and ,prolonged effort, what can b'e

expected of change Agents with a sithilar orientation but who deal with
comfitunities rather than individuals" (1970:321)..
Although many applied change sttategists do not accept the abbreviated psychodynamic approach, a review of the planned change literature

in Chapter 7 suggests a near universal consensus' that change atents
must understand and build upon the internal states of their clients.
.Numerous case'studies confirm that change efforts consistently fail when
the agent acts in accordance with only his own perceptions and neglects

;

those of the people he purports to serve (Spicer 1952; FOster, 1962;
.:. Niehoff 1966). This finding, of course, should not be
Erasmus 1961;
surprising in light of our earlier conclusitins regarding the inadequacy
the change
of one-directional communication and educatiOn. After
-agent's role is one of. both ,communicator and educator.. We Will have
occasion to return to the relationship between applied change and the
'client's internal state in our presentation of the behavioral approach.
THE BEHAVIORAL MODEL

Behavioral theory has the attraction of consisting, of. precise, testable
propositions which have been 'established 'through empirical reSearch
condOcted in differing circumstances and employing a variety of procedures (Bandura 1969; Staats and Staats 1963; Krasner and Ullman
1965). _The propositions have their origins in learning principles first
derived under laboratory conditions by experimental psychologists. They
have received some of their most extensive use in the analysis of sociocultuKal phenomena front George Hornans: (1961, 1964, 1967), John
Kunkel (1965, 1970), an'd John Kunkel and Richard Nagasawa (1973).
The behavioral model in its entirety is quite complex. I am able to
introduce here only its most important feAures. It can, perhaps, be best
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understood in terms of three basic cencepts: contingent stimuli. discriininative stimuli, and state variables. Contingent stimuli are the
consequences of a behavior pattern. They may be either reinforcing or
ave,sive. When an activity is followed by reinforcing contingencies,
its probability Of repetition in similar circumstances increases. Con.

versely, when an action is followed .by aversive stimuli, its probability
of repetition in similar circumstances declines. Contingenciei; may be
either primary (i.e., physiological) or secondary (i.e., learned). Whereas
the former type tends to be similar in all societies, the latter may "(racy

from one sociocultural context to the nex:. Of the twO, secondary
'stimuli probably have the greater influence on daily human activity.
When an 'action, is conseAently reinforced in a particular context, that
context eventually becomes,. a discriminative stimulus. In other words,
the context itself serves to stinuilate the action. Br.navior..then. can .be
'simplistically conceived .of 'as a response preceded by discriminative
'stimuli and followed by contingent stimuli. Since both forms of stimuli
, are basically actions of people (verbal utterances, facial expresr.ions,
body movements, and so on), society 'can be conceptualized as linked
behavior chains in which one person's behavior may reihforce another's
activity and be a third person's di,-.criminative stitnuli for further action.
The manner and extent to which given stimulus affects behavior is
determined by state vr,riables. These refer to the individual's internal
characteristics of deprivation and satiation. Stimuli which reduce
depriv.atirin are reinforcing'(rewards) and those which augment it are
aversive (punishment). The most powerful rewards, obviously, are those

'which decrease the greatest or most important deprivations... Since
previously operating reinforcers cease to be effective under conditions
of satiation, the uSe of rewards and punishments to establish behavior.'
requires the maintenance of some degree of deprivatiOn. Within each
individual, deprivations may exist -in a .variety of forms and strengths.
Like contingencies, 'some are primary (largcly,physiological) and others
are secondary (largely learned) and therefore influenced by the sociocultural milieu.
Contingencies, discriminative stimuli, and state variables, then,
deterthine whether or not behavior patterns change. As long as these
three factors remain constant, the probability of behavior replication
remains high. However,-if any one of the three should change, behavior
patterns are likely to, change. Contingent and discriminative 'Stimuliare,
for the'most_part, elements within the sociocultural environinent. State
variables, of-courSe, exist within the individual. Hence', it should be clear...,

that the behavioral .model iMplies that behavior change, and consequendy sociocultural change,- can .,oceur in potentially two ways:
(I) thorough alterations in man's enviroliment; or (2) through alterations
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in his internal state. The latter is noteworthy, of course,,because it is
reminiscent of the ,psychodynamic approach. The former, however,
warrants our attention first because it has received the major emphasis
from professed behdvioralists. Since the rewards and punishments
shaping and maintaining one's behavibr are embedded in a person's
,social context, it stands to reason that changes in that context may cause
'changes in behavior. As Kunkel notes, 'By judiciousfy altering those
asper.ts of the social environment which constitute rewarding or punishing consequences for, specific activities, it is possible to alter these
atterns and to initiate and accelerate social change': (1970:2;4).
1101.ies that the change agent should assume" the /role
,:z7trac:n c.,anditioner in the laboratory. He can generate change

old behavior patterns' and shaping next ones. In this
rely on a series of specific procedures which have been
tiaPugh empirical research. Kunkel illustraies that, in fact,

utz of 'this approach accounts for the rapid changes made at
.

"Th r;,oning in the above paragraph has mciit. It is, however, much
too simpli5::. Kunkel himself recognizes this poia: "While there is
abmivi,,IY,:

:inical and experimental, evidence that behaviors ch,

from

altetioi;s in the individual's social. environment, the continget.zies in
the,e cs are relatively simple and straightforward. Behavior is rnuch
mo diffii jlt in an open, free, and coMplex society, where the con-.
ting,nrch:s are complicated, often difficult to predict, and where the
relatims!lips between behavior and consequences are somewhat nebulous
and "sUbject to the intervention of intermediary agents (1970:33). The

.

agent's ability to apply the behavioral procerJeres depends on his
knowledge of deprivation characteristics, available reinforcers, and the
steps inVolved in Shaping and extinction: Moreover, it requires that he

have control, over the relevant variables of the social context (i.e.,
reinforcers, their schedules, and stability of diScriminative
These points, of course, do not make'the model less valill. They suggest,
however, that it may be more difficult to apply than often recognized.
As suggested, the model also recognizes that behavior can change by

altering aspects of man's internal state. In Other words" 'rather than
altering .man's environment, one need only. alter Man's perception of his

ent?ihariihent. For, in 'terms of the model, man's actions are based on
his feelings of deprivation, his perception of discriminative and contingent stimuli, and his knowledge of behavioral altern'atives and their
accOmpanying reWards and punishments: Since each of these elements
is subject to learning, they can conceivably be altered through corn\ munication and/or education. Hence, the behavioral model is consistent
\ with the many studies, of mass communication (Lerner 1958; Schramm

\

\
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1.964;4erner and Schramm 1967) which suggest that the mass media
spur eConomic Progress by. raising aspirations, broadening horizons,
and changin g. frames of reference. Note also that the model justifies
the proposals by Freire and Goodenough to raise consciousness and alter

identity states. The model's implications for the role of education in
sociocultural change are summarized in Kunkel's words: "Ideally,
formal education is the source of accurate, direct information concerning
presently operating (and future) diseriminativ.' and contingent stimuli

of specific neW and old behavior patterns. Furthermore,-- education
contributes to the creation of new ,2condary state. variables, .esRecially
.material deprivations. In this way new types vf 'rewards and 'punishment' nre defined and new nonlocal reference groups for the dispensing
of them are establi5hed" (1970:245-46).

One theorist who emphasizes the internal state within a behavioral
context is Charles Erasmus (1961). He bases his analysis of cultural
causality and development on man's efforts to satisfy felt needs (reduce
deprivations) -through 'the use of hic internal motivational and cognitive

facilities. He reasons that man bases his behavior on .predictions of
p.obable consequences of hiS' actions (frequency interpriations) which
in turn are based on his level Of..knowledge. Hence, as society becomes
.more specialized and man's knowledge 6ecornes more technical, he is
better able to select behavior which will maximize rewards:,
From these.considerations, one may wonder how the-behavioral model
differs, from the psychodynamic approach. Indeed, both theories

postulate that sociocultural change results from human.. actions which
can be 'explained and altered through man's internal state. There are,
however, important differences. The behavioralist considers the internal
state only in terms of specific variables grounded in empirical research.
He argues, moreover, that change can occur quickly,:especially, by way
, of appropriate alterations in ,the environmental context. Although he
recognizes that change can occur as a-result of alterations in the internal

state, he probably would not advocate:such .an approach to change
agents becaiise it is difficult to control, the results are unsure, and it
tends to be very time consuming.
It is interesting to note, incidentally, ,that our three prototype ,psycho-

dynamicists, Lerner, McClelland; and Hagen, in- their more recent
works, appear to accept portions of the behavioral format. Lerner, 'for
instance, in an artiele on communication t(1963), writes that "modernity

-is an interactional, behavioral system" and contends that ecoribmic
growth is 'most likely to occur u.nder those conditions where- individual
effort iX associated with reward. He reasons that establishing this
association is fundamentally a communication proces&. McClelland, as

0
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we have already indicated, clearly uses behavioral techniques in his

training programs designed to foster need-achievement (McClelland and
Winter, 1%9). Based on ,the results from these programs, McClelland

now asserts that change can be generated quickly. ana he 'defines
need-achievement in behavioral terms. Hagen's acceptanCe of some
aspects of the behavioral approach is implicit in an article published
in 1966. Here he attempts ,to determine the key social, psychological,
and economic factors involved in social transformation by carefully
examining daily behavior under different conditions of development.
This work has led Whyte and Williams to conclude: "The examples
from Hagen suggest one essential for progress in interdisciplinary
development research: we must get down to cases where behavior can
be observed.and described" (1968:82).

The preceding' discussion has suggested that aspects of the psychodynamic model can be integrated into the behavioral framework. I
have indicated, for example, that behavior is interdependent: the actions
nf one perSon influence, the behavior of another mainly in terms of their
roles as discriminative and contingent stimuli. Hence, it is possible to
define the interacting elements of a social system as interacting behavioral patterns. This ConceptiOn is useful because it enables one to use clearly
defined propositions to analyze the components of social structure. For
example, the notion 6f positive and negative feedback can be viewed
as reinfOrcing and averive.stimuli. Positive feedback amplifies deviation
because it is rewarding: conversely, negative feedback reduces deviation
because it is punishing. Kunkel (1970) uses these motions to apply
behavioral principles to the macro processes of modernization and
economic development,

The various findings and conclusions from the planned change
literature can also be related to behavioral theory. It is generally agreed,
for example, that a change agent must know His clients' sociocUltural
context, build on their felt needs, and respeci their system of values.
In behavioral terms,' the agent must know the local context in order to

identify deprivations and existing and potential reinforrers. Building
on felt needs can be restated asl rewarding perceived deprivations.
Respecting local value systems' is, again, another way 'of saying that
rewards must, be in line with perceived deprivations. In this sense, a
value is essentially: Coat which is perceived as reducing deprivation.
Another conclusion common in the. planned change literature is that
innovations are more likely to be accepted if they are perceived as
advantageous, compatible, trialable, observable, and understandable.
To the behavioralist, an advantageous innovation is simply one that is
rewarding. A compatible innovation is one ,that doesn't upset existing
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contingencies in such a way as to aggravate other deprivations. An
innovation which is trialable should have a greater chance of being
52

aCcepted because the perceived potential punishment is smaller. Understandability and observability; are' important- because an innovation is
not likely to be perceived as rewarding if it is not understood or known.

In addition, the concept of the confirmatitm decision process is also
based on behavioral principles. In Rogers' Words, "At the confirmation
function the individual seeks reinforcement for the innovation-decision
he has made . . ." (Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:123).
.

It May be useful to apply the behavioral model to ap interesting

controversy in the planned change -literature: The controversy centers
on the,. advocacy of either a project or process approach to applied
change. Erasmus is a proponent of the former and .Goodenough speaks
for.the latter. Erasmus states his posit'on in these words: "Lam opposed
to the notion that construction projects are quixotic and extravagant
compared to the inexpensive, self-help projects through which people
are supposedly taught to lift themselves up by the bootstraps. . . . When
real technical 'research produces changes that spectacularly meet felt
needs, self-help promoters are not needed to introduce or to sell them(1961:320-21). Goodenough, on the other hand, 'contends: "Ideally,
developMent aims at stimulating change not only in material well-being
but in the feeling the people have about ,themselves, so that their capacity
for self-Improvement and further self-development is increased"
(1963:219).

-On one level, we could explain this controversy, in terms of the
behavioral versus the psychodynamic approach. Erasmus is clearly a
behavioralist. He conceives of proje6ts as rewards and hence he assumes
that .they- will he successful as long as tliey are relevant to perceived

dEprivations (felt needs). Goodenough, on the _other hand, seems to
adopt the psychodynamic notion as he suggests that the only meaningful
andlasting chatwis that which occurs within men's minds. The idea of
classifying Goodenough as a psychodynamicist, or anything other than
behavioralist, is supported by the fact that, at one'point, he completely
rejects behi:vioral principles. He states: "These techniqUes [of behavioralism] are aimed primarily at inducing .outward conformity with the
desireF of others. They may be effective at getting people to change the

public Image they present to others, but they do not necessarily have
much effect on their private view of themselves- (1963:218). Despite
this disclaimer, however, Goodenough resorts time and again to
behavioral concepts in the course of his analysis. Fbr example, in
presenting the 'concepts of value, custom, and belicl, he explains each
in terms, 'of need gratification. Hence, the project versus process.-
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controversyat least as defined by Erasmus and G9odenoughi-nay
he best conceptualized as a manifestation of the two change strategies
inherent within the behetvioral model. The project advocates emphasize

changing contingent and discriminative stimuli whereas the process
advocates focus on changing state variables.

The behavioral model also has a number of implications for the
planning of educational programs. We will concern ourselves here with
only three of the most important Of these implication's: (1) educational
programs must be reinforcing in terms of the student's background,
(2).education must be reinforcing in ternts of the student's pc 7ceived
future, and (3) education must be reinforcing in terms of the student's
,actual future.. Of course, no single program is likely to accomplish all
three objectives simultaneously. Students' aspirations may have little
relationship with past or future reality. Over time, however, especially
as aspirations change through education and maturation, educational
programs should approximate all three of these goals.

The imporaince of ain educational program's reinforcing student
background experiences has already been touched on briefly in' this
work; I have given this ipoint further attention in other works (1973,
1975)-._If the student finds that the schooling experience is alien to his
other Past and present experiences, especially those involvit,g home and
family, he is likely to find it unrewarding. Under these conditions, he
may drop out, be pushed out, or finish having perhaps lost a sense of
personal identity.

If education is not reinforcing in terms of the student's perceived
opportunity structure, he is not likely to be motivated to take full
and/or intended advantage of it. This point is illustrated in studies of
technical/vocational education in developing rural areas. A study 'by
Williams in Guatmala, for example, found that students were using
an educational program outside of the intentions of the sponsors. The
author attributes his finding io the fact that the aspirations of the
students were not consistent with the intent of the program (1969). In
a similar study conducted in Ghana, -Foster reports that agricultural
education programs are having the unintended effect of channeling the
students, to the city because students, though specifically trained for
rural occupations, aspire for urban economic and social opportunities
(1966, 1968).

The phrase "education must be reinforcing in terms of the student's
actual future" should probably be restated to read "the student's actual
future must reinforce his education." it seems apparent that unless a
student has a chance to apply what he learns, it will be fOrgotten.
Behavioral principles establish-clearly that learning behavior eventually
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becomes extinct when reinforcements are withdrawn. In the rural ,Latin
American context, Manning Nash has observed that although the school
instills different values, "adulthood, the claims of mundane life, the

competition of the known with the unknown, and the absence of
supporting institutions beyond the schools make these values, ?ri most
instances, atrophy and eventually disappear" (1965:138).
In concluding this section it should be apparent that whether a
primariiy psychodynamie or behavioralist approach is adopted as A
change theory, the alteration of man's internal FizIte must be viewed

"as' crucial to the social change process. The question, however,

is

whether either theoretical framework is sufficiently broad to 'encorripass
both thc alteration of man's behavior and the alteration of the
relationship between, that behavior and the human and physical

environment. From my standpoint the answer is no since the theories

do not address the societal rules and structures which enable the
manifestation of new behaviors and relationships. Whereas these
theories can account for the,acquisition of new behaviors, in my assessment they fall short of questioning the rules and structures which are
the potential obstacles to creating long-term change. Even if one believes

that an change ernanates from .man.and is derived from the internal
state, the poor. marginal dweller to'whom most social change programs

are directed are unlikely sources of such change as they are nonparticipants in the elite-dominated social system. Thus although the.
theories discussed here are neeessary for the design of change strategies

in terms of acquiring new behaviors, we must turn to more holistic
theories in attempting to understand the social system where such
behaviors will be used.

The Holistic Approach
I

include in the holistic category theories both a culture and of

society. Some writers contend that the concepts society and culture can
be differentiated in that the former refers to a localized population that
cooperates over- time for certain ends while the latter pertains to the
society's.way of life, or the things that its members think, feel, and do
(Kneller 1965). The literature, however, is generally:unclear as to the
exact relationship between these two notions. Parsons (1951), for
example, conceives of social and cultural systems,: as discrete entitieS:
Some social scientists, on the other hand, consider cultur2 as a com-

ponent of the social system (Kunkel .1974 others indicate that the
relation'ship should in fact be reversed (lionigmann Ic59). Kroeber
and Kluckhoho addres§ themselves to_tbis issue by stating that social
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system, social structure, and culture are all abstractions of about the
'same level. They write:, "To a large degree, as we have indicated, they

[the abstractionsj all depart izom the same order of data, and the
distinction rests primarily on the focus of interest and the type of
question asked (i.e., frame of reference)" (1952:135).
SYSTEMS THEORY

A review of the theoretical literature suggests iine striking commonality

among studies of both'society and culture: the holistic unit of analysis
is invariably conceived of as, a system. This coneeptualization means
that societies and/or cultures are given a series of relations and characteristics which delineate their essential nature and explain how and
why they change (Parsons 1951; Cadawallader 1959; Chin 1969;
Maruyama 1963; Buckley 1967)

A system may be viewed as a collection of interrelated and interdependent components .interacting within some boundary line (convyniently conceptualized as, circular) such that there is less interchange
across the line than within it. A, system is judged closed or open
depe'uding on the amount of exchange between it and its external
environment. Systems exhibit a natural tendency to maintain themselves
by moving toward a state of equilibrium and/or integration ainong the

'forces acting within and upon them. Despite this inClination toward
stability and balance, however, systems ,are subject to internal stresses
and strains caused either by differences in internal corriponents or by
disturbanceS from external circumstances. The system will attempt to
minimize these tensions and conflicts and preserve or reattain equilibrium through internal mechanisms of adaptation and adjustment.
Hence although the system:, approach is concerned primarily with
how stability is achieved, it nevertheless gives a great deal of insight into
the process of change. Change is a consequence of how well the parts
of the system fit together or how well the systeni fits in with other
surrounding or interacting systems. The process of change is the process
of tension reduction. The source of change lies primar:iy in the internal

stresses and strains created by exogenous intrusions or endogenous
inequalities. Proponents such as Parsons (1961), Cancian (1960), and
Boskoff (1964) have answered the criticism that the systems notion is
essentially static by pointing out that the reciprocal of the propositions
regarding stability of sociocultural organizations should be viewed as
propositions regarding change. That is. it some element or condition
contributes to the stability of the system. the abscnce of that element
or condition contributes to instability and/or change. More importantly,
they emphasize that change and stability rare not mutually exclusive

6
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states. The systtm retains stability only by changing hi response to.
changing exogenous conditions.

Below, I will have occasion to expand on the analysis of the implications of the systems approach for sociocultural .ehange. ,First, however,
it is important to demonstrate that systems theory provides a basis on

which to integrate a large amount of holistic literature. The- concept
of systems analysis- per se is relatively new to the social sciences. It is
still rarely used in 'An 'anthropological or cultural context. A-rdading,
however, of both classical and modern anthropologists (Ogburn 1922;
Malinowski 1944: Linton 1936; Ki'oeber 1937; Kluckhohn and Murr4
1953; White 1949; Honigmann 1959; Goodenough 1963). reveals that
ihere has long been a tendency to view culture as consisting of interrelated cOMponents and configurations existing in varying degrees of
integration, but tending toward equilibrium.- Of couyse, there is . little
consensus as to the exact names or nature of these components. Linton
(1936) carves up culture ih terms of universals, specifics, and alternatives;
Honigmann (1959) emphasizes ideology, technology, and social organ-

fz.ation; Erasmus (1961) talks of social, technological, and ecological
factors; and Goodenough, (1963) states, that the 'four primary aspects
of culture are PrecePts, propoitions, values, and principles of action.
Whatever the components, however, there is, widespread agreement that
they form a system.' One will easily note .a fundamental systems
Orientation in 'the following three statements by anthropologists:

,Since there is a correlation and interdependence of parts, a rapid change in one.--:
part of our culture requires readjustment through other changes in the correlated
parts of Culture: [Ogburn 1922:2001

Culture consists of a body or flow of culture traits (objects, acts, ideas) which
interact with one another, forming new permutations, combinations, and
synthesis. [White 1969:xyl
Change in any part of a stable system setscin motion a series of compensatory

.adi,istments in its other parts and in their rwtual arrangenwnts until a new
r ..dibrium is reached. A PeoP'te's culture and their phenomenal world form
such a system. [Goodenough l963:3221

In Mite with the systems approach, anthropologists consider cultures
as closed or open (Wolf 1966); they recognize the external' envirdnment,
physical and soeial, as a major source of cultural change (Kroeber 1937);

and they emphasik that a change, in one ctiltural component requires
changes in the others (Ogburn 1922).

Moving to the sociological literature, we find that the systems notion,
is 'widely and clearly advocated. In .fact,' it forms the basis of one of
sociology's major theoretical schoOlS7,-funetionalism. This school has
been described as consisting of that "collectivity of theorists who look
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uPOrf society as a system, the maintena,ce of which is the function of
recurrent social activity" (Whitaker 1965:1\28). Funetionalists have also
'been labeled "order" and "integration" tliorists because they strongly
emphasize system maintenance through equilibrium and/or integration
tendencies. They consider functional those ele:ments of the system which

contribute to its 'stability. Such elements include both normative
consensn,. and social control. Since functionalits describe the social
system in terms of inertia, they tend to seek the c;.mses of change among
factors external to the system. They hypothesize that exogenous forces
generate internal stresses ,thereby,z)motivating adaptive responses Which
lead to social change (Parsons 1951, 1960, 1961; BOskoff 1964; Hobbs

1971), Talcott Parsons, who is perhaps the leading functionalist, uses
these propositions to develop a complex model of soctety (1951, 1960,
1961). To summarize very briefly, this model divides society into four
levels:. technical, managerial, institutional, and societal. ol?n each level,
'social unitsroles, institutions, values, and groupsinteract and serve
to coordinate and control the specialized units in the leve\ below it in
an overall effort to meet four basic functional requirements\ adaption,
goe attainment, inte;ration and pattern maintenance (AG1L)\
Another schoo:

refined and a mot
MaruYama 1963;

.

qociology, the cybernetic school, offers bo41 a more
7,Tr'sted systems model of society (see Buckley 1967;
awallader 1959). This approach is largely Xlerived

from studies of mac:lines and electric circuits. It views society\ as a
communicati: '! network whose activity is the product of a flow of
information throuf*.h receptors, channels, selectors,
faoup!
tr.,i feedback loops. Basic to the cybernetic model is the
effecto:
conct ultrusrabilitythe system's capacity to change structure and
activity in response to a changing environment. Members of this schoOl
have been attacked for failing to take into account irrational behavior,
the distribution of power, and ,.he flows of expressive communication

(Etzioni and Etzioni 1964). They can take credit, however, for two
important contributions to the general systems concept: 1) they recog,nize the importance of positive as well as negative feedback loops, and
(2) they emphasize the importance of information for the operation of
the system.
A third major school of sociological theory is.the conflict, or coercion,

school (Coser 1956; Dahrendorf 4959; Horowitz 1966; Kim 1973). As
the name implies, this group is at odds with many aspects of he
integration/order approach. But it too accepts the, systems notion.
Conflict, theorists contend that' society is a systeth which is essentially
'stable and orderly, and they consider change the product of stress and
strain (conflict) Within the system. In contrast to the functionalists and
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cyberneticists, however, conflict theorists contend that equilibrium is a

product of coercirn rather than consensus and that internal conflict
results from inequalities in the distribution of wealth, power, and
privilege rather than from environmental intrusions. The reader should
note that earlier I explained that change in systems may be caused by
either exogenous forces. or ,endogenous inequalities. It should now be
clear that functionalists and cyberni:ticists emphasize the former cause
while coercionists focus on th'e latter. The conflict approach is useful
because it explains sudden, violent, or internally derived chat:.ge. It'
should, however, be viewed as an extension of and not a substitute for
the integrationist perspective. As COser emphasizes; it is unwise to
sharp)), differentiate a'sociology of order from a, sociology of conflict
because the exclusive emphas:s on one or the other tends to obscu.re
social reality (1957).

To this po'ht I have reviewed the major characteristics of systems
analysis, and I have shown that it serves to inte..;.ate a diverse body of
holistic literature. I have also provided a general sketch of how this
approach enables us to understand the process of sociocultural change.
I will now take (Air. discussion one step *farther and apply the systems
notion to innovation or one specific form of change.
As, will be noted in chapter 7, there are a great number of findings
and conclusions regarding the acceptance and diffusion of, innovations.
Systems analysis seems to carry implications.for almost all of them. The
-discussion here will be restricted to two of the most important of these
conclusion!: (1) Some sociocultural systems -accept innovations more
readily than. others. (2) Some innovations are more readily acct.pted in
'a sociocultural system than others:
To describe a system's propensity to accept innovations, writers have
emproyed such terms as modernity, scale, flexibility, and threshold of

change. Systems theory enables us to replace these notiols with the
concepts of differentiation and integration. A society differentiates to
increase responsiveness to exogenous arid endogenous conditions; it
integrates, to maintain equilibrium (Parsons 1961). I can reasonably
hypothesize that readiness to accept innovations is directly related to
the degree of differentiation and inversely assoCiated with the level of
integration.
I hypothesize that the more differentiated the society, the more
receptive it .will be to innovations because, with increased adaptability,
change is less threatening to system maintenance. Furthermore, as
differentiation makes communication channels mort: efficient and information more technical, the system is better able to recognize dysfunctions
in its operations and evaluate .advantages of innovations. CharleS
7.1
A-

,
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,Erasmus,-though his approach is more man-oriented than holistic, lends
'support to this reasoning. He asserts that differentiation and specialization in society allow for more technical observations of social phenomena,
and this enables man to better select behavioral alternatives (innovations)
which maximize need fulfillment (1961).

.1 hypothesize that a 'more integrated society will be more resistant
to innovation because an integrated society rests at or near a state of
equifibrium, its natural state. An innovation, unless exceptionally
compatible, will upset the delicate balance. An unintegrated society,
however, is in a state of flux, trying to regain stability. Hence, it should
welcome.innovations which might contribute to this effort. Alvin Boskoff
:nakes wsirnilar point. Using Parson's model, he reasons that innovations

are adaptive responses to dysfunctional conditions. He defines dysunctional conditions as including (1) interpersonal and intergroup
conflict, (2) intergroup competition, and (3) a perceived failure in
existing practices (1964). These conditions, of course, are characteristics
of nonintegratkn.
To test my hypotheses, I looked at how the notions of differentiation
and tegration a into studies contrasting change-resistant (traditional)
societi'. with change-oriented (modern) societies (Redfield 1947; Lerner
1958; R' Stow 1960; Hagen 1962; Levy 1966). As I expected, these

studies invariably describe ttitional societies as undifferentiated and
highly integrated and modern societies as highly differentiated and
unintegrated. As a second test, 1 tried to determine if the two systems
notions serve to explain the series .of cultural constructs offered bY
Homer Barnett (1953) as indicators of a culture's propensity to change.
These constructs include the level of Lotnpetition, the degree of conflict,
the amount of cooperation, the extent of dependency, and the expectation of change. Tho-,,gh 1 will not take the time to go into each of these

constructs here, we can conclude that, dndeed, the concepts of differentiation and integration apply to all of them.
'Now that we have considered why some systems more readily accept
innovation than others, we must tack:e the question of why, in the same
system, some innovations are more readily accepted than others. 1 have
noted elsewhere that Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) and others conclude

that innovadons are more likely to gain acceptance if they are compatible, advantageous,. understandable, trialable, and observable.
Though these characteristics are generally defined in terms ol human
perspectiVes, they are easily understandable from a systems standpoint..
For example, the characteristie of 'compatibility is important because

it enables the system to accept the innovation without disturbing existing

conditions. Presumably, the more integrated the system, the more
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compatible and acceptable the innovation must be In the same vein,
an advantageous innovation is one which helps the system reduce
dysfunction and regain c.libriurn. I would expect the advantage of an
innovation to weigh most heavily in s::,.stenis which are out of balance.
The characteristics of understandability, ttialability, and observability
are all relevant in terms of the system's information-processing and
feedback mechanisms. Innovations interacting with these three aspects
tend to be acceptable because the system can easily evaluate their
efficacy.

Finally, the systems approach allows us to account for two other. .
common findings pertaining to the acceptance of innovations: (1) The
acceptance of novelties tends to be followed by further changes. and
(2) an innovation is often modified when accepted (Kushner et al. 1962).
Botb.of these findings can be viewed as consequences of the adjustment
process that the system goes through in response to an initial disturbance.

The discussion of .systems analysis has shown that this approach
enables us to explUin a large amount of change literature, including both
holistic theories and micro findings. In concluding the discussion of this

theoretical model. we must consid T. its implications for education
programs and for applfed change efforts.
Because information is essential .to the operation of a, systeni,
education, formal and nonformal, makes perhaps its greatest contribution to the system through its ability to provide such information. Walter
Buckley has Written, "The sociocultural system is to be viewed as a set

of elements linked almost entirely by way of the intercommunication
of information" (1967:82). Information is also the key aspect of feedback
mechanisms. Education programs, then, acting -as dispersers and

processors of information, can link Components within and between
systems as well as provide the messages necessary for the system to
evaluate and aoust its activities to insure maintenance. If, as R. C.
Young suggests, development itself may be defined "as a nation's
overall ability to process information" (1968:364), then educational
prtigrams can be viewed as having a key role in the modernization
'sequence. This reasoning is supported through research conducte'd by
Joseph Farrell (1970).: Using: large body of data pertaining to Latin
'America in 1950 and 1960, he determines that educational structural
differentiationthe establishment of more specialized and autonomous
educational unitsis highly associated with a society-:s inforniationprocessing capacity in' both the political and economic sectors. He
concludes from his evidence that to establish a highly differentiated
educational system i to establish an effective set of communicatiOn
links, and hence "educational structural differentiation can indeed be

.
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said to be an exceedingly important dimension of educational systems
in developing nations" (p. 76). Farrell's work indicates that pliinners
must be concerned With not only an educational system's size bnt also
its structure. They, must consider the diversity of the information that
it transmits. Presumably, the utilization of nonformal progiams will
augment that diversi:y and, by so doing, contribute to development:
In addition to contributing to a society's information-processing
capacity, education can be seen as relating to the processes of societal
differentiatibn and integration. Educational programs.represent both a
product and facilitator of differentiation. They are a product in that
their origins lie with the separation of socialization from the exclusive
domain of the family. They, are a,facilitator in that they can contribute
to further differentiation by providing the skills necessary to sustain
increasingly specialized social units. 'Formal and nonformal educatida's
role in the integration process is ...wen more apparent. Through their
capacity to transmit common knowledge, values, and experiences, they
can help bring together elements both within and between systems. This
,ability is particularly important in developing countries because they
ar, often plural or segmented, characterized by two or more' distinct
systems. Joseph Farrell writes in this regard: "The school is a broker
institution. Not only does the school itself sorve as a broker, a carrier
of superordinate culture in snbordinate areas, a socializing agent of the
superordinate culture, but turps out into the community individuals
who can form a broker class" (1967:181). In this sense, educational
programs do more than merely integratc a system; they also cause a
system to expand its boundaries. A national education program, for
instance, can help bring together several independent systems into one
overall network. Nonformal education can often complement the national'
system by providing information to more isolated locales or populatiOn
sectors. Many observers have noted that education can be especially
useful in integrating urban and rural areas (Moreira 1960; Nash 1965;
Foster 1966; Arnove 1973) . They reason that schools, since they are
essentially urban institutions, tend to transmit to rural areas urban
knowledge and norms while providing rural graduates with urban
mobility opportunities. In other words, education programs can foster
a flow of messages from city to countryside and a floW of people froin
countryside to city.
In relating systems' analysis to applied change, the reader should note
that this approach does not specify a definite change strategy. It does
serve, however, to explain, integrate, and confirm many of the

reCommendations appearing in the planned change literature. It indicates, for instance, that nonformal educators should know the client
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culture, build on collective dissatisfaction, and introduce changes which
are compatible with existing realities. According to Robert Chin (1969:
303-4), the use of systems analysis by change agents has these possibilities: (1) diagnosticians can avoid the error of simple ,cause-and-effect
thinking; (2) they can juStify what is included in Observation and

interpretation and what is temporarily excluded; (3) they can predict
what will happen if no mw or outside force is applied; (4) they are
guided in categorizing what is relatively enduring and, stable, or
changing, in the situation; (5) they can distinguish between what is
basic and what is merely symptomatic; (6) thq can predict what will .
happen if they leave the events undisturbed and if they intervene; and
(7) they are guided in selecting points of intervention. Of course, in the
final analysis, the effective use of this theoretical approach requires that

the system's components and relationships .be accurately identified.
While this is no mean task, change efforts,' including those involving
both formal and nonformal elducation programs, must be planned with
a. recognition of 'the interdependent nature of. the system of which they
form a part. Without fostering multiple interventions in the sociocultural
system to enhance the prObabilities of achieving desired 'ends, change

agents and educators are likely to see their programmatic efforts
swamped or overcome by other, more powerful components in the
system. I shall return to this thesis in the chapterS which follow and
discuss it in.some depth in chapter 7.
Summary and Conclusion

Some of .the implications of this relatively brief overview of a sample
of the literature on social change for nonformal education can now be
summarized. Alternative conceptions of education, especially nonformal
education programs, have the advantage of not being tied to an overarching bureaucratic structure, Although such flex;bility augurs well for
adapting programs to particular populations and locales, it does not
mean that such programs can be fostered in a sociocultural vacuum.
Instead, out-of-school education because it lacks much of the legitimacy
associated with formal schools, must be especially well planned in light

of such sociocultural constraints. Both the systems and behavioral
theoiies support such a proposition. The difficulty lies in discdvering
and analyzing either the components of the social system, both exogenous

and endogenous, or the environmental contingencies which impinge
upon a population's behavior. Because nonformal education programs
are less concerned with the transmission of information and skills for
certificates and diplomas and more concerned with the transmission
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and Utilization of information and skills for altering the environment,
the importance, of_ the larger context within which the program exists
takes on added dimensions. In effect, program planners must often be
as concerned with the economic, political, social, and ecological context
within which the program exists ,as they are with the more traditional
schooling issues centering on pedagogy.

A second major implication of the social change literature concerns
the importance of understanding the nature of the client population.
Because nonformal educators generally desire that the experiences
received in such programs transfer to the real world of the clients and
are readily applicable to their environmerit, it is clear that one Must
begin by assessing their perceptions of their needs. Both the psychodynamic and behavioral theories clearly place an emphasis on the
importance of identifying such deprivations or felt needs. The programmatic response to such state variables is either to provide the fulfillment
of such needs or to alter these variables through behavioral reinforcement
techniques.
A third implication of these macro theories lies with the nature 9f the
educational process itself. The literature reviewed, suggests that social
change is a two-way process involving primarily horizontal rather than
vertical interpersonal relationships. Thus, the involvement of the clients
in their own learning, with a maximization of voluntary control over, and
voluntary involvement in, their learning activities is essential. The

communications theorists are rather clear that even when programs
involve the use of more technologically advanced media, clients must
receive consideration in the planning and prodaction of what they see
wid hear.

A fourth implication of° this literature suggests that nonformal
education programs for social change must go beyond the traditional
processes associated with teaching and learning in schools. Seldom, for
example, is it clear that schools are concerned with the transfer of what
is acquired by stirdents inside school to its application in the wider
environment. Likewise, the facts that students are a captive audience
of schools, that schools stress grades 'and diplomas rather than new
'skills and behaviors, and that the classroom teacher is held out as the
final institutional authority in matters of what curricula are to be taught,
are riot typical of the kinds of characteristics which nonformal programs
are likely to adopt. Instead, nonformal educators will borrow certain

principles of teaching and learning from the traditional schooling
process ds they can be applied to improving the quality of life for their
clients.

Finally, the social change literature points to the i:nportance of
17 G
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incentives for altering behavior. The systems, psychodynamic, and
-behavioral theorists support the notion that rewards, whether they are
conceived as, among other possibilitie,.. the resolution 'of conflict,
positive feedback, the satisfaction of felt needs, or a decrease in the
state ofdeprivation, are important for changing both internal states and
other forms of behavior. It is also apparent that such rewards are often
not an integral part of the educational program. In other words, whether
we are referring to .focmal or nonformal education, such programs are
conceived as process variables 'rather than output' varieles. Thus the
effects of educational activities and, therefore, the incentives for learning.
have to be ascertained in the context of the learner's environment where
he, for example, alters production to i:wrease yields, invests in new
seeds or fertilizers, or competes with others for wage-earning status.

If the learner is able to see the connection between the eilucational
program and "'he achievement of an expected outcome, it can be
ihssumed that the value of the education experience will becoMe appar7.,.

ent. A large proportion of the rewards in the context of national

development, therefore, will emanate from individuals and institutionS
whiph form part of the wider system but generally are exogenous to the
educational program.

The following four chapters review past and present examples of
nonforml education and micro social change programs in Latin:
America. These examples are grouped into separate topic areas bychapter: nonformal" adaptations of schools, adult literacy, and basic
education, educational extension and community organization'vrograms,,

and cornmunity and integrated development. On the basis, of the
principles summarized above from the previous discussion of social
change theories, the description of actual rhattth.inal education programs

in these chapters is intended to provide insight into the predominant
strategies employed in fostering social change progr,ams. As appropriate,
I attempt to assess these,activities and efforts by applying the principles
just outlined. These include relationships with components in the wider

social system, underStanding the needs of the client populations, the
involvement of -clients in their own learning:the transfer and application
of new_behaviors to the environment, and the attention to incentives
,

both internal and external toothe program.
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Nonformal Alternatives
in Formal Education

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the role of schools in the
eontext of nonformal education with emphasis on the use of schools as
centers both oi commu'nity involvement and community action Nand of
technical-vocational training programs. The first section otitlines tNe
traditional schooling model in Latin America leading to the extension of
schooling to rural areas through the Mexican cultural missions and the
Bolivian community-based program at Huarizata. Other programs for
which these two became precursors are then described and a discussion
of family schoolsand current nonformal education efforts of a sample of
Latin AmericLA/ ministries of education follows. The second section looks
at technical-vocational training with some attention to the SENA1 model

in Brazil. Cuba's efforts, and two programs for poor urban youngsters
argued that
in Colombia and Ecuador. Throughout the chapter it

there exist few recent innovations it the application of nonformal
alternatives in formal education and those th4t do exist often,fall under
the direction and criteria of formal schools. Furthei.more, it Ls pointed
out that although some efforts are directed at community action efforts,
these are not well developed and the reliance is principally on a man-

oriented approach to social change. The primary' problems appear,
,

therefore, to be a lack of programmatic coordination of education with
Other social service agencies as a component in broader programs and
the lack of articulation between education and the World of work.
1

The Schooling Tradition

,

As is the case among nations that have experienced colonial status,
much of Latin Arnerican educational development has been dependerW
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upon patterns which were either imposed or borrowed from outside the

region itself. 'Although formal schooling existed at the time of the
conquest among the more complex indigenous societies in Latin America,
stt

insit.utions were replaced by the carriers of the, faith and the

sc.47kers

.rld from the Iberian peninsula. As Spain became a leader

in teaching and learning durhig her Golden Age (fifteenth to seventeenth
centuries), schools and scholars multiplied, and the rnotivatir n for the
perpetuation of humanism in the Greco-Roman tradition, the education
of an elite, and the sprei,./.1 of Catholicism flourished. In the New World,
the prime transmitters 'of education were the Spanish priests, especially
the Jesuits. who were charged with the building of schools, the training

of teachers. and the education of the populace for correct moral and
ethimd conduct. Such religious and rhetorical education was alien to
the masses as it was designed to prepare. priests and serve the upper
classes. The contributions of the commis. -iores through the eighteenth
century and until the era Of independence rocluded Iberian educational
institutions, the addition of the Spanish and Portuguese languages, the

Latin culture and value system, and Catholicism. Thus; the initial
intrusion into the New Worid established the basic patterns of education
as well as political, economic, and social institutions and practices.

Latin American independence following Ahe French invasion into
Spain and Portugal found all countries except Brazil with political,
organizational, and economic problems which overshadowed the .development of educational systems. This period (1821-1910), often referred to
as the era of the dictators, was marked by the fear of enlightening the
masses through education, by the sending of children of elite families to
France or Spain to be educated, and by the continuation of an industrial

and technological lag as many of the ,countries assumed an economic
\role as exporter of raw materials to the United States and Britain..
\Although several countries, among them Mexico, Argentina, Chile, and
tuba, began public educvtional pror.fram: during the nineteenth century,
it\ was not until the early years of the twentieth century that substantial
development of schooling occurred.

The major influence on Latin American education in the nineteenth
censury came from France. As a result, most educonal systems bebecame more highly centralized with. strOng emphasis placed on an
academic curriculum of an encyclopedic nature geared toward the study
of Eirrope rather than the New World. Building on the French influence
and turning toward the United States, most countries had taken control
.of r!reir educational sptep-tg froth the Church and had legislated into
existence a system of-prOary education by the turn of the century.
As a\ result, in pact', of the Mexican Revolution of 1910, 'foreign

<
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models of education gave way to a more national ..onseiousness and
introspection concerning the nature of each country's problems. One of
the educational innovations which emerged during !be ensuing decade
was directed toward the role of the schobl as 'a center of community

prbmotion activities. As George Sanchez indicates, however, such efforts
were not without precedent in Latin America. In the following comments
he describes the first school in the New World -established at Texcoco
in the year 1523 by Fray Pedro de.Gante:
is characteristic of the' efforts of the educational pioncers.of this period that
they practiced the theory. that, in order to teach, the teacher miist first be a
disciple of .his pupils.- gray Pedro and his coMpanions- learned the Aztec
language. They studied Indian .customs and established cordial and friendly
relationships with the Indian nobles as well as wilt, the masses. Instruction in
this first school was carried on in Spanish and in the Indian (Aztec) language.
Fray Pedro made every effort to relate his teachings to the natitral life of his
It

students. ,Through physical activities, through music and processions. by the use

of pictorial illustrntions and hieroglyphics, apd through the medium 'of their
own language, this .far-seeing educator made the school as natural as possible
for the Indians ar.d made it truly a school of action and a school of the people. In
1526, Fray Pedro transferred his centre of operations from Texcoco to the City
of Mexico proper. There he established the great -IncEan school of San Jose in
connection with the convent of San Francisco, There he gathered more than
1,000 fndian children to instruct them in arts and crafts, in music, in reading,
and in myriad activities. There, two hundred years before Pestalozzi, three
hundred years before Froebel; and almost four hundred years before John Dewey.
he had an ixtivity school, a school based on current life. [1936;371

Even though .there apparently existed educational innovators like

Fray Pedro among. the Spanish priests and even though some of .the early
instruction of Indian children utilized music, pantomime, and the arts,

such models were isolated exceptions tO general practiees: Instead,
schools were 'almost exclusively devct'Y to urban dwellers who were
characterized by both the financial means and the values which made
schooling feasible ,and. neeessary. Until the twentieth century, schools
offued little to the nonelite .child in ternaS of practical sub5,et matter
of relevance to his present and future standing and..activity in society.
Few, if any, rural schools existed during this period and thos:: which

did exist were nodifferent corricularly or pedagogically from those which
urban you ngsteri a ttended.
1:;xtension ofilEducation: Schools for Community
Action and Community Nnvolvement
Perhaps the earliest public Program., ol cotnmunity-based schooling,
known as the cultural missions program, was initiated in Mexico,in th(
.
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early 1920s, It was begun as a result of the problems encountered by
primary school teachers working In federally operated schools in ,,hv

rural areas. Prior to the program's initiation, supervising teachers.
known as mil' ;')naries, had the task of visiting rural primary teachers

in order to assist them in carrying out their instructional duties. In
1922 these supervisors met and decided that each rural school had to
have °arable land as agriculture was the essential base of the rural
dweller. This notion led to the first cultural mission team in 1923
composed of an inttructor in soapmaldng., a tanner, two agriculturalists,
a carpenter, and a homemaking teacherwho went from Mexico City

to Zacualitpan in the State of Hidalgo. In the early years the cultural
missions were basically traveling normal schools as they assisted rural
teachers and augmented the rural curricaum. Later, they would spend
up to three years in a region or community assisting with the construction of schools and in promoting community activities. By 1926 there
were six missiOns in Operátion, by 1935 there were eighteen missions
in contact with some four thousand rural teachers, and by 1943 there
were thirty-four missions (Segura 1945).
In the late 1920s and 1930s, the missions were often criticized for not
remaining in a locality long enough and during the 1930s, for spreading

communist propagt nda. They were discontinued for three years from
1938 to 1942 for these and for administrative reasons. By 1943 the
missions. were stationary and remained in a community from one to
three years. About one-half of them worked with Indian populations.
The teams consisted of a director. social worker, nurse and midwife,
an agriculturalist, a construction specialist, two individuals in the trades
and industries, a mechanic and film projector operator, a music teacher,
and a reereation specialist (Ruiz 1958; Whetten 1948). Their objectives
included raising the rural population's standard of living, improving
local educational institutions, improving occupational skills, introducing
new crops and increasing the number of domestic animals, improving
public health' through nutrition education, increasing recreational
opportunities, eliminating undesirable foreign influen es, and encouraging the formation of cooperatives and self-help community action
programs. 1ti7 order to increase the likelihood that the iwork initiated, by,

the mission would continue after its departure, attempts were made Jo
organize and work t rough community committees, teams, and gro.ups
(Segura 1945).

Nathan Whetten ,1948) was studying rurnl communities in Mexico
at this time and hotes 'that the missions had problems recruiting-trained
personnel who were willing to work for low wages in the rural area. He
also suggests that..there was seldom enough time to accomplish all that

86,
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was intended.0The missions would often enter a community and be
viewed initially with some suspicion not only by the members of the
community but by the local parish priests. Mission teams would generally

overcome such resistance through music and recreation programs and
would soon be organizing community committees for the discussion of
the problems present. The work was long, tedious., and complex,

however; and not all of the missions were able to achieve the team
members' goals.

Whetten describes, for example, a project of one mission in 1944 at
the community of San Pablo del Norte near the City of Puebla. The
intent of the mission was to organize all the tortilla makers in the
community into a large cooperative. Mills were to be purchased eooperatively for grinding corn, machin:s could be secured to make
tprtillas mechanically, a station wagon would serve to haul the tortillas
to Puebla and bring back corn, and stands for selling the tortillas were
to be erected in order to sell them in Puebla: The situation up to the
time .he mission began its project saw up to fifteen hundred women
from San Pablo and adjoining villages carrying corn daily to one of the
fifteen or twenty small mills and then returning home to prepare the
tortillas. The women would then walk or take a bus six miles to Puebla
with twenty-five to fifty pounds of tortillas and sell them in the market.

Each would have to pay a small fee for the privilege of selling her
tortillas. Whetten describes the long-range goal or the proje..1 and the
resUlts:

This scheme would obviate the necessity for all the fi:teen hundred women to
make the trip and sell the pror!uct individually. The Jirector of the mission talked
the proposition over with responsible state authorities, who, in turn, advised
him to consult tne cacique, since such a scheme might interfere with 1;:.. iatter's
established business. Vested interests prevented the formation of the cooperative.

'S ThtYcacique threatened to fight the proposal to the bitter end. It is said that he
has a monopoly on transportation and ow ns the buses which run between San
Pablo and Puebla and which now carry full loads. He charges a fee for each
person and each basket each way. Obviously, any proposal to substitute other,

forms of transportation or even to curtail the number of passengers would
seriously interfere with his business. The owners qf tha corn grinders also
objected strenuOusly. since their grinding fees would be curtailed. the City o
Puebla objected because. instead ofl collecting marketing fees from fiftee
hundred people, they would be able to collect from only a limited number. Eve
he consome.rs objected that machine-made tortillas might not taste so good as
and-madv, cries.,[l948:44S-46 I

i
I

,

Alt1-1..igh Whetten stiggests that the missions were doing significant
work during this period., the example above providessorne insight into
the problems encountered When the transmission of information and
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skills along with conimunity organiza,tiPn efforts are used as the major
means for responding to basically social structural issues. Robert
Redfield (1950), also studying a rural community in Mexico during this
period, tends to support this observation. Redfield had .originally studied
the Community of Chan Kom in 1933. He returned in 1948 and learned

that a cultural 'mission team of ten individuals had been in the community for a year and a half in 1944 and 1945. He, found that relatively
little remained of their work. In Redfield's words:
The two leatherworkers, already, mentioned, continue the practical art they
learned from the mission, as do, although more rarely, the youth who learned
carpentry and the girls who learned how to give hypodermic injections. The
people's knowledge of musical instruments was .considerabl extended, and
several men, as reported in foregoing pages, learned how to dig wells. Rut not
one of the little raised stoves of lime cement which the mission taught the people
to build is now in use, nor have any of the'priviesnbuilt been kept in repair. In

the less practical, more purely expressive arts, the enduring accomplishments
of the rtissiOn ar; almost nil. [19,50:146-47f

Even though the cultural missions in Mexico were initiated around
problems associated with rural schooling, evolving in later, . years as
community action programs, there is little evidence to suggest that
members of communitieg were actual decision makers in these activities,

that wider structural ;constraints were ever analyzed, or that the need
for incent:ves for behavioral change were recognized. Nevertheless, the
missions were bold efforts to use the school as a center for sal change,
and as a consequence the impact of the missions. as -an educational and
community development model was far reaching in Latin America.
Although I 'discuss community development programs in a subsequent
ehapter, it is perhaps worthwhile now to mention some of the educational
programs which .used the missions as a model.
Even though Costa Ris, apparently had mobile schools or escuelas
atnbulantes for rural children as early as' 1914 (Furhay 1946) and other

countries began such schools later on., .the cultural missions model
elaberatect cOnsiderably on the station wagon or truck that would travel
from community to community carrying educational messages, often by
loudspeaker, to isola ed areas. By 1936 in Cuba, for example, rural civic

schools were orgaazed throughout the couatry. 'These schools were
expected to abblish illiteracy and improve the conditions of life for
farmers by helping them modernize agricultural methods. Where permanent schoolswer not established, traveling schools were begun. By
1939 there were forty educational missions. each 'serving thirty tp fifty
rural scheols. Each mission had a staff of eight including an expert
pedagogy, a veterinarian, a dentist, a:ud specialists in farming, industrial
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irades, homemaking, and hygiene. The "missionaries" went from school

Ao -school staying for a one-week period. Also in Cuba, under the
Ministry of Agriculture, courses were offered in agriculture and home
ecOnonfics by correspondence, ,radio, and escuelas ambulante-s (Turosienski 1943). By the- 1940s Peru had traveling schools combined with a
mission's program to complement public schools. Teams were constituted by specialists as in Mexico dnd Cuba and the group employed
bilingual education techniques as it traveled to communities announcing
its arrival with a radio and, a loudspeaker attached to its station wagon.
(Fbaugh 1946). he traveling school was cómplemented by traveling
libraries and musicians in Chile (Ebaugh 1945; Hall and StantOn 1941)
and Colombia -(Furbay 1946; Samper-Ortega 1939) and by cultural
missions in Venezuela (Goetz 1947), Guatemala (Benjamin 1952), Costa
Rica (Furbay 1946; Alers-Montalvo 1953), and sometime later in Brazi:
(Rios, 1957)..
Some of these programs, like that of Venezuela, were So small, relying

-on two or three vehicles and teams, that they were more useful as
visible public relations efforts for politicians than they were as actual
educational efforts for rural populations. Although the cultural missions

were thus copied by other Latin American nations as a model for
reaching rural populations, they were seldom carried out with the
same motivation and intert as in Mexico.
Parallel to.the efforts of the missions and the mobile schools were the
U.S.-influenced farm schools where a small plot of land was used by
the students to grow crops and gain some limited agricultural experiences
supposedly relevant to life as it was lived by the rural children. In Cuba,
for example, farm schools were introduced in 1914 and were required
to have a field devoted to agricultural experiments which the children
would cultivate themselves, (Turosienski 1943). In 1918 7osta Rica- had
a similar program (FurbaY 1946), And other countries followed later....
It was.also popular to initiate boarding schools built around a piece of

land. This waS the case in Chile (Enaugh 1945), Peru (baugh 1940,
and Cuba (Turosienski 1943) in the 1930s and 1940s. In Cuba, for
example, there existed -such schools in each of the si): ::;rovinces. Known
as chiltdr n's colonies (Patronato Nacional (.1.c. Colonias 'Infantiles) each

primary -chool was designed to accommodate up to 100 children fOr
three m nths and inclaled the rerlar urban curriculunOn addition to
nature s udy, farming, and manual training (Turosienski 1;:43). These
rural schools, whether primary or secondary, were H.': ried to awaken
w_ational, especially farming, interests among ,;:f;.iloren -and their
parents- and to promoie community action:- The ti,ng.- was to extend
education while demonstrating the ImpOrtance .of agriculture and 'the
rural area,to the nation as a whole.
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One community school, and perhaps the best known during this
period, was founded in 1931 on a desolate Bolivian plateau known as
Huarizata. Although the school was initiated by an outsider, Elizardo
Perez, as a way to instill educational interestS in Indian adults and
children and to provide practical skills as weil as to overcome Indian
'suspicions of the "white man,- it soon functioned as a community
school. Pérez began to build the school himself and was soon joined by
the conmiunity. Indian committees were
four or five adults fi
established based on the model of organizatibn and administration of
communal property used by the Indians,The land around the school
was used for cultivation, and instruction was carried out bilingually.
,

The school waS of the boarding type for both boys and girls aged seven
to fifteen years (De Lozada l939.. By 1936 the government estab1Llied
sixteen other schools based on the Huarizata model which by then was
referred to asa nuclear school or nycko escolar dampesino. The nucleo
was usually a primary school ,of Several grades and was surrounded by
sectional or one-grade schOols which fed into the nucleo. These sectional
Or unitary schools depended on the staff of the nucleo for instructional
and curricular 'guidance as well as for administrative assistance. The
schools were practical in orientation with carpentry, sewing, masonry,
'and mechanics forming part of the curriculum. Students normally would
spend half of their time in classrooms and the other half in workshops.
Parents were often involved in at least some of the decisions affecting
the school's operation (Velasco 1940).
In 1944, several educators from the United States entered Bolivia as
part of the Servicio Cc,operativo 1nteramericano de Educaeión (InterAmerican Cooperative Service of Education) and assisted with the design
of a didactic guide for Andean rural schOols (Baum 1963). The nuclear
Huarizata-type schools were used to train teachers and the idea of the
nuclear school was spread to several other Latin American countries
(Hughes 1946; Hart 1957). Thus, the nuclear schools which began from
the 1-luariata community model were diffused throughout Latin
AMerica, almost exclusively by North American educators like Toni Hatt.
and Ernie Maes, originally members ,of the Servicio Cooperativo in
Bolivia. Today, one can find nuclear or central schools that are linked
administratively to smaller r.iitarY schools in, for e'4,ample, Peru,
Ecuador, Guatemala, Colombia, and Venezuela, countri-s where hese
and other Nort'h American educators worked in educati ma1 assistance
efforts. These nucleds, ho.,ever, are seldom of the com unity involvement type. Instead, they are intended as primarily' administrative
mechanisms and points of diffusion to the srtialler On tary schools to
whicli they il'elate. A recent evaluative study of nucleo-type normal
schools in thee zones near Cochabamba in Bolivia tends to support
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this point. Results suggest that such schools a.re copies of urban schools
in their curriculum aad structure, are superficially related to the rural
area and to community problems, and are not tied to other rural schools
(Alegria et al. 1973). Even though the nuclear schools flourished in
several co4ntries during the period of residence of the North American
advisors, they soon fell into disuse after the advisors' departure and are
now dying a slow death in Venezuela and Guatemala. Although a new
form of nucleos is being instituted in Peru, Colombia, andEcuador and
is discussed later, the old nucleos initiated by the North Americans in
Peru have been eliminated (Paulston 1970).

Another community-school program of some importance in Latin
America, this one directed more to community involvement than to
community action, was initiated in Brazil in the early 1940s. Unrelated
to either the cultural missions or the nucleos, the Carnpanha Nacional
de EscolaS (In Comunidade (CNEC) was begun in 1943 by a group of
.

university students in Recife. The prograM operates only at 'the secondary level. A school is developed by the local community after a minimum
of 100 local residents petition to the regional or national office of CNEC.
The community then assumes formai responsibility for operating the

school. Although sorne financial. support is derived front CNEC's
regional and national offices, the community, through small monthly
donations, mobilizes the majority of the funds needed. By 1970, CNEC
operated classes with 14,000 teachers in 1,224 schools for 281:000
students. Most of the schools belonged to 'the CNEC network (USAID
1972).. A recent set of case studies of a small sample of these CNEC
schools by Verhine (197 5. found their governance to be characterized
by limited community participation and a great disparity among the
schools in both the availability of:funding and in overall vality. Appar-

.ently, the CNEC schools are constrained by a standard Ministry of
Education curriculum Which has lintited their flexibility in adapting
tb the needs of individual communities.'
'A modified school community program, probably the largest and most
Widespread of its type in Latin America was..initiated by the Catholit:.
Church in Venezuela in the rnid-1950s... Known as Fe y.'Alegria (Faith
and Happiness), it is a
nonprofit school system operated under the
auspices of the Catholic .hurch and currently found in Peru, Bolivia,
'An extremely short-lived eon niunity-sehool program existed in lerou in the late 19b0s.
Tito project, known as CRECE 2 (Campana para la reforma efica'z de las cMnunidades
,escolares Uc la Repdblica), was initiated with A1D.,support in 1967 to train teachers to
api?ly social science methodologies to community study and community development
(Paulston 1970).
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'El Salvador, Panama, Ecuador. and Colombia. By 1965, Fe y Alegria
in Venezueliqwhere it is most developed, had fortynine primary, five
secondary, and two normal se'hools located in Caracas and interio: towns

and ew-,,J some twenty-five thousand youngsters (Hall 1965). Each
school i..

s,..rvc as a community center in order to bring a minimum ot

education, Christian morals, and health care to poor urban dwellers.
Catholic nuns and brothers from several different religious orders, alorg

with lay teachers, arc normally found to assume teaching duties and
each is tb work under a lay board in the respective cities. Funds are

raised either through the selling of tickets for the raffling of prizes
through lotteries or through donations from national and international
agencies. Parents who ean afford to make a token payment for their
children's, school attendance are asked to do so. Although the formal
schooling aspect of the Fe y Alegria movement as well as the potential
invOlvement of .the parents in the program is clear, the community

development component appears to vary' according to the national
leadership. In Colombia, for example, :there appears to be' relatively
little done in this area whereas' in Panama the program works.extensively
in such 'areas as cooperatives, community development, and community
theater.
RECENT ADAPTATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
OF FORMAL EDUCATION

Privine schools. Among the most recent senool-commimity programs
in existence in Latin America which offer some potential for creating
a generalizable model for community involvement are those located in
Argentina and Brazil. Known as family sehoOls, they are based on a
French model and have been used extensively in Africa. In Argentina,
the program has operated since 1970 in the Northern section around
the city of Reconquista. Each EFA or tsciicht.fannWor ugricolu. has a,
team of four or five monitors who work with a council of local parents
and the students in operating the school. The schools are firstrcycle
secondary schools (three years): where twenty to thirty male and female
students attend one week, live in and do all the upkeep with the
exception of cook tig, and then return to their homes for two weeks.
Thus; the school canybe Used for all grades on a rotating.b-asis (i.e., week

one, first grade; wek two second grade; week thr'ee, third grade;
week four, first grade; and so on). Economically, this rotating system
is potentially eheaper as fewer dorn itories. classrooms, and so on are
needed. At the same time, however.. instructional costs are .not neces-

sarily, reduced as a result of the apparent need to have four or
monitors at each school (APEFA 1974)h
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The EFA schools were begun by individuals from the area with the
assistance of Jean Charpentier, a French educator and former Minister
of,Agriculture in France. The schools were thought to be necessary, in
part, as a result of generation-gap type communicat;an proams
among adult farmers and their ch;ldren. By involving parents i-. .he
educational process 'of their children it was felt that some of these
problems could be overcome. The curriculumas the leadership points
out is based on questions not answers; there exists an aversion to the
encyclopedic teaching-learning process of traditional schools. There is

also, a belief that life outsde schools is more important than inside
schools and that the family must, be central to and responsible for the
school (Charpentier 1968). The curriculum is organized around six areas
including applied science, consciousness raising, social science, physical
and natural science, and communication. The model, moving from tht
concrete to the abstract and back to the concrete, involves action,
reflection., generalization, and action. The sixth area of the curriculum
is,known as the plan de Inisqueda or independent study. Students have

a list of questions for which, while at home for two weeks, they must
find answers. The questions are generally based on themes -front one
of the-five curricular areas, and may be suggested by students, teachers,

or parents. The questions, designed to encourage students to seek
assn,tance from their parents, generally begib with personal and family
issues and then move to those of the community. nation, and the-world.
The, area withinwhich all but two of the twelve schools operated by
APEFA exist is inhabited by about 95 percent third- and fourthgene,ration Italians from the area of Friuli, Italy. 'Additionally, approx-

imately 95 percent of the population are members of cooperatives.
These two factors, ethnicity and community organization, are helpful
in explaining the,apparent success of the APEFA program. Since each
community must request the establishment of a school, as with CNEC
in Brazil, the ethnic and comMunity organization characteristics mean
that there exists not only a history of common values and language but
also a community infrastructure where people are accustomed to collaborating for the achievement o'f common goals. Whether these
demographic factors or simply the philosophy and operation of the EFAs
exiblains the program's success is now being tested as the last two schools

initiated exiSt ou,side of this ethnic enclave and are among'.a poorer
criollo population.

Once a comMunity secures a school: it automatically joins' the
federation of APEFA which trains the teachers and supplies technical
assistance to the teachers and Communities that operate the schools.
i

Eaoh..pithe parents' organizations associated with an

9 "0.'

EFA is

represented
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in the Federation.. The Federtfflon is currently faced with several issues
termed political, as there
with regard to the program. The first may
exist pressures froM educators at the national and regional levels which
work against the innovativeness and flexibility found in EFAs. These
pressures are related, in part, to the government's recent recognition
of EFA graduates as having completed the equivalent of a junior high
school echcation. The concern is that .such a recognition by the government will bring interference with APEFA's philosophy, methods, and
goals. The second issue, an economic one, involves a scarcity of resources
as participating families are often unable to assist:to any great extent
in the financial operation of the schools. Finally, there exists a problem
with finding competent teachers and training them to stay ahead of the

parents in terms of flexibility and an openness to new fdeas and

directions. Evei; with these: problems, however; the EFAs have been
successful' in keeping youngmers interested and active in rural life. A
recent follow-up study found that of the 177 graduates of EFAs -thus
far, 127 are working in agriculture in the immediate area whereas the
rest continue studying or working in allied fields.
The farnily school movement in Brazil is similar to that of Argentina.Known .as MEPES (Movimento de Educacao Promocumal do Espirito
Santo), it was begun as part of a wider comnmnity development progran)
in 1968. Although the curricultim is organized into only three areas and
based Primarily on agriculture, the same philosophic tenets and
independent-study-oriented alternating curr:,.:ulum are present. The

eniphasis on community development and augmenting agricultural

productivity appears to be greater in the Brazilian program than in that
.orArgentina and is likely to be explained through the progvam's initial

coMmunity activities. As in the case of APEFA in Argentina, the
communities where MEPES operates are about 80 percent inhabited
by individuals of Italian descent (Centro de Estudos e Acao Social
1970).

Ptiblic schools. Ministries of Education have also demonstrated
reneWed interest in recent years"' in community-based education. As

mentioned earlier, Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador have begun to eir
phasize the nuclear school in development efforts. In Colombia, t;
effort is an aspect of the Concentraciones de Desarrollo Rural y
ExtensiWProgresiva de la Escolaridad (Concentrations of Rural Development an'd: Progressive Extension of Schooling). The program is
apparently intended to extend rural schooling while coordinating at the
- lncal.level, many of the social services 'offered the rural campesino! In
assessing:the nionber of institutions represented in the rural area which
are attempting to deliver social servi...s, for example, the Minist4 of
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Education reports that eleven government ministries along with numerous trade unions, agricultural_agencies, state departments of education,
and municipal agencies are involved. Within the national government
alone, the ministry reports that there exist thirty sush programs. The'
concentrations of rural development program is ,designed to coordinate
-and integrate these various agencies at the local conununity level by

channeling rural services for socioeconomic betterment. Through -the
auspices of the Ministry of Education., it is hoped that the replication
and uncoordination in rural development efforts can be integrated into
some meaningful whole. The concentrations ,program also includes the
extension of formal schooling in the rural area through i he nuclear
school concept. Nucleos are intended to assume leadership and
coordination of a series Of cooperating sectional schools bY oifering
supervision, .in-service teacher training, and the extension .of rural
primary schooling to a minimum of fifth grade. Each of the thirty-two
nucleos exi,ting in 1971 was said to have a staff including teachers, an
agriculture .expert, a health worker, a home"economics >pecialist, a
" technical trades expert, and a literacy worker (Repüblica de Colombia
1971).

.

The current Peruvian educational reform is also emphasizing community education and, employing .the nucleo '.concept. The process is
designed to be highly participatory with students, parents, and teachers
forniipl an educational eommun+.ty designed to provide permanent 'and
lifelong education inside and outside of sehoo13,.. The cominunity-based
nucleo is to,be the center'of this procesS (Salazar Bondy 1972). Although
the educational reformlaw draws liberally from well known deschooling
arguments concerning the sosial class bias of the traditional school, is
grounded in both humanism and the world of work, and is,supposedly

based on indjvidual progress other than rigid educational levels,..the
total configfiration looks a great deal like a somewhat more flexible 'yet
highly bureaucratic formal school system. One aspect of the reforrn,.for
, eiample, includes parallel modes of education existing alongside of the
schooling hierarchy-yet_subject to criteria emanating from the formal
sysr.n.i. -Although, the parallel sYstem exists for those youth and adults

who were unable to attend a basic education progtarn in the 'formal
systlem and is known as ',`basic worker education," it is yet to be implemented o n any "large scale:, In terms of fonformal education the
iaw 'outlines a national technical/vocational training program
and an education extensioff program for cultural, recreational, and basie
education prograros (Bonilla 1974).
My first impression of the educational reform in Peru is that it
contains rather clear and innovative philosophic dimensions and goal
iPeruvian

,

.

,
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statements..The rhetoric, howeve.:, has been wedded to a rather t,.aditional structure which remains 'hierarchical involving articulated levels
and grades in a supposedly community-based. decisionymaking format.
As can be noted in the prior discussion of nucleos, however, there is
little that can be termed innovative in the nucleo Concept in Peru or in
°Latin America. My second impression is that the aetual reform is moving
very slowly, in. Peru. As one high level educator who has been active
in the reform since its beginning indicated to me in early 1975, some
90 percent of the implementation has vet to be manifested. It will-Jake
several years, therefore., o assess whether the Peruvian reform yvill

match the radical rhet0,-. Much of the educational reform's ucce'ss
will likely depend pn tne government's programs of iand reform,
worker-managed industries, ard the, like.
Ecuador's Ministry of Education is also inoving toward, a nonforrnal
eff'Tt through its Programa de Educación Extraescolat which .was dOe
.to begi?. in 1975. Existing schools will be used ascultural centers" with
teacherS instructing their regular formal education classes to children
for five hours of the day and involved in community development for
another two hours. 'Other educational, business, and community
agencies are being directed 'to lend their support to the educational
effort involving ,schools as, ceni:ers, of popular culture, community
development, or literacy. As in Peru, Ecuador is directinr,3 much cif its
nonformal efforts to youth ,,and adults wird have not attended, Or
attended for only a brief period, a fornial schooling program. Again,
the Ecuadorian nonformal program appears to be highly dependent

on the formal system and buiV.. upon the long tradition of nuclear
schools (Repiiblicit de Ecuador 1975).

community-based education, it
Although the concern here is
tbree other non:
is perhaPs worthwhile at this point to briefly point
fOrmaCeducation efforts by Ministries of Education in Latin America.
In Bolivia, for. examph, the new thrust in Informai education has
apparently meant the adoption of the rhetoric of_ out-a-school and
lifelong education while continuing with traditionall adult education' and
'literacy efforts (Bhola 1975). In Brazil, the, suMetivo is designed to
supPlement regular schooling for adolescentS and iadults who have not
initiated, or completed school and for those who s1( further sehooling
after having achieved'a particular level. As in! eru and Ecuador,
ho*ever, the supletivo appears too orient.d toWaik. 1 the formal system
and is constrained by the existence 'of federal anI state examinations
and ,,-...ificates based on formal schooling criteriak lmcida 'et al. 1975).
example comes from Mexico where th national Congress,
A:
.

approved a new education law in 1973 with, speciN mention of notilormat
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education. Responsibility rests with the Ministry
of Education and
specifically with the Subsecretary of Popular Culture and Extrascholastic

Education.and includes urban, rural. indigenous, fundamental, audiovisual, fine arts, popular arts, studies in anthropology and history,
and
publications and libraries as program' divisions. Within each of these
divisions are numerous stibdiyisions. In the case of rural programs. for
example, the cultural missions' -efforts now inelude 162 .teams, as well
as rural developMent brigades., mobile rural classrooms, and publiC
reading rooms. Nonformal education in Mexico probably.represents,one
of the most extensive outof-school government efforts ,in Latin America
as it is designed not 'ordy to be complementary and supplementary .to
formal schools but also,.to function as an alternative. Thus, even though
the Mexican program appears to suffer frotn a dependency on the formal
system in some of its effort, it nevertheless includes progranis wftich
are clearly independent of the formal schoohng. model (Dobson Ingram,
1975>.

DISCUSSION,

Although there are other ministries and programs in Latin America
that have attempted to extend educational activities to rural areas and
to decentralize the process to the' ebmmunity level (e.g., Houghton and
Tregear 1969; Wright and Lemus 1973; Asocidción de PubliCaciones
Educativas.1973), the ones mentioned here provide some insight into
the range of alternatives which have existed or currently function in
Latin America..Whereas the majority of these programs, especially thOse
based on the nuclear coneePt, use the school as an extension into rural
areas and arc little more than attempts to provide 'an administrative
structure for coordinating and extending schools add schooling activities,
a few may be termed cOmmunity based. Progranis like those of CNEC,
APEFA. and MEPES actually involve to some extent parents., students,
and teachers interacting around the interrelationships Of the school and
the community. Less clear in .this regard are the Fe y Alegria and the
new Peruvian nucleos..None of these cOmmunity-based programs are
self-sustaining financiallY;' however, and it is not clear how strong the
community participation actually is. Often only a relatively small
number of community members apparently take the leadership while

the remainder 'arc relatively uninvolyed..Where suèh schools do functidn
with cohsiderable community participation, the socideconomic characteristics of the population are.of a lower-middle-class level or higher
and there exists a tradition of comnmnity organization. In addition,
the presence of Italian immigrant populations seems to be related in
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some cultural ways to the importance of supporting such institutions.

From the discussion, it is clear that only 'he recent- family school
movement in Argentina and Brazil is new to Latin America. Furthermore, with the exception of Fe y Alegria and CNEC, the remainder
appear to be related historically to the original cultural missions of
Mexico or to the nucleos of Bolivia. The current models have been
changed only slightly from these programs of the 1920s and 19.30s, It
is also apparent, however, given the involvement of 'Ministries of
Education in nonformal education through nueleos and through parallel
modes of education alongside Ahe formal system, that there exists an
inereased concern tor flexibility in the delivery of educational services.
Qranted that such programs remain dependent-- on the formal system
and have likely had their greatest impact in terms of increased access to
educational programs, they nevertheless indicate a continual mime
toward the introduction of some decentralized decision-making processes
and away from the highly rigid French models of the early years of this
century.

Seldom do any of these educational extension and community-based
programs go beyond the man-oriented model of socioeultural change.
.The assumption guiding such programs is similar to that of the
"development-oriented formal schools in that the delivery of new infor.mation, attithdes, .and skills is expected to increase the human resource
capacity of a particular community or region. Although some are moving
in a more -holistic direction. sUch programs generally offer only the
'incentive of educational participation in terms of altering behavior. Thus
even though many attend to community development /activities, none
that I was able to find are forcefully attempting toi deaLwith the
Political or economic structure in terms of employment or decision
making in .the wider environment: Whereas programs like the cultural.
missions APEFA ,and MEPES come closest in this regard, they do not
appear to coordinate their programs with other social service agencies
nor with the wOrld of work except as a secondary, dimension .ofo their
efforts. In Colombia, the Ministry of Education is apparently attempting
to coordinate rural social service delivery and in Peru the rhetoric
suggests that work and education will take on a viable partnership. But
neither program' has done these things and I personally doubt whether
any primarily education program has the political and economic
legitimacy to tal.: the leadership in an education' and social change
.relationship through the coordination of other social services. As will
become apparent in subsequent chapters, educational programs are
more likely to be successful in a supportive rather than in a leadership
role with other agencies.
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SchoOli and,Tech1 nical/Vocational Trainin'g

In addition to The community-based eclucat
Latin America haVe long been employed ati, trai:,

and vocational Skills. Although nunierotis typ,

models, schools in
centers for technical

'I trade,, artisan, and

technical Echo o.ls date back to the early,' days ()J. the Spanish conquest,

it xas not :until the early years of the tWentieth century that they began
to multiply in/the ptiblic sector. In UrUguay, -for example, there existed
a Superior patine-11 for Industrial Edneation as early as 1916. Under its
leadership there were nineteen schools functioning in craft s. and trades
by 1932...,POys from fourteen to seVenteen years of age who were not
redeiving other forms of education Were supposedly obliged to attend
during the day or evening for ai minimum of nine hours per week.
Agricultural schools were also eStablished in ..lruguay and employed
as a nucleus for agricultural cooPerative societies (Pan American Union
1933). By the 1940s mos,: comitries had such vocational, agricultural,
and trade schools. In Colombia, for example, there were 26 vocational/
agricultural schools, 142 conimercial schools, and 14 industrial trade
schools (Furbay 1946).
Probably the most innOvative technical/vocational institutil to
etherge in Latin America in/the.1940s, and one which has been emplOyed
as amodel in several countries of the region, was initiated in Brazil in
.

1942. The institution is/known as SENAI (National Apprentic4ip
Service of Industrial Training) and involves the collaboratiOn of induS\try

and government in the'itraining of the industrial labor force. The idfa
for such a program !apparently began in 1937 as the national governmo?t
fOund itself short of funds in terms of expanding the national educational
system. As a result of,.this restrictive budgetary situation, the constitution;
of 1937 includes the,following statement concerning the role of industry\
in education: "It iS-; the Duty of Industry and Economic syndicates in
the sphere of their/specialties 'to set up apprenticeship schools for their
associates" (Abreu 1968:219). Because the industrialists apparently did
A

not agree that it was appropriate for them to become involved in
educational programs traditionally administered and funded by the
government, and as there apparently did not exist any organized
pressures from the industrial working-class population for such educational services, they did not cooperate voluntarily. The subsequent
legislation creating SENAI, however, mandated such cooperation
through a tax paid by employers on the total worker payroll. It is
this aspect of the program, involving the maintenance of the educational
programs through financial contributions of industrial employers, that
establishes the SENAI effort as an innovative program in Latin America.__
e;
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SENAI is designed to assist industry in training new skilled workers,

for advanced training of skilled workers and master craftsmen, fon
on-the-joti training of skilled and semiskilled workers and for training
supervisors and technicians (Abreu 1968.). In 1971 SENA1 was-snPported
by a 1 .percent tax on the monthly payroll of .industrial firms employing

more than 100. people. In that year, .it was (1) sponsoring thirteen
industrial colleges; of which six were maintained by private industry.
lhat enrolled 2400 students; (2) .offering apprenticeship training for
youth under eighteen years of age.. enrolling 43.000 students in SENAI
schools and about 50,000 on the job; (3) offering skills training; specialization, and upgrading of adults, 'enrolling 145.000 iin.SENAI schools.and '101,000 on the job; and ('4) working with severl other agencies in
training. and upgrading industrial skills. In 1971,, SENA1 graduated
12,500 apprentices and. trained 6r U.pgraded 154.000 adults and 330
technicians (USA1D 1972).

On 'the basis of the SENAI experience, ..programs of a similar nature

have been initiated during the

last tWo'.'Aecades

in, among other

countries, Colombia (SENA), Venezuela (INCE), Chile (SCT), Peru
(SENATI), Argentina (CONET) (Pan American Union 1965; Abreu
1968); and most recently in Ecuador (SECAP). Some of these agencies
have expanded their services to include basic education, agricultural
technical assistance, and literacy programs and all vary in terms of the
administrative relationships extant between the government and industry

and in the .amoimt and conditions of the tax 'levied to support the
program.(Patilston 1971; Diaz 1968). In te,rms of programs, for eXample,
SENA in Colombia recently. inaugurated 4 "popular profeSsional

preparation" program in both .rural and urban 'areas: of the country,.
Mobile .units in the rural areas are directed at training indiViduals for"'
the 'development of community lenterprises ;. cooperatives, and entrepreneurs Whereas in the urban a!reas the program is designed to train.
both 'the unemployed and undenemployed. Also''in the last few years,
some'. SENAL-type institutions hive colaborated with the armed forces
in their respective countries to train conscripts. Usually affecting some
10 to 25 percent. of the inducteks, the -.programs offer instruction .and
counseling in .the last few mont s of service. Such programs' are often
supported by AID and each e trolls ..upN to. four thonsand individuals
(Hall 1970).
An extension Of the industrial c011aboration .with education model of
SENAI was created in. Brazil. in. 1946. Known ..s\ SENAC,. or the National,

Service of Commercial Training, it is subordinate to the National
Confederation of Commerce'in.Brazil .and is charaTrized by a financial
. structure similar to that of'SENAI. The training in,5ENAC is aimed at

\
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the commercial sector of the economy and includes, basic subject matter

areas like secretarial and business education, typing. and beautician
training along with more peripheral 'areas like coffeelasting. In 1971,
SENAC operated seventy-five schools and centers as well as carried out

programs in conjunction with various government agencies like the
Brazilian armed forces. Sortie. 92.000 individuals completed programs
in 1971 (USAID 1972).

.

'Cuba has perhaps been, the site of the most recent innovations of
technical/vocational training programs, in Latin America. Within the
last seVeral years education programs there have placed a new emphasis

on work and, study linked to production (Paulston 1973). These programs are extensions of the earlier innovations in Cuban education of
the.1960s and include "interest circle" programs built around scientific.
technical. and 'cultural issues for primary and secondary students:
worker and farmer improvement courses designed to enable the work
force to cornpletccprimary, school at the work site; on-the-job .technical
training in factories; and "people's schools", oriented to small craftsmen.
Many of these programs emphasize the idea of work and study.adapted
to the worker's daily schedules. The "school to the countryside" program
and the "centennial youth columns" program are also, supportive of
these principles. In the school to the countryside, program nearly all
secondary school youth move to the rural area for six to ten weeks per
year and purSue their studies for ope-half day and do farm work during
.the other half. Whereas centennial ..youth columns programs are pri-

i
.

marily designed to increase productive_workinr-a--pa amilitary production

line basis, -many youth have}1s6-been able, toTcomplete vocational
education *courses during the,three-year 'period -that they are engaged
(Gillette 1972).

.

.

The Cuban programs use primarily moral and social incentives such
as personal satisfaction and community betterment to encourage and
foster participation in these educatiOn and work programs (Gillette
1972), but-the-majority of the technical/vocational .programs in Latin
----.Amertca.
primarily beeause of a lack of a strong ideological base equal
_.-t-6-t-hat in.Cuba, mustlrely on .more traditional socioeconomic incentives.
The major source of such incentives is jobs. As McGinn commeht57-at1e-1-7

value can be attached to training' per sc until opporthnities exist for
the application of what is learned. "Men cannot be contributing
,members of theeconomy until there 'are jobs for them to fill. For these
and other yeasons educational programs in urban Latin America will
have little impact until structural changes are made in the societies that
the ,:ehools and training institutiOnS are.supposed to serve': (1971:60).
.

.
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The SENAI apprenticeship model appears to provide one viable
relationship between education and job placement in Latin America.
By paying the apprentice while he is learning his trade, industry channels
him into a particular position through a combination of classroom and
on-the-jell experience. Programs which do not have such a relationship.

with employers often find that irrespective of how good the training
experience, graduates in many countries seldom can find .appropriate
emploYment. The same phenomenon can be seen in 'self-employment
training -as_well, In Guyana, for'example, a 'program was begun in the
David Rose Centre to train individtials for self-employment in ctiukcry,,.
'..handicrafts, leatherwork, metalwork, sewing, and woodwork. The goal
was to train 800 unemployed young people through several three-Month
courses. After the first two courses in 1974, an evaluation was conducted
and the report had these comments: "No effeetiveaction was taken to
rectify the main shortcoming of the first training course, viz. the failure
to link the training, in a practical way to the following production
In other words, the training programme tended to be
stage. .
regarded as an end in itself, rather than as a means to an end" (Pollard
1974:2).

This same problem.of articulation betWeen education and work has
long plagued Latin American educational institutions Which intend that
their graduates will assume professional positions in rural areas. The
issue in this case is not so much the existence Of jobs but rather the kind
of job that exists. As indicated in chapter 2, for example, the normal
school or agricultural technical school graduate who completes' his or
her studies may opt for a better paid position in an urban area or choose
fo continue, studying at a .college or university rather than take up
residence in the rural environment for which special training has been
received (Williams 1969). Salaries, prestige, characteristics of rural as
Opposed to urban living, and so on may be important criteria in shaping
the individual's decisiOn. Clearly, whether it is recognized by vocational
schools and programs or not, they are all faced with the dilemma of

job placement or the relationship between what is learned and the
opportunity for its application.
SCHOOLS AS TRAINING CENTERS
FOB. ECONOMICALLY POOR BOYS

The same problem can be seen in a diflerent context in the following
discussion of twO nonformal education programs in Colombia and
Ecuador. Whereas both programs are directed to economically poor
boys in large Cities, they approach this population from considerably
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different perspectives. Even though the programs concentrate on
technical/vocational skills, they are equally concerned with basic as
well as social education. Neither program, however, has developed a
response to the education-work dilemma.

The first program, known as the Citadela de los Nifios (Citadel of
Children) was implemented in 1970 and designed:to provide technical,
social, and basic education to gamilles or:boys.who have little or no ties
to their families of procreation and literally live on the streets Of Bogota.
Such boys often Survive incgroups or gangs (galladasY of ten to fifteen
indiViduals. Some of the gamines work as shoeshine boys or in similar
services while others beg and steal: Myst sleep in doorways or entry halls
around Bogota. Their numbers have been estimated at ten thousand
to tWelve thousand in the city and are viewed as an institutionalized
phCmomenon rather unique to Bogina.

The Citadel program is directed by the Catholic Salesian Brothers in
coordination with four other religious communities and operates with a
board of directors on which,.among other members, the mayor,of Bogota
and the secretary of public health sit. The program operates fiw centers
around the city in which are located cafeterias and dormitories, academic
.and technical/vocational classrooms- and shops, libraries. recreatim

areas, and so on. One of these centers, the moSt recendy built, s a
miniature town outside of the city with eight doi.mitory buildings, a
cafeteria, classrooms, a library, and various sadministrative offices
corresponding to a regular town's office of the mayor, poSt office, and
so. On.

The main center of the program. Boseonia,

is

located in a poor

seCtion of downtown Bogota, and it is here the gamines have their 'first
contact with the Program. Forming part of the rear of this center is a,
patio and several receiving rooms where boys front the-street (externados
or 'outsiders'') may enter and leave during the day atwill, receive meals,
hair cuts, medical services, recreation, and have their clothes Washed,
AS many as ninety boys a day enter and leave the patio area, carrying
on a dialogue .with representatives.of the center and taking thcir first
step toward becoming etentos or "insiders.". :the program attempts to.
make contact first with the leaders of the galladas or the .cwmulas
group of five to ten gaMines who sleep together in the evenings) and
encourage the grOup to enter the program as a unit.
Once having entered the program the eternos live in clans of apprNimately fifteen boys. These organizational .units are employed in order
to reproduce as closely as possible the social groupings to which the boys
were accustomed on the outside. Each clan lives in a dormitory and is
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self-governing in terms of discipline, decision making, and work res-

ponsibilities within the institution. Leaders are chosen by each clan and

represent the group to the program's directorate. Another level A:d
organization is the tribe, made up of two clans. and again headed by
an- elected leader. The prog"tam is based on the notion at the boys
wefe unaccustomed to rigid authority figures and rules when living in

the streets and that they are more likely to adapt to an institutional
setting if a self-governing approach Is instituted. In visiting the program,
one receives the impression that the self-governing principles derived

from peer groups function quite well. In the..new "mini town" center
at Florida the boys have the keys to all offices and rooms, distribute
the work load on a revolving basis among clans and tribes, elect their
own leaders, discipline their colleagues, and so on.
All of the five hundred to six hundred boyS aged six years and older
work and study in one or more of the.program's centers during the day

under the guidance of instructors. In the evenings and away from the
formal instructional part of the program. the ratio of adults to boys may
be as high as one to 150-The explanation for such a high ratio appears
to rest with the self-governing principles employed in the program.
Instruction is :',arried out On a modified continuous progress plan where
each boy acquires skills and knowledge at his own pace. Curriculum
content is addresSed holistically and pragmatically through an attempt
to relate the technical to the affective and cognitive in a sociohistorical
and ecological context.
Boys receive specially created money as their reward and salary for

studying and working: KnoWn as florines the money is printed in
different denominations and can be traded in at a discounted rate for
Colombian pesos to be uSed outside of the institution. Boys receive their
salary every fifteen days, the amount depending on the number of merit
points granted during the-period by instructors and the boys' own
colleagues. An average two-week salary for a .boy_is-between $200-and

$300 florines. Of this amount the boy must pay $135 florines for his
room and board. leaving the remainder to be used as he sees fit.
Boys may leave their centers in the evening or weekends and may leave
the program completely whenever they desire. To reenter the program a
boy must come through the ,patio as an outsider and again petition his
entrance to the program. Financing for the program comes from
national and international donations, the city of Bogota, the municipal

lottery, and the telephone company of Bogota. The program is now
attempting to reach at least partial self-financing by turning the attention of the boys toward .producing salable products in the various
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technical/vocational.shops. One idea is to produce prefabricated homes
for which a great demand exists in Bogota, Such a step will also assist
boys in becoming skilled workers as they eventually desire to leave the
program dnd enter the larger society (Bello Diaz 1973).
The4)ther program for poor boys, this one in Quito. was begun ten
years ago under the auspices of the Jesuit-founded Christ of the Andes
Mission. Known as the Working Boy's Center (El Centro del Muchacho
Trabajador) it was created by a North American .priest. The center is
concerned with shoeshine and other working boys from four-and-a-half
to about twenty to twenty-one years of age. The center offers medical,
dental, psychological, and legal 'services among others; a. primary
school and technical/vocational education program; recreation and
sports progrards.; a library; and emergency live-in services. In order to
become a member of the center boys must be single, pass a medical and

dental examination. be enrolled in primary or some other level of
schooling, and have their home viSited bY,a representative of the center.
Now housed in a new multistory building: the center secures its funds
from donations made by Catholic parish churches in- the United States
as well..as by international and national church agenCies. Boys receive

breakfast and dinner free at the center but must pay for luneh by
making deposits in an obligatory savings account.. Their savings account

must be maintained until _they have 5,000.00 sucres or about U.S.
$200.00 which they can then use to 'purchase tools or to draw upon in
other ways when they decide to leave the center.

BoyS can be suspended or expelled from the center by not hoiding
a job for which they earn money, for.not saving a minimal amount in
the center's bank, and for not following other rules of ,,conduct set down
by the center (El Centro. del Muchacho Trabajador 1974). Only .those
suspended rather than expelled may reenter the center by complying
with The rules and securing the permission of the director. On a weekly
.basis the obligatory savings plan demands that boys ten years of age and
under save 20 sucres (U.S. $.80); eleven to fifteen years of age save
sueres (U.S. 51..20); and sixteen years of age and over, 50 sucres
(U.S. S2.00).
According to the director of the center, some four, thousand boys have

entered and. left without completing the program during the last ten
years. These boys are considered failures. Only 12 boys during this sante
'ten-year period have complied with the criteria and are.viewed as having
suCceSsfully completed the program.. Currently there are approximately
150 bOys at the center of whom some 20 liVe in the center's dormitories.
The program is .highly centralized with .the director retaining considerable flexibilify in terms of decision Making as to who has or has
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not complied yith the rules awl regulations. Given the lack of success
of the program, the director rightly feels that few of the boys :entering
the' program are, able to meet the high standards established by the
center. Those whO have left the institution, according to the director,
harbor considerable hatred and distaste for him and the center. The
director feels that this is as expected and is only a sign of the problems
of poor boys for whom no one has ever had high expe.ctations of
appropriate behavior. F9r thiS reason he feels he must !aunt and ridicule
boys in order to challenge them, to be ateb. A recent method used by
the director for retaining,, more boys in the center is to indicate that if
they leave he will keep all of the savings each has made-thus far. One
can note the two-sided implications of this approach from the following
quotation taken from the director: "So far, it's.clear that between the
staff and the kids the whole operationls a genuine Christian love affair
beeattse each side careS enough toilnaintain battle F a tions: the staff
to insiSt on what has to be done fol. the good of the kids: and the kids
to defend their human rights to fake us out of all this rules and regulations drag" (Halligan-1972).
AS .can be seen from the descriptions of the Citadel for Children and
the Working Boy's Center they have little in common e;,cept tor

implementing an education and social service program for poor boys
and as indicated earlier, neither responds well to the education-work
issue. Each program embodies a strategy, one highly decentralized and
based on self-help through peer group processes ;Ind the other highly
centralized and based on the dictates of a program director. Although
the reader can decide for himself or herself, based on the descriptions
provided above, which strategy-is of preference, in tern-is-of the self-report
evidence gleaned by visiting With both directors there is little doubt that

the Citadel program in Bogota is achieving considerably more success
in its relationships with the boYs.
DI,SCUSSION
It

is perhaPs worthwhile to ask whether. the youth Programs described,

here are characterized, by the same pitfalls associated with nearly all
of the education programs covered in this chapter. As in the educational
programs for community action and comminity involvement, the basic
assumption underlying the majority of the technical/vocation school
efforts is that the transmission of information and skills is a sufficient
condition for not only changing an individual's behavior .but enabling
him to secure employment or change his environment in Nome way, Even
if the impact of some of the programs is sufficient to reach the first

objective of changing behavior, it is doubtful that one can assume that

lou
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the later objective of employment or _environmental change can be
satisfied.

There are exceptions to these statements. however, and the programs
described assist in making this point. In the SENA I model, for example.

the apprenticeship program attempts to guarantee employment upon
receipt of a diploma. In fact, the apprenticeship program has a built-in
transition period from study to work which involves training at SENAI,
on-the-job experience (often with a partial salary paid by the employing

'industry), and finally a full-time position upon graduation. The idea
is similar to another Brazilian program. PIPMO, which also attempts
to 'guarantee employment and. incidentally. often contracts SENAI to
offer its courses. Such an apprenticeship system effectively utilizes
socioeconomic incentives to . guide the individual into a particular
position in a partieinar company.
.

The ,majority of the technical/vocational programs, however, can

absorb Only a relatively' few individuals into such apprenticeship
schemes. Thus the bulk of the participants are left with newfound skills
but no opportunity.to apply them. This aPparently occurred in Colombia

through SENA's "popular professional preparation-- program where
courses were offered on site in poorer areas of the cities of Medellin and
Bogota. The assumption was a familiar one It attributed unemplOyment

and underemployment to the lack of skilled individuals and decided
to develop a crash program to overcome such deficits. The result,
according to a SENA .representative in Bogota, was that whereas sixty
thousand individuals received training. les. than 6.percent Were able
to find jobs. Clearly, the problem was with the opPortunity structure
and the economy rather than with the lack of skilled.labor.

This relationship' between the product of the educational program
and the application of skills and knowledge in the environment is often
of little concern to the educator, In the Citadel of Children effort, the
concern exists but at the present time,- because of the early stage of the
program, and the meager financial resources available, any resolution
remains 'problematic. What must occur, however, is a .1:trogratnmed
3

2P1PMO (Prograina Intensivo de Preparacao de Nia(2-de-obra) also attempts to link
edueation with emPloyment. Created by presidential decree in 1963 to organize short
intensive courses to Meet emergency needs of industrial,firms, by 1971'PIPNIO had trained
smile 500,000 workers. The program is both urban and rural in.seope and places emphasis
on providing skills to unemployed youth and adults for the labor market. Although now

under the MiMstry of Education. Pll'IsitO has had relatively little infrastructure as it
contracts with existing iostitutions such as the National Apprenticeship Service (SENA1)
to offer courses on site for specific and known job openings (Edfelt 1975; 1,1SAI) 1972,1.,

.
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relationship between the world of work and the educational program.
Although the strategy employed in the Citadel is profound in terms of
self-help, peer group processes, the transfer of social organizational
forms from the street to the program, and the use of internal money
as positive reinforcement devices, the life inside the institution has
emerged as one entirely distinct from that which will be encountered
ou$side in the real world. Whereas the short-range objective is to shape
behaviOr for purposes internal to the Citadel, the long-range goal must
be to enable ,the individuals to assume positions as members of new
social groupings outside. The question becomes ooe of generalizing the
behaviors learned inside to the new behaviors on ,the outside. Perhaps
the building of prefabricated homes, assuming that credit and marketing
can be arranged, will satisfy the employment problem. Attempting'to
ensure social adjustment in the real world. ;however, will likey reniain
a...problem until definitive steps are taken for its resolution:Summary

This chapter.- begins by pointing to the elitist, centralized,' andY.-.
. urban-based educational :tradition that characterized Latin.,Ameritay':
education through the first' two decades of ."Ift......twentieli, 'century..-rAlthough it, is suggested: that there were exceptionsc to this.. /13attern

,before this pericid: one .of the first government-inspifecl edUcational..
innovations to arise in the context of the extenSion of Choo.ling:intn the,.
community was the Mexican cultural missions. prograM.'"o"P'tlie 1920s :'.
The impact of this model as well as that ..of. . the Bolivian COmMUnity
school program initiated in.1931 and known as Huarizata is discussed
'and the point is made that these two programs formed- the-basis for
much of, Latin America's rural education efforts in lateryears. Other

community schools emphasizing the involvement of commtinity members
along with school extension efforts such as CNEC nd Fe y:A'legria are
mentiened,'as are the APEF.A' and -MEPES family school movements
in Argentina and Brazil. Current efforts..of nttClear>schools`'and' other
nonformal education efforts by ministries of -educatiOn in Latin-America
.are then discussed. It is argued that whereas the.,alternative.sl.employed.
by the ministries of education are indiCative-Oran increaSed
in terms of access to formal educatiOn, they remain;,,doMinated.13y
criteria emanating from the formal..,,s.chool and often.,serve," ain the
.nuclear pattern: as administrative-Inechanisnjs.for the., coordinatiOn 'and
supervision of smaller unitary-Schools. Some -exaniples -of .coihniunity:::
based systems, like those,.of CNEC "and MEPES'lini Brazil and. APEEk

.

'
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in Argentina, are.the only models found where community participation
in the operation of schools has actually been carried out in a progranr,
matic way, There nevertheless remain problems of who actually makes
decisions affecting.the.schools, how they are financed, whether the basis
fur their localized success rests with the philoscphy of the . schools or
the characteristics of the population that supports them, and so on. In

terms of the theoretical assumptions underlying the social change
efforts through community schools it is concltided that there is almost

exclusive reliance on a man-oriented approach through experiences
designed to increase information and foster new attitudes arid values.
The second section' of the chapter concerns schools and educational

effortX as centers for technical/vocational training. Although Latin
America has4a long history of such efforts, the best known and most
innovative response is suggested to have been the Brazilian program
known as SENA1 which was initiated in 1942. The most recent efforts
in Cuba are also mentioried as providing a set of responses to :technical/
vocational training needs. Two other programs, these in ColOmbia and

Ecuador and outside of 'the more formal schooling context, ate then
discussed.: Throughout the presentation, the major issue raised is the'
relationship between technical/vocational training and the.opportunities
extant to apply that training. It is suggested that SENAT's apprenticeship
model is one .answer to the dilemma; most other technical/vocational

'training programs suffer from the sante inadequacy characteristic of
formal s,ehools, that is, a reliance 'On the delivery of infotmation both
tOchange behavior and to ensure that that behavior can, be manifested
in 'the real world. Although Cuba' relies heavily on moral and social
incentives in the. motivation Of youth to pursue .such programs, the',
remainder of Latin America must rely on socioeconomic incentives- in
the fotm of jobs. Where such jobs do not exist, traMingprograms Must
be articUlated with the Occupational strUcture, and where jobs do eXist;
7.

a better match between the students of the programs and the opportunities must be sought. Clearly, in the long term the mere training of.
'indMduals may be in the best interest. of natiOn building; .itr the short
term, hoWever, the prbblem of unemployment .and.. its derivatives of
.

frustration, crime, .poor health, and so on Will' not be resolved .without
the education-work articulation.
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Adult Literacy
and Basic Education

Whereas the priori'
,ial alternatives through schools
'are either communit;
izietit ud CO,mmunity, action or technical/
vocational training_nonformal educatiqn 'is typically carried out apart
from schools :
's directed toward, yoUth 'ttY).d adults who either have
not had ac
jols Or were pOoily serVed by them. This chapter
looks at
.jr of nonformal education, efforts, aimed, primarily
at:adult.,
,gh a discussiOn,.of literacy.a d basic education progran:s.
Perhaps the 'Most distinguishing feature§ I Of 'these activities are their
.::fsolation from wider sOcial'cl ange efforts and tlheir inability, to articulate,

the behavioral changes sOught vithlthe application of those behaviors
for the enhancement of participa poweVand status. For discus§iOn,
purposes I haye, chosen to separate hege programs into those which
concern literacy and..fundamental education; those:vhich employ,rat,Aio

as the medium of instruOtiori, and-those which are primarily olthe
consciousness raising and liberation type. The chapter that followsthiS
One centers on a discussion of..extension activities associated with.
agriculture, 'health, legal ai& cooperatives; andlso oh.
In terms of basic education, there have been numerous progranii of,,

adult edu6tion in- Latin America involving all forms of media and
organizatiOn. As early as the mithl 800s in Chile, for example, the
government had initiated, a prograth 'of instruCtion in army barracks,
the CathOlic Augusiiinian brothers had night.'schools for workers an&
craftsinen, and workers' organizations were offering instruction to their
members (EbaUgh 1945). As these-examples imply, most basic education

programs appear to be ptimarily concerned with the transmi§sioh,
rather than ,the 'application, of information and skills..Thus one can:\
\easily eneounter, both in the literature and in operation, programs that
100
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will train fishermen, miners, artists, musicians, agriculturalists', secretaries, technicians, and even telegraphers and detectives. Such programs can be found in, among other places, prisons, army barracks,

industries, schools, olmmunity Centers, hospitals, and cooperatives. The
instructional techniques, also varied, have included facc-to-face contact,

various forms of media, programmed instruction, theater, music, and
correspondence.' Very few, programs, however, irrespective of the com-

bination of objectives, methods, or locale, attempt to link education
with technology or the socioeconomic environenent, thereby enabling
the participants to, for example, secure employment or increase their
agriciltural or commercial production.

;

Liteiacy and Fundamental Education
The iSsue of education and its relationship .to the wider 6nvironment
in the Context of adult basic edueation has probably been th:i main issue
of concern rego-ding the success of literacy progr,Ims as .can be seen in
a recent comment by Anibal Buitron, a Ll'."-.,SCO representative: "The
fact. that literacy '. campaignsand,COmmunity development pr6jects have
been running year after ye,ar in practically every developing couniry

7 'without much apparent gain is, in my opinion; a clear sign of their
failure. .. . The first and mOst important mistake we have !Made, and
continue to make, is in my opinion, mir belief that we.ean Solve all the
economic, social, cultural, and politidal problems through education
alone" (1971:35).
Although accepting such a statement in the 19-70s from.. a.. UNESCO
representative IS rather eaSy, it shouktbe noted.thaf ithas.taken a great
deal of time and effort for UNESCO and others to reaCh stieh a cob,:elusion. Because literacy ha's been used for sortie time as a 'major
'indicator of national development and because there still exists a Strong
belief that illiteracy is a major Obstacle' to achieVing development,goa,ls,
literacy programs have been comthon to all countries in Latin Atherica.,
Although such efforts' haVe vlong history, the major impetus appears'

to have come in the 1940s when the .average. 'literacy rate in Latin
America was only 25 percent (UNESCO 1947). The armed forces,
Ministries of education, municipal and state agenCies, and manY private.

organizations were carrying out literacy eainpaigns, The .Summer
'Institute ofLinguisties, fOr example, came t6 Peru .in 1946 to begin .itS
evangelistic programs through the creation:of fortherly=unwritten Indian
languages (Bebbington 1962). In Ecuador, the. National League of
'See, for example, Mendoza 'Gutierrez (1954) on the use of rural theater iw-education
and Daniel Samper-Ortega (1939) on wider "cultural enrichment" programs.
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Newspaper Writers began a literacy campaign in,1942.and the governthent subsequently passed a literacy law in 1944 (Wilson 1970). Similarly,
Pent and Mexico began their first literacy carnPaigns in 1955 (Freeburger
and Hauch .1964; Medary 1954). Basing---6 program on the Laubach
method of each-one-teach-one, therOmninican Republic set the summers

1942 and 1943 tobei1S-ed-, two hours daily, by schoolteachers to
teach fifteeti-to twenty-five illiterates to -read, write, and do 'arithrnefie
-(Pau-American Union-1942). Trinidad and Jamaica were also employing

Laubach method in the early 1940s (Howes 1955). Similarly, a'
program in Honduras during the mid-1940s was designed to have laymen
and teaChers each 'ft,,ich five persons during the year. Schoolteachers
,.

who participated werc to `receive preference for appointments during
the nekt school year and the literacy teaching would count toward school
promotions. When a student of one of the literacy campaign instructors

could read and write, he or she was examined by one of sevenieen
national commissions and a certificate was awarded (Pan American
Union 1946). 'Although little evidence exists to suggest how successful

these efforts were, that which is 'available is not very supportive. A
literacy program in Guatemala in 1945, for example,..was designed to
reduce illiteracy in !`record time." A.three-month experimental campaign

was inaugurated in Guatemala City. As Ebaugh (1947) notes, the
campaign left much to be desired: "About 3,000 illiterates were enrolled.

At the .close of .the trial ...period about 300 remained and only a few

(three, according to one estimate!)'had learned to read and write"
(p. 28). Foster (1962) reports similar results in Ecuador

It was' not until the late 1940s that literacy cam aigns, were in-.
corporated into .a..liroader program of education. Known a. 'FundaMental
Education:land iniiiated and sPread throughout the world y UNESCO,
it was:supposedly Concerned with' the comMunity as a 1whole and was
to lead to social action. The methodS were designed "to= elp.'people help
theruselves" (UNESCO 1949:.12). Ftindamental Educa ion was- aimed

at 'those who had little or no format education and ias int ,nded
provide,..coMmunication as well as 'Vocational and' /domesti& skills.
ObjectiVeS .also :included improying the health status nd spiritual and
moral development of participants. All educational a iincies in a tegiott.
were to collaborate in the program (UNESCO 1949).

Examples of programs;that UNESCO'. presented in its initiar*hlication of 1947 outlining Fundamental Educationincluded rural teaohe
training colleges for "school mistreSSes" in Colombia, loudspeakers on
the courthouses...of' town squares in Honduras and Guatemala, 'farm
schools in Haiti, and' cUltural missions in Mexicb. Thus; the rhetOiC.
of Fundamental Education' enabled the incluion of every, conceivable
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education effort from literacy to cornriniqr developmenfi It ii!as to he
i for the
practical, progressive, popular, and universal basic educ'ation
masses. As UNESCO put -it: "It 'must be responsible frit 'the whole
progress of the whofe country" (1947:149).

This Fundamental Education "campaign against. ignorance" was the

first such effort on a worldwide scale. It went beyond the literacy
programs which were,not having much, if any, impact and set the stage

for the comMunity action movenients of the 1950s and 1960s. The
requirements for Fuudamental Education programs tend to support
such a conclusion. These reqUirements included
first, that Fundamental Education shall make itself thoroughly ,4 part of the

present fife of those.concernedStarting where they are, in their homes and
fields and communities; second, that it shall not fail to stimulate them to the
improvement of their own dwellings their farnis, their local government, and
their resources :for recreation and expression; third, that it shall riise their eyes

.

to the wider horizons of modern life, in science, world relationships and artbut...without imposing on them an impossible burden of detailed academic learning
[UNESCO 1947:222J

In an ateempt to develop Fundamental Education inodels, UNESCO
initiated a nmber of experimental pregrams. One Of these was located
in Haiti andl became rather well known as the Marbiel project.:The
project was deined to demonstrate how "educational ,methods can be
effectively used \to raise the social and economic levefs of an underdeveloped cOmmUnity" (UNESCO, 1951:61). From the beginning in
1947, the Marbiel 'program encountered politica! and religious probleins
surrounding its choice ordirector as well as in its use of Creole rather
, than French as the language of instruction in school. The school was
used as-a, comMunity center where.children and, adults were instructed
in craffs, reading, writing, mathematics, and hygiene (Wilson 1950).
There Was also. a school canteen, a local community newspaper, and
,
a small health clirtic. By 1950 the program had a new'direaor Who was
constrOcting additional ,buildings, including a dormitory and a. clinic,
and was iniPlémenting a consumer/producer cooperative (Marshall
'1950).
The problems encountered at Marbiel went beyond the choice of a
projecCdirector and a ,language of instruction. They also included the
\characteristict of the natural environment which, although (ince fertile,
by 1947 Was-being ruined by deforestation and erosion as 'a tesult of.
.eZpanding populatiOn pressures. In addition, some 97 pereent of the
\
thirty
thousand inhabitants were illiterate and barely able to stibsist
frorn the 1ary.1 (Matshall 1950).'Clearlji, what should have been learned.
from Marbiel was .the complete impotence of an educational program
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in the presence of such formidable obstacles. Such problems, however,
did-not detract from the initiation of many other fundamental education
programs in either the Caril,lbean (Howes 1955) or other parts of Latin
America '(Abadie Sorians 1953: Behrman 1954). .,;

Another effort of UNESCO in Fundafuentaf Education was the
establishment of CREFAL, the Regional.. Training and Production
Centre for -.Latin America, aimed at training teams of Fundamental
Education workers for Latin America'. as well as the- production of
edueational materials -.suited to, specific educational needs (UNESCO
.1952). Begun in 1-951 with .the assistance of the Mexican government
and the OAS, CREFAL was .the first of six`centers established in major
world: regions. The, idea was to- bring individuals to the Tenlc
various countries. tr,t' Ihem, and then Send .them back to initiate

fundani,wial Education programs. Michaels .(1956) reported that inLatin AMerica several individuals appeai'ed to have achieved..positions
.of some responsibility upon return to their own countries. Schick (1961)
also found that the first ten individuals to i.eturn to Nicaragnafollowing
their CREFAL training had initiated a PilOt project in Fundamental
Education through whiCh- schools were built, health aud,literacy campaigns initiated, local libraries begun,-.-and agricultural techniques
improved. '..

..

.

.

.

.

.

1-n 1957, ten years.after initiation.of Fundamental Education and the
tenth year or UNESCO's lifecomMunity, development had become\ntore
visibte in practice and .as a Concept and UNESSO began to move away
from. edueation IFrograms per se.. and\ tOward a niore. comprehenive
approaCh to socitd action. In an 'unsigned
editorial in the Fundamenial
,,
and Adult EduOtion journal of Aprilp957,. this evolution can b seen: 'it is-within .. this progressive patterti\that fundamental education
must take its place not as a self-sufficient .programme of Adult Itteracy
teaching and infornia1, education, but as .i.iti of a range of integrated
\ services, contributing-Jo the common purpogcs -of sdcial and econoMic
\
..
progress" (UNESCO 1957:51).
\
By 065 Fundamental Educ.aiion had been forgotten by many' and Was
;
\
' certainly.ho longer in vogue. Instead, at the WOrlck Congress of Ministers
of Education in Teheran in 1965, meeting onthe.eradication of illiteracy,
discussion centered on the 'concept of limetional litacy. It was not until,
this meeting that,literacy and socioeconomic develop lent were accepted
at the international level as .1)6i-1g:elated (UNESCOlt 1970). Thus the
new approach:would place literacy-and vocational trdiping togetherfor
i achieving development goals: Through linking literacy N,,thmore applied
,
objectives. UNESCO initiated:--another serieS of experimottal programs.
1

..

.

By March 1972, hciWeve:7. at the Latin American Sem ar on AdUlt

-I
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Education' held in Hayana, participants concluded that adult and literacy

education still remained peripheral and discontinuous and were not
merging with the participant's world of work, leisure, and civic pursuits.

'

Although functional literacy or functional education is still with us,
UNESCO has broadened the concept of adult educationyto what it now
refers to as lifelong education. This .extension of functional education
provides no new strategical thrusts in the context of adult i'-' ',tion
but it does have implications for nonformal MI!, 11,,.
example, to expanding the access to education tor those Y,i, , have had
+I'. +11,Aing and it means,"devising new structures that will do away
with the frontiers separating formal education from 'informal education.
It .means recognizing the need for a lifelong education that will teach
people' how tojearn and make it possible for them to supplement and

: renew
their store of knowledge throughout the course of their lives"
_... ,...
(UNESCO 1972:5).
This brief reviewof UNESCO'S
'effort in literacy
and basic education
, ,
.

.

points.-to Many of the difficulties encountered when 'reliance is placed
' primarily, on educational effor\ts in social'change, Although the concepts
of fundamental education, functional literacy, and lifelong education
appear appropriate, the application of the concepts and their accom-

panying principles leaves a great deal to be desired..The problem,
perhaps, is that these, programs use education as an -end rather than
,i.S UNESCO's rh,etoric suggests, edpcation should be

.a

education, however, cannotyrovide the objectives or the incentives; these
MuSt come from th'e wider environment. ,As John sOxenham recentlY
stated:
.

:

From the hgtory Of traditional literacy programs and from the someWhat better
record of the ffinetional literacy efforts, it is evident that literacy instruction is
simply not viable on its ownexcept for the few who know exactly ...ind urgently
rile saknillws

.ot on mb eecneti

:us"

ail to 'saying that the other
alway,s be a part of a package. This is taniaount
,

components of a package are necessary to.the literaCy. It does not say, however,
that literacy is necessary to the success of the other components. [1975:8].

The .tmportance of these wider conditions can be seen in the only
s ccessful large-scale literacy project. in Latin America. The case, of,:
corse, is Cuba. Following-Fidel 'Castro's assumption of power in 1959,
one of the immediate concerns-was the use of education as a force for
the creation of a new socialist man. The period 1959-1962 was devoted
tO mass education and 1961 was the Year of Education. The immediate
intent in 1961 was to eliminate illiteracy on the island. To this end
Castro was able to mobilize more than 250,000 "teachers" for eight
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months and reduce illiteracy from ?I pereent to 1.9 percent. Some ih
upon the campesit
million boOklets entitled
distributed
(Jolly 19f.
vocabulary and interests, we.
,erates
on
the
The campaign began by regist,
Organized into four
The literacy instructors, or Army ot Education.

groups. The, first was the Conrado Benitez Brigadistas who were
Students, recruited from secondary schools 'and assigned to rural areas.
.These individuals went to mountain areas in units of twenty-five .or fifty

and were supervised by a campesino. Each received a uniform, hammock, blanket ,. teaching manual, lamp, Cuban .flag, an arm badge,
instruction books, and two cloth pictures of the revolutionary martyrs
Conrad& Benitez and Camilo Cienfuegos (Jolly 1964). The second group
was the Alfabetizadores Populares or Popular Alphabetizers who were

volunteer adults teaching part 'time in urban areas. The 'third group
was the Brigadistas Obreros "Patria o Muerte" or the `,`Fatherland or

Death" Worker Brigadistas who were urban workers replaced on theirjobs by fellow workers and sent to teach in rural areas. The final group
of "foot soldierS" were the Maestros y Profesores Brigadistas or school
teachersWho occupied primarily technical and organizational positions
during the campaign (Fagen 1964): The literaey test uSed involved the
reading of one or two paragraphs frOm Venceremos, the taking of simple
dictation; and the writing of a letter to Fidel Castro (Jolly 1964).
The literacy program would hive to be judged as a great success and
certainly unmatched in Latin America. The question is-owhy did it work
sO west? I believe.the major reason rests with the Revolution itself. There
was certainly a great fervor present in Cuba to Create, as .Fagen (1964)

suggests; a new political culture which 'was directed not only to the
development of the new socialist man but to independence and dis.association from,United States imperialism. In addition to the political
climate, however, there were other reasons for the campaign's success.
These inClurie the relative ease of travel and communication on the
island, the existence of only one language, the density of the population,
the limited goal of literacy equivalence to only the first-grade level, the
horizontal relationship created by the use of lay instructors, and the use
of radio and television in announcing .and fomenting the campaign
(UNESCO 1965). Another reason perhaps rests with the nature of the
instructiOnal materials whfch were not based op the formerly popular

taubach method but instead on a psychosocial approach using .the
vocabulary and interests of rural dwellers. Finally, Cuba was relatively
well developed at the time of the Revolution and illiteracy could have
heenexpected to go down on itS own momentum. None of these reasons
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are meant to detract from the success of the campaign. Instead, they
provIde -some comparative basis to explain, first, why literacy campaigns
have not functioned well .elsewhere in Latin America and, second, why

the Cuban experience is not a generalizable model to other Latin
American countries. Above all, the efficacy of the literacy program in
Cuba demonstrates 'the importance of the fit between an educational

program and a gOvernmenes rhetoric and emphases. In the case of
Cuba, there existed a perfect match.
Perhaps the most recent literacy program on a rekttively large scale

in Latin America has been the MOBRAL (Fundacao Movimento
Brasileiro de Alfabetizacdo) literacy campaign in Brazil. Initiated in
1967 through a presidential decree, it derives financial support from a
sports lottery, from investments by firms which thus gain an income tax
deduction, and from local community contributions. The MOBRAL
instructional strategy is a traditional one in Latin America. Individnals
must attend courses on a Monday-through:Friday basis for five months
and the program distributes 'some two million newspapers biweekly to
provide continuous reading experiences for its students. The program
is decentralized to the municipal level where more than 86 percent of
Brazil's 3,952 municipalities were giving MOBRAL courses in 1971.
In recent years MOBRAL has encouraged its municipal commissions to
attempt to link its graduates with job-training cOurses.?,offered by
technical/vocational schools and programs. There also exist'a one-year
intensive 'primary school equivalency course for MOB RAL graduates
(USAID 1972; UNESCO 1974).

,

Ahrned (1975) reports his impressions of one MOBRAL program
carried out 'in the northeastern state of Pernambuco. In 1972 about
125,0Q0 individuak, or 5 percent of the target age group of fifteen to
thirty-five years of age, were participating in the primarily urban
program. Literacy classes were organized by the municipality or other
local organization and the teaching content was standardized nationwide.

Teachers were paid in accord with the number of students enrolled.
Ahmed commentsbn this MOBRAL effort:,
While MOBRAL has jaunched a national campaign, built up a nationwide
organizational structureo,and has substantial resoutces at its disposal, evidence
regarding the program's achievementsthe number of illiterates or serhifiterates
that have achieved mastery of 'usable literacy, the extent to which these.,have
been puthas not yet been aiiailable. The greatest problem area seems to be the
development of a concept and a strategy for the ways that literacy skills taught,
through standard contents and methods to a target poPulation covering a large
segment of adult illiterates can be put to effective use and can be of hdp to the
poverty-ridden rural Population in the state of Pernambue6. [Pp. 93-94]
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ADULT EDUCATION AND RADIO SCHOOLS

One of the most recent and faStest growing .efforts in adult basic
education and literacy programs iS the use of radio as a means of
transmitting information and skills. Whereas other media like television
and video cassettes have received considerable discussion in terms of
nonforthal or out-of-school education, currently only radio offers a
sufficiently inexpensive and viable alternative to the exclusive use of
audiovisual aids and the print media. Among the reasons for not using
television and videotape are the availability and cost of electricity and
production facilities.and the relative scarcity of television-receivers: In
addition, although televi3ion can,potentially augthent the quality of the
instructional program, current research evidence indicates That the use
of radio with organized listening groups is More effective and less
expensive than the use of television (McAnany 1975; Rogers arid
Danziger 1975).

The first radio schools, or radio broadcasts directed to listening
groups, in 'Latin America began in Colombia in 1947. The program was
initiated by a Catholic priest, Father José Joaquin-1, Salcedo, in the town
of Sntatenzaand at the beginning eniployed only an 80-watt transmitter
and three battery radio sets. By May 1955 one author rather optimistically
reported that some 19,602 local assistants or monitors had volunteered

their services and had Organized 18,160 radiophonic schools with
490,552 pupils (Ozaeta 1960). The program, known as Acción Cultural
, Popular (ACPQ), was also publishing 300,000 copies of a specially
printed reader for adult students. In 1960 the prOgrarn had five trans;
mitters and was breadcasting four times a day. The contents included
reading, writing, arithmetic, religious and moral instruction, 'and
agricUlture, livestock, and health information. The 42,174 radio
receivers fin use by 1958 had only one-, station, ensuring a longer

battery life and reducing the listener's temptation to turn to another
station (Ozaeta .1960). The prograin in 1968 had 22,112 listening centers

with 167,451 registered students and continued to train monitors, to
broadcast programs, and to publish its newspaper as well as topical
books related to campesino family life (McAnany 1975).
Radio Sutatenza of AcciOn Culturl Popular Was the first large-scale

radio scho61 in Latin Ametica and it has shaped nearly all of the more
,than twenty-three similar radio school programs (Escuelas Latino
Americanas Radiofemicas), throughout. Latin America (McAnany 1975).
One of these projects, knOwn as AcciOn Cultural Popular Hondurefia
(ACPH), was initiated in Honduras in 1960. By 1962 the program had
343.1istening centers and 7,520 students (Lyle, Martins, and Torfs 1967).
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Sccording to Robert White (1972), who studied the Honduran'program,.
it is different from Sutatenza in that it has gone beyond basic skills and
seeks to`promote social charge. The same basic system of monitors or

assistant teachers is used to organize radio listening groups or radio
schools in- rural neighborhoods. Until 1968 the same program tapes of
Sutatenza were used in the Honduran effort. After that year. however,
the orientation moved toviard encouraging campesinos to take a more
active role in solving problems through voluntary and cooperative-.

,

.

participatory community action. The monitors were to act as community

developnient agents; therefore, they received training in agricultural

.

aSSistance; leadersIlip, community:, development, and cooperatives. By

1968 the radi6 schools in each community formed part of a network,
including a housewives' club, a community development committee;
perhaa.n conspnier or producer cooperative, and a ci.edit cooperative.
Rural ianirnatiOn techniques were intrOduced in 1968 in order to

encourage4caniPesinOs to disciiss their Problems and to arrive at
.alternative solutions on their own: This collective decision-making
strategy wvs aimed:at building
strong community organizations at the
.
local -level which Would apply pressure to secure a share in the.nation's
.

.resourcc ,. Theintent iS to do so,, however,: without:becoming entangled
in prty politics. The prOgram also introduced.:conseiousness-raising
strategies ibased, on the work of Paulo Freire, AS White rema'rkS; "The
.- over-all, 'oaf -:::g to lay' the motivational foundations: for a gradual
'growing ovement amOng eampesinos to change; More or less within
,."the preent decision"-making -framework, .the, social. tructufes of the ..
.

,

i

,

country ', (1972:48).
,.
Alt ugh White

notes that the prOgiam's --golsare primarily
motiV tiOnal
:and
is
compliMentarY -to its efforts,' he finds that
..._ the,,,
,
, ..
-imp ct on literaCy iS minimal. He explains this lack of impact -in terms
.

!

..

1

he unimportance of hteracy in the-life_ of, the campesino. The
pesino simply does not need to be literate given the normal daily
ctivities ih Which he is engaged. On the radio school itself, White.

of

'c

offers the following comMents:

_

.

.

i The limitations of the radio school seem tO steni in great part from the emphasis
on voluntaris I , the attitude that if the individual, tries to change himself and his

environment,- he can do so. This actiYikn- is directed against the traditional
fatalisni of the campesino. But there alsothas tobe Siipport in the environment,
that is, from many dafferent agencies which provide resources with which the

. inéreased mow vation can work and accompany structural changeS. The -campe-

sino cannot do it all by himseff no matter how hard he tries, and to lead him
to think .he -I is too frustrating: For example, Many campesinos have learned
to read and write but they have"nothing to read; they haVe learned a bit about

,agriculture, b1 ut they have not been able to put any of it into practice; someihing
1
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has been learned about health and honiemakiug, but as orie Woman said. "They
have suggested that we make ronol clivisions out of cloth when we don't have
cloth for clothes." [1972:131-321.

The Honduran radio school program has apparently taken this and
other .evaivations .and attempted to, overeome'!;ome of its earlier limita-

tions. ACPH, for example, now coordinates its efforts with six other
..priVate social promotion agencies in Honduras through CONCORDE,
or the Coordinating Council for DeveloPment, which is described in
chapter '6. Within this coordinated effort ACPH is emphasizing agri-

cultural education for small fartners (Accidn Cultural Popular Hondurefia 1973), adult basic edUcation, and conimunity education (AcciOn
Cultural Popular Hondurefia 19141),
..0ther exampleS of radio schools begun on' the Sutatenza model exist
,

in Ecuador, Argentina:maid. ftolivia. Three radio schools exist in
Ecuador, for example, and like the others mentioned, they were
originated imder the auspices.of the Catholic Church:The oldest of the
programs, the popular Radio Schools of Riobamba, was initiated in
1962. Main Dubly (1974) surveyed! the three Ecuadorian programs and
found that approxirnately one.fialf of the broadcast tinte was used for
music, while the rentainder bad edncatiooal classes .,.and dialogue.
Religions broadcasts and recreation constituted a very small part of the
programming. Dubly concludes his study by 'Pointing.to the obstacles
encountered in attempting to u.se radio schools as mechanisms ''for
teaching literacy. He suggests- that such Schools are limited in their
effectiveness because they have difficulty motivating Participants, little
oppOrtunity exi'sfs for campesinos to apply what they have learned, the
process of becoming literate den-lauds considerable time and effort after
he campesino has put in a full duy of work, and the early enthusiasm
for participation wanes for lack of inuterial and ideological incentives.
Perhaps the most recent radio school prograM in Latin America is
the Instituto de Cultura PopulaP.(If`iCUPO) located at Reconquista in
Northern Argentina and initiated in 1971. Again the P-rogram is based
.

on the Sutatenza ntodel. INCOO is a private, nonprofit institution
dedicated to the integral education of rural..adults and the creation of
coMmunity structures through the 05-e of radio: The program does its
production in its own studios but because of a lack of financial resources
must purchase broadcast time from conunereial stations. .INCUPO
primarily a literacy program AdoPting a Psychosocial method .of instruc-

tion based on the influence of Paulo Freire. Although INCUPO is
moving toward more integrated education efforts, it is constrained.from
pursuing substantive social issues 1)y the 'current political climate in
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Argentina. Thus for the 650,000 illiterates over eighteen years of age
in Northern Argentina, INCUPO provides radio istruction five days
a week in the evening for a 'five-month course. Reception centers are
t,

Organized around volunteer monitors, and work books are supplied by
.INCUPO. On weekends INCUPO transmits special cultural-type programs mixed with other issues such as health, community action, and
nationalism (Instituto de Cultura Popular 1975).

The final example of radio schools in Latin America, this one in
Bolivia, differs somewhat from the others mentioned in that it is highly
critical of its predecessor, 'radio Sutatenza. The Bolivian program is

known as INDICEP, or the Institute of Cultural Investigation for

Popillar Educatja n. Although Originally based on the Sutatenza model,
it later adopte the Freire psychosocial method and is now intent on'
liberating the "oppressed" peasant from,`rather than indoctrinating the,.
"marginal" 'peasant with, the consumer-oriented values of the UnitedStates. The attack on Sutatenza is, based on.what INDICEP claims is
the Colombian program's adoption of a banking approach to education

which has supported the status quo ar ri kept campesinos oppressed.
The INDICEP approact is based insieA on what it terms "Cultural
Dynamism" or a progr rn designed to strengthen indigenous cultures
through the use of indigenous languages leading to liberation and to
what .representatives 't6.rni a true cultural revolution (INDICEP 1971; .

t

Albo 1973);

.

Ishall refer again to the' use of radio and radilo schools later, but this
brief overview of such programs in Latin AMerica suggests that most

such schools have simply taken mechanisms employed in the more
traditional face-to-face literacy campaigns and multiplied them via
radio. The same dependence op -education to alter the campesino's
behavior is evident and ,The 'same assumptions about literacy as an
obstacle .to athieving, development goals' are present. As pointed out in
chapter 2, tly effectiveness of the communication process depends to a
considerable extent on (1) prior knowledge of the' local culture, thereby
enablihg the program to address the needs and perceptions of 'individual
members of the audience; and (2) the interaction of programmer and

recipienti in a transactional rather than a one-way :communication
-procesS. Whereas the radio schools, are designed to integrate These'
principles into their activity, primarily through on-site monitors, 'their
coverage is often too large to enable the generation of sufficient
knowledge of local culture, and their feedback process is such that many
times the participant reactions are not used formatively to reassess the
nature and process of information transmitted via the radio. As impiied
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in the .following quotation from Hornik, Mayo, and McAnany, .the use

of radio per se in rural education is not the panacea that:many have
assumed.
1.

Most of these projects operated on the fallacious notion that messages conveyed
by the mass media woul&automatically have a direct and powerful impact on
rural audiences. Such optimism Was unfounded, and in retrospect it seems clear
that the early concentration on the new technology was at the expense of content
development and a proper regard for programme utilization teehniciues. To the

planners' dismay, early .experiences with the mass media in rural education
revealed that ,rural people preferred popular music to new agricultural programMes and soap operas to health information.. It was discovered that simply
reaching rural audiences with information was' not ih itself a sufficient means

.

to foster social change. 11973:721.

Liberation and Consciousness Raising

As indicated in previous chapters. the liberation response to dependency explanations of underdevelopment generally falls within the

concerns of basic education for adults apd is referred to here as
consciousness raising. Garcia Huidobro (1972) puts the reladonship this

way: "The problern of Latin American liberation is, firSt of all, a
political-structural one, and then, one of an educational nature. But
it is necessary to acknowledge that liberation requires education.
Conscientizatiop reMains- as the first goal of any education that wants
to cooperate with the proceSs of. liberation" (p. 74).2

The impetus for consciousness raising or conscientización arose in
the early 1960s.in Brazil.. Although we correctly associate consciousness
raising with Paulo Freire, the sociopolitical climate in Brazil, especially
in the Northeast, .Prior to the overthrow of the government, in 1964 was

apparently nurturing other radical efforts. Thus before turning to a
discussion of Freire and his method I would like to direct some attention
to several programs s.ponsored by these.So-called radical organizations.

In the early 1960s. for example, .there was a program known -as the
Movimento de Cultura Popular or the Popular Culture Movement which

was sponsored by Catholic radicals, most of \,,,iom were university
students. The popular culture program used plays, films, leafletsr. and
other mechanisms to..direct attentiOn to the people's own problems while
raising sociopolitical issues. Content, for exaMple, was directed toward

liberation and againsr imperialism. It included both consciousness
'raising .and a 'praxis. or action, dimension. Apparently the program
became infiltrated with Marxists, however, and the Catholic radicals
'For a similar view on education for liberation see Martin (1971).
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'rejected the pressures to make the program n\-tOre political in orientation
rather than open and focused on the development of a critical awareness
(DeKadt 1970)..
Another program in Brazil during this period was the Movimento de
Educacao de Base (MEB) or the*Basie Education Movement. Its origins
apparently date back to.1958 and to a meeting of representatives of
Catholic-sponsored radio, schools whose programs were originally based
.

.

on the Sutatenza model. The Brazilian government along with the
Brazilian Bishops Conference (CNBB) combined to initiate a nationwide
radio school effort. in 1961. By 1963 there were some fifty-nine radio
school sySteins in operation with., seven thousand radio schools. The

program used vOlunteer monitors to coordinate listening groups and,,
as the emphasis, in the program began to inclUde community actio-,
to act as change agents in terms of community developmiint.. In'1962
the' MEB program began to be radicalized into the consciousness-raising
Movement and by 1963 into the Popuiar Culture Movement. Also in
this. period. .MEB began to employ. popular 'animation (animaceio
popular) as a technique in its program. This involved group decision
making, community self-help, and "nondirectiveness" and was apparently based in part on the interest in group dynamics in the United
States (DeKadt 1970).
Under the MEB radio school and community development activities,
the Catholic radical movement evOlved to be less interested in education
per se and,more interested in the social structure which perpetuated the .
marginal peasant's 'plight. At times this orientation apparently resulted
in confrontations with landowners and the wider political and economic

structure as well as with the cultural ties which bound the peasant to
the local patron for mOtual benefit. When the government was ousted
by militarY for& in 1964, the .radical 'impetus in MEB and other
moVements, was eliminated. There 'were '2,500 MEB radio, schools' in

..1967 or leSs than one-half of the number existing in 1963 (DeKadt.1970).
By 1970 there were only 1,25,5 such schools (Oliveira 1971). MEB
continues to function under the Conference of,Bishops as a radio school
program in community development and adult basie education similar
to.other Sutatenza-type programs mentioned in the previous discussion
(USAID 1972).
Paulo Freire was part of the Pdpular Culture' Movement in Recife in

1961 and while at the University of Recife he directed the University's
first Cultural Extension Service. He. was a lawyer turned philoSopher-

educator who had studied sociolinguistics. He spent severa1 years
perfecting his method through various educational experiences and
began to iMplement the now-famous method in 1961. By the time of the
f

I6
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government change in 19.64 he and his followers had prepared a large
number of program coordinators, and plans were made to initiate twenty
thousand'. "cultural circles" in 1964. Under the postcoup military
government, however, he was.arrested, labeled a subversive, and told
that his method- was Similar to that used by Stalin. Flitler,-Peron. and
MUssolini. Some time after his seventy days in jail under the new .govern-

ment he went into exile. in Chile where he..began to write about the
method ,and to work in the National Department of Adult Education
with Christian DemocratS AsociaciOn de Publicaciones Educativas 1974;
,,DeKadt 1970Whereas some suggest that Freire's Method -of consciousness raising
through dialogue inevitably eacis to PolitiCal participation ando the
formation of commimity organizations and labor unions ("Paulo,F'reire"
.

-1970), others indicate that he was not out to inite revolt \but instead
rejected mass education which imposes silence and passivity, stifles..
criticism, and makes man an object. rather than a subject of reality
(Def(adt 1970). 'Briefly. his .thesis includes the following prineiples:
education cannot be neutral; education 'involves self-reflection .and
critical thought about man. and society; personal. development .depends

on one's relationships with other beings and objects; learning' cannot
occur unless it is accompanied by praxis or a testing out of the new
knowledge: and the world that man chooses to live in is for the most
part created by himself (McGinn 1973; Freire 1970a, 1970b).- Freire's
.method begins with common words and pictorially represented situations
fromti3e immediate life of the participants...1n this way literacy training
is, accompanied by consciOusness raising. Through cultural circles undcr

the leadership of coordinators, individuals carry on a dialogue about
their environment as ,it is and as it could be. As' Freire puts it to
coordinators:
It is almost certain-That the group, faced with a situation, will start by destribing
it in terms of its own existential experience, which may or may not be that of the
coordtnator. Your role is to seek, with the group..to deepervithe analysis until
the situation- presented. stlidied as a problem, is eriticized . . . This critical
posture. which should be,adopted by you and by the group. will overcome a naive
consciousness, which loses itself on the periphery of problems as you arc
convinced that you have arrived at their essence. 11971:621 /

Through this format Freire attempts to avoid The t'taditibnal banking
approach to education with teachers knowing and caching everything
and students being taught because they know nothity. Instead. he seeks
a liberating or awareness-raising procesS in which discovery through
dialogUe is realized (Bosco Pinto n.d.). The coordinl tor cannot prescribe
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his own options to others as,

-ipulation and leads to the

dehumanization of man. Fit.--..herr.-

,..:oordinator must seek praxis

ell as Others. The result is an
or the action and reflection c,
of transformation, a person
individual who is a subject
an
who is aware of reality and thr.s has cientytkAogizert the world: and an

individual who opts for c'iange and wants to transm the social
structUre (Freire n.d.).
Research on the application of the Freire method is eXtremely scat2ce.
The movement was halted too early in Brazil to be studied and there is
;little evidence from other experiences, including that of Chile, to know
its effects. I could find only one article,ibased on a 1972 study of three

programs in Bolivia, Guatemala, and Honduras, 'that attempted to
empirically assess learner outcomes (Chain 1,974). Through the use of
paper and pencil instruments, the investigator 'found that approximately

40 percent of students who had participated in the courses could
correctly answer reading, writing, and arithmetic skills tests. Furthermore, through interviews, Chain found that neither teachers nor learners
in any of the projects had achieved a level of critical consciousness that
enabled them eithet.to see themselves as subjects rather than as objects
of action or to become persons creating their own destinies.. Irrespective
of the empirical evidence available, howevet, there is little doubt that
'the consciousness-raising concept has met with widespread acceptance
throughout Latin America and in other countries of the world. I sense
that at first conscientización was feared in many countries'7as a
revolutionary, almost hypnotic, method which would turn peasants into
raving revolutionaries. Its adoption today by many ministries of education in Latin America, with the obvious exception of Brazil, as well as
by international agencies is evidence, however, of iis widespread acceptance. Whether the application of the conscientizaciOn concept adheres
to Freire's original intent though is 'questionable. Likewise, the openended nature of; the Freire method makes one focus on the importance
of the coordinator in the process. Can he avoid manipnlation? When
Freire says a dialogue must arrive:at the "essence" of a problem does it
mean that the coordinator must ask questions like "Who owns the land
and whY does he own it?" In other words, will the dialogue inevitably

lead to social structural, issues? I believe it should ahd probably does
but is this the intent of the proCes? The reSult of the dialogue has also
caused me to ponder its potential impact. Is it not possible, as the
'earlier quotation from White in his evaluation of the Honduran radio
schools suggests, that the outcome is likely to'be peasant frustration
rather than peasant action? Clearly, the participants have not acquired
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they are not apprised of how to organize themselves for action or where
to go to seek their share of social services.
Neveitheless,, the method has probably been the most widely diffused
and aecepted nonformal education innovation in Latin Amefica in the
last ten years. 1 believe that its adoption is explained primarily by the

search for tools and techniques to match 'the frustration which Latin
Americans feel as a result of both the social structural constraints in
Latin America and their dependency on international economic and
political forcs. It is an investment of sorts in a new socialist future
based on collective humanisM rather than on individual competition.,
consumerismJ nd capitalism.
As can beiseen in the prior discussion, much...of the impetus for a
liberating education movement came from the Catholic radicals in
Brazil. .FollOwing' the military coup there and the demise of such
-programs/the focus for liberating education shifted to the region as a
Whole:but remained a cOncern of, certain Catholic and Catholic-inspired
organizations. In Medellin at the First and Second General Conferences
of Bishops in Latin America in 1968 and .1969, for example, education,
for liberation receiVed consideraPle support:Much of the Freire rhetorie
of conscionsness raising was adopted by the bishops as the Church took
4 Position in favor of Searching for a new type of Latin American.sOciety
and a 'new educational process. The got& was to create individuals whO
were subjects ,of their own development, who were conscious of their
dignity, who were self-determining, and who had a sense of community
(de Lora 1974). The results of Medellin were viewed by mauy as a first
step by .the predominantly conservative CathQlic leaders to move away
from perceiving.the school, and education in general. as important lines.
of 'defense for protecting the Chureh. The conferences, therefore, placed
the Church in.a leadership position,and enabled many Catholic educators,
to legitimately move tOWard.education for liberation.

Three organizations, the Episcopal Conference of Latin America
(CELAM). the Latin American Cofederation of the Religious (CLAR),
and the .1nter-American Confederation of Catholic' Educators (CIE0
began to collaborate in 1970 to develop both philosophical and" prOgrammatic responses to the liberating chargeof Medellin. Through numerous
conferences and .publications, including ,the journal Eduiwción Hoy,
these organizations began to develop several major themes within .the
dependency-liberation framework. The work has proceeded with considerable frustrationat times as tlte educational representatives of these
organizations, especially CELAM and CLAR. have notalways received,
the needesi ideological support 6f their parent bodies. Nevertheless,

1
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there exist at least two program thrusts which have been derived from
these coordinated efforts The,first is comunidad educativa or community

education, and the s,:cond is lenguaje total or the total language
approach to education.

The community education thrust is similar to some of the'_efforts

discussed in the last chapter, especially .:''EFA,'with the exception that
the ideological bias here is dependency-iHeration. The Catholic-inspired-

program is based oh the notion that the community is where true
education takes place and that all education must be geared toward

,

the development of a critical consciousness. Involving the school in the
community and vice versa is also viewed as one mechanism for improving
the individual and the cominunity by combining work and education.
The overall goal, however, is democratization to avoid privilege and the
establishment of just and equitable social structures in Latin America
(Asociación de Publicaciones Educativas 1973).
The second Catholic-inspired program is lenguaje tOtal or the total
language approach to education. ft too reflects the consciousness-raising
concepts of Paulo Freire but was apparently developed independently
by the French educator Ant bine Val let in Southern 'France. Whereas
the Freire method congtructs a dialogue around common words and
'pictorial representations of the participant's reality followed by an action
dimension, total langUage takes any object from .various forms of media
in order to build a dialogue and tieri uses creative expression, especially
the media, as the action dimensi3.1 . The .total language approach is a
humanistic response to the consumerism implied in the worldwide use

of electronic communication. Its premise is that we must learn to

interpret the media and its symbols for the benefit of the individual and
the corn-affinity. Thus the method does not involve the transmission of
information. Instead it is based on the notion-that everything that needs
to be known is available in the wider environment and that through
dialogue, . criticism, and reflection we can learn to_ understand and
decipher images, symbols, compositions, and meaning The method is,
nondirective; there is no fiied curriculu.in, no schedule;, and teachers
act as resource pedple through horizontal rather than 'vertical relationships with participants (Gutierrez Perez 19"74a).
The principles underlying the total lanauage method include the
liberation of man as a subject rather than an object of reality; coldaboradon, rather than cumpetition. through dLlogue; reflection and action
enabling man to change the world; and tr.z.n as a being in a cemstant
state of creation. The methods are intenckd to destroy paternal:L-1n and
'rigid social stratificzdon systems in societ:1, 'rough nonviolent structural
occur if man can dernYstify
change. It is assumed that these changes;
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transformation is viewed as a result of dialogue, the processbegins with

grou? (parents, scudents, coordinators) interactionincluding movemen: (dance, zlime, rhythms), oral expression, and ,group dynamics.,
Theprocess'takes place around a nat.-leo generador or center of interest
which has its origin in communication media (magazine, comic book,,
newspaper; record, radio, television, film, and so on). The images 'and
symbols are analyzed and then participants use, movement, a form of

the arts, or mas5 communication to express the perceived meaning.
.Self-expression, for example,' may begin with painting and later lead,to
photography and videotape (Gutierrez Perez 1974a).
Lenguaje _total, was brought to Latin America. .through Francisco
Gutierrez Perez and Ramón Padilla, both .of whom studied in France
with Vallet in 1969770. They adapted the principles for application in
Latin America and began to offer courses in Quito and Lirna. BY 1972
./
courses were being offered in a half dozen Latin American countries,
and program experiences were under way in several educational centers.,
There. were also Several .conferences and seminars around the 'topic
.sponsored by C1EC and- CELAM as well -as ,by ILCE (Latin American

Institute of Educational Communication) and UNESCO: :The conclusions of these conferences and .seminars:assiited the 'total language
effort. For 'example, /it the. first Seminar on. .Education /and Social
Communication Media, held,in Mexico in -1971, agreementWas reached
that there Was a need for.: Latin Americans to become' critical .and
selective consumers of communication media rather than being at .,the
mer7 of dominant and external forces. Similarly in Lima in 1971,-- at
the First Seminar on Methodology for a Liberating Pedagogy, it was
concluded
the meA;,i chould be used in a way which 'avoids pure
consumption a.. intruments of alienation, 'oppression, . and homogen:.
ization. A firi ;;;... example comes from Panama in 1971 at .the Latin

American. .17;_e??-nar on.Didactics. and Audirii,-;:a.al Education where it
was conclu de-±,L-1-hat there was a need for a mew -?edagOgy through which
the learner aiid perceive', inter-pret, and ,:t$:.:.,dify the information via
the media (C..::::lerrez Perez 1974e., ).
..:he ear , 1970s : Hal lanz,lagt:
-.!-inued to receive this
1-. l.' :2 LJNES. D. for t2:,..2rnpt=,, Sponsored a roundtable
kind

discustc

City, whtze an agree:net:a- was signed between the
cf:r--azzat.:::;:n of Costa.. Rica and 7...,7NE)-.00 to_initiate'an exper-

imental
1974b).

th

-71.vid secondary schooin 3an Jose .(Gutierrez Perez
tjzernethod is still being need i Costa Rica. In addition,

majorit7:

,71.2er Latin'American :.r±rar areas have at least one

prngram, ot

ltholic secondary schL:-.,:s...where the method is being
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7

aPpiied, Gutierrez is currently in Costa Rica where he is associated with
A new program in Pedagogia de CornunicaciOn or Pedagogy of Com.imunication, as total language is now referred to in Latin America. The
7- new program in Costa Rica will apply the method to rural dwellers
through the use of community-development promoters arid videotape.'
/ It is intended that community meetings will be videotaped and subsequently used as centers of interest" for analysis and discussion. The

_

/

'action dimension of the program will ,eventually lead campesinos to
make their own films andvideotapes as forms of self--expression.
Two other ,examples of the variations and applications of consciousness-raising themes in Latin America that are related conceptually-to the
early Brazilian e.xp.!riences shimild be mentioned. These are rural .
animation and the ase of speCially designed instructional materials. The

reader will recall that popular animation formed part of the early
Brazilian Popular Culture Movement and appeared as rural aniniation
in the/Honduran radio schook program. Although I will concern .myself
with rural animation, both processes are similar and are based on group
dynamics. Rural unimatiOn had its beginning in Senegal in 1964 and
then was diffused to Madagascar. N iger. the..ivory Coast, .and Camaroun.

Variants of the process can be seen in mnny parts of Latin America:
The assumptions underlying the approach speeify that rural dwellers
must be made aware .of problems .of development and of their consequences and that 'suelt problems must be stated by local people in their
own language as .members of a group. The method involves a group of
.three or four individtrals known as the animation team. ThiS team works

with .three or four animator's., or rural carnpesinos, chosen by their
referent community. These community renresentatives spend three or
pote:ttial community
four days with the animation team dk,.
playing, and so on. Once
problems and enga; rr socianias.
returned to the community the animaton; discuss similar issues with
community groups and call on the animation team for appropriate
assistance. The method is open ended and L-zroup oriented,.and it seeks
to promote participation in local communits (Ryckmans 1971).
A final example Of ar. application of consciousness raising involves
.1,ral Ecuador. The project is
Education
and coordinated and
sUpported by AID-and zhe Ministr'j
administered in the country .throulth me University of Massachusetts.
awareness of one's reality, on
Emphasis is placed on :developinf
cv
skHls appropriate to the rtiral
self-worlh, and on litervcv .and ,nu:
materiats based with the
dwetler's needs and inum.-nts. The 17 'icess
assistance of a village faLtititator. Matriais were.designed, in a..way that

the use of instruction.:U products

sought to make them Televant to the villagers, inexpensive, 'easily
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reproducible', highly motivating, self-explanaiory, and self-generating
in terms of further curricular development. The products include fluency
games for numeracy and literacy, siniLation And media-based materials

for group awareness and 'problem soiv*. and expressi',.e materials
designed to promote self-expression both tirally and pictorially. Matcri.ds
are disseminated through institutions such as nin.2rcial agenci,:.'s. We
'Church, and informal communication network.

Perhaps the factor which has brought nos attention to the Ma:,sa-

chusetts program in Ecuador is the nature 4 the materials usee to

achieve the project's objectis'es. For numera.:..v and literacy skills, for
example, use is .made of dice and cards btf..aring letters or numbrs,-,
and so on. Fo; onnumber and word bingo, mathematical
sciousness raising and reality awareness, aer.,:.:ries include, for example,
-monopoly and is useti to
a game called hacienda which is based
of land ownership and
simulate a rural village setting in which
relations with local authorities are dealt with. Other awareness materials
include foronovelas, or magazines, which purtrav villagers dealing with
the strife and struggle characterizing village life and cassette recorders
which villagers use to record music and dialogue with the .completed
tapes edited for radio broadcasts. Finally, self.xpression activiti,;, re

constructed around drama, puppets, rubbcr sii:topIC and conlmu:- .ty
newspaperS1 The rubber stamps have animals, bUildings, and pecr..le
on them and are used first to create a visua: story and later, in literacy
training, to associate with words (Evans 1975 ).
DISCUsS.MN

If one steps back and look:, at the evolun
activities in Latin America, ir.cluding literacy;

tion programs, radio schools, and consciou
innovative developments wh:Jch emerge are the

ecucation
fu:nclatrzntal :educaTaisir.:2, the: most
';urround;::::t consTocious-

ness raising. .Even with these newer conccp,al and .nthorDMg.ical
p7,71L77--alris
all of
approaches, however, the strategies employed
ina:.,_,:quate given

in terms of the social chango goals sought are

the life conditions of the participants. To pc... major chaeteristie of
'A recent evaluation of the Massachuserh program in 1._. 1,Rinr involving a pre-post-tust

design for assessing effects on reading, standard and fif ,:tional writing. mathematics,
and consciousness raising, in .fifteen communities found -aixed results. The evaluators
used,the foilowing four games: Hacienda. Syllahit! Yard, Syllable Dice .t.fd Number
1 factors,
function of a
Bingo, The effects of the games were found in .id f:te nature
ny the facilita:
principally the manner in which they were inenynten
of the group playing the,game. See Laosa,

'lite 1075.

'
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such efforts is their diffusion from one sociopolitical and economic

climate where a program might have had some success, as with literacy
in Cuba and consciousness raising in Brazil, to distinct environments

'where the methods are applied but ,there do not exist the supportive
sociopolitical or economic conditions. These adult education programs
are classic examples of a man-oriented approach to change. Thus they
generally do not relate to other components in the wider social system,
they do not attend to socioeconomic incentives, and they do not teach
productive.skills or behavior that can necessarily transfer or apply to the
participant's environment.
The leadership for many of these programs comes from the field of
education where the bias is clearly on altering man's internal state. As

with schools. the burden of applying what is learned is left with the
learner rather than the facilitator. Thus, even if literacy skins are not
needed or used by participants in their everyday life, it has been decided

by the leadzrship that it is "good" to be literate. Similarly. with consciousness =.tising the implication is that participants should be aware
of both thez reality and of the social structure that keeps them marginal
or oppressed. But one needs to ask- why it is of value to learn about such
inequalitie3. The answer apparently is that once apprised of reality the
learners will do something aboui the injustices by either moving toward
community actiom, -having become frustrated because they now know
that they are merely pawns in a larger struggle, or taking up arms and
overthrowing those who hold power. None of this, df course, is made explicit as that would be manipulation. As far as I am concerned, however,

participants Were already manipulatedor at least _directedtoward
their new perspective on life. The problem remains that they cannot use
that perspective to feed a family or nurture someone back to health.

This does not mean that I am opposed to adult basic education
programs. It does mean, however, that I see little value in them when

they are applied as the major element, or in many cases the sole
element, in a social change strategy. I do not believe that such
educational efforts should function at all unless a programmed link
exists between the educational effort and the socioecOnomic and political
context. In-effect, I believe that educators should stop perpetuating the
myth that educational processes, whether they joe directed or experiential,
will be the kcy to changing society. Such a premise is simply not borne

out by the facts. The truth is that there exists little evidence to show
that the majority of the programs discussed here have had any significant

impact in the intended directions. It would probably be safer to rely
upon evolutionary, as opposed to plannea change, processes if this were
the only model of change available.
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Adult Basic Education in
Content Are"as:

Extension and CoMmunity
Organization Programs

-

Whereas the theme of chapter 4 is out-of-school adult basic education

and literacy programs that are generally isolated froth other social
promotion activities and other components Of the social systerri, this
chapter addresses out-of-school adult education that is directed to
content areas such aS agriculture, health, and the promotion of community organizationS. AlthOugh both basic education and literacy
programs and basic edugation directed to content areas are similar
in their reliance on education to promote social change and in their use
of promoters or facilitators as the agents of change, those programs
directed at content areas are generally administered through organizations associated with the content area rather than through education
agencies per se. These agricultural, health, and cooperatir organizations, therefore, establish their own educational programs in order to

foster the adoption of new behaviors, technology, and values 'and
attitudes among selected participants. Education, however, may not
be the focus of the specialized agencies. Instead, these agencies arc,
more likely to be interested in the general improvement of agricultural,
health, or cooperative practices within which education, research, the
application of technology, and sO on all play a role. I begin by looking

at what appears to be the predominant model for these specialized
agencies' educational programs, that of agricultural extension, and then
briefly discuss legal, trade union, and health education programs. I then
discuss voluntary community organizations which often form the
127
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institutional counterpart to the content-based education efforts. These
include women's organizations, friendship groups, cooperatives, and
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community enterprises. Whereas one may hypothesize that these content-

based programs are likely to be more intent on adopting holistic
approaches to social change, only a few actually attempt to concern
themselves with the wider social system from which the forces impinging
on the behavior of participants are actually derived. Cooperatives
and cornmunity enterprises, although examples of a necessary component

in a holistic approach to social change, are likewise characterized by
an inadequate attempt to overcome immense socioeconomic obstacles of
'which only a few receive concerted attention.
The Agricultural Extension Approach

In the narrow sense, extension education is aimed at the adult
population and seeks, through agricultural support and farmer participation activities, to improve the farmer's production process, and
his yield. The broader model for extension education, however, is
deriVed from the United States Cooperative Extension Service originated

under the Smith-Lever Act of 1914. Among other purposes,

the

Extension Service was designed to foster the application of agricultural
research 'findings, encourage problem soMng through group action,
improve family diets, assist the hotnemakr, organize rural youth,
offer counseling on farm problems, arid develop rural leadership capabilities (U.S. Department of Agriculture .1948). As Kelsey and Herne
state, extension was to provide -service while encouraging self-help.

"Extension endeavors to make available to rural people the fruits of
scientific knowledge, with a view to bringing about more satisfying
family and commUnity life. It does this by creating within the individual

the urge to achieve this goal and by showing him the way to do so"
(1949:389).

Within a year of the passage of legislation creating the Cooperative
Extension Service, programs of agriculture extension, home life education, and 4-1-1 clubs for youth were operating through the United States.

One report indicates fhat by 1915 there were 4-H clubs in forty-seven
states and by 1933 there were more than a million women and girls
participating in the home demonstration program` (Kelsey and Herne
1949).

The ^first extension programs in Latin America appeared during the
period 1939-50. The majority were apparently begun in 1942 under
the auspices of the Institute of Inter7American Affairs, a United States
government corporation designed to administer bilateral progiams of
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technical cooperation in health, agriculture, and education (Mosher
1957). These bilateral agreements were soon administered in Latin
America through offices known as servicio.s; usually three separate

offices existed in each participating country for the three social problem
areas mentioned above. The Pan American Union also established the
Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (IICA) in Turialba,
Costa Rie,a, in 1942(Glick 1957) and the Rockefeller Foundation, having
been working in Latin America in the health field since 1913, began to
support agricultural- assistance activities in 1943 (Mosher 1957). The

major reason that attention was directed to agriculture during this
period, at least by the government of the United States, ,was, in the light
of the world war, to augment the hemisphere's supply of, among other

items, food and rubber (Halle 1948). This pragmatic rather than
altruistic goal was intertwined with desires by the United States to
improve its image witl Latin American sympathizers of the German
cause (Paddock and Paddock 1973). Many of these servicio relationships
were continued after the war, however, and became part of -the Truman

Point Four Program and were thus, precursors to the activities of the
Agency for International Development. In theyears 1942-47, twenty-five
bilateral cooperative agreements in eighteen Latin American countries
were established (Bingham 1953). There were programs in, among other

countrie, Paraguay, Haiti, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Costa Rica.
As an example, the program in Costa Rica began in ,1942 under the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs. It was designed to increaSe agricultural production in order to send products to the Panama Canal and
thereby support the war effort. In 1948, after the Iustitute had established several extension-type offices,. the Ministry of Agriculture in
Costa Rica signed an agreement with the United States Government
to create the Servicio Tecnico Interamericano de CooperaciOn Agrkola
whose mission was to establish the extension service. By 1957 there were

254 agricultural youth organizations (4-S clubs) and a number of
housewives' clubs. By 1962 'there were 33 extension agencies in operation (Di Franco and Jones 1962). The program was also- characterized
by its use of rural schools as a network for community development and
change (Loomiset al. 1953).
In the late 1940s and early 1950s other international agencies had
initiated agricultural extension services in Latin America. For example,
in 1952 there were some 5,300 religious missionaries from the United
States in Latin America working through 175 U.S. agencies. About
75 percent were representatives of Protestant
churches while the re,
mainder were Catholic priests, brothers, and nuns. Although the majority

of these individuals were teaching in formal schools; a substantial
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number worked in health and agriculture programs .as well (Maddox
1956). Among the other, international agencies involved at this time
were the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) and the AMerican International Association (AIA). The latter
was supported by private U.S. foundations, especially Rockefeller. One
of the AIA-sponsored efforts was the Association of Credit and Rural
Assistatce (ACAR) in Brazil while another was the Council of Rural
Well-being (CBR) in Venezuela. ACAR began working in the state of
MinaS Gerais in 1948 with the intent of assisting farmers to achieve
better le-v.:is of living: The program centered on the use of technical
assistance, supervised credit, and the distribution of seeds, insecticides,
and fertilizers. Local extension offices Were established, and, like other
programs, ACAR used extension and home demonstration agents to
earrY out technical assistance activities and th provide equipment and
loans (Mosher 1955). In 1956, ACAR became the Brazilian Association
of Credit and Rural Assistance (ABCAR) under the Ministry of Agriculture and became the coordinating mechanism for the Brazilian rural
extension system. By 1971, ABCAR had approximately fifteen hundred
rural extension offices and astaff of five thousand working in agricultural
research, credit programs,, marketing, community development, health,

literacy, teacher training, and technical/vocational training (USAID
1972). The AIA-supported Consejo de Bienestar Rural in Venezuela
was also initiated in 1948 It is deyoted to the improvement of agricultural

'production, the development -of nattrral Tesources, home and family
extension, and so on. By 1`4-50 the program was serving 780 farmers and
far-...1 families , (Wharran 1i50). In recent years, 'the Consejo has been

financed and administered by the Venezuelan government (Reptiblica
de Venezuela 1973).
By the early 190s nt-arly all of the Latin American ebuntries'had some

form of extension sen-ice. In Colombia, for example, a serviéio, was
established in 1953 after several years of U.S. technical assistance:The
intent was to 'initiate a model agricultural extension service (Ruiz.
Camacho '1965; Di Franco and Clifford 1962): In Mexico and the
Doni1nican -,Republic, comprehensive agriculture education laws were
passed in 1946 (Pan American Union 1947).

Similarly, Bolivia began an agricultural assistance program in 1947
with U.S. suppint and by 1952 had fifteen extension agents and two
home demonstration agents. Rural Youth were organized ink; a 4-H-type

program in 1949 and ten years later there were 451 clubs with 7,283
members involving 617 adult volunteers. By 1960, apparently because
of internal management problems, the United States assumed responsibility for the entire Bolivian rural extension-program. In 1974 the AID
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mission in Bolivia (USAID 1974) reported that, primarily due to a lack
of financial resources, the rural youth program v is no longer Onctioning
and that rural exstension- agents were not well integrated intn the other
rural programs involving. credit, education, agricultural research, and
so on.

,

.

This brief revieW`dernónstrates that during the, last tl.:". ty-five years
in Latin America the pattern of agricultural assistance 1is been very
similar: the importation/of U.S. or other outside experts, t e subsequent
initiation of extension services and technical assista ce, and the
formation of clubs for youth and housewives. All 'of the-e agricultural
assistance programs emphasize education through a ombination of
forrnal meetings of campesinos with extension agen s, Classes and
demonstrations, and Specially prepared instructional p mphlets.' Only
a few have adopted other forths of media in an attem t to .reach rural
audiences.

'On:: of these media-based programs is the Educa inn Basica Rural
(EBR) or Basic Village Education project- in Guathiala. EBR is an
experimental nonformal education Frogran. :n-u..- zampe inos in agriculture'

begun with AID and Guatemalan Mini=....y of Ed cation support in
1974. The program is intended to detert.....ale the e fectiveness .and the
relatiye Cost:, of fiifferent combinations' )f comm nication meAia in

promoting -6.mnge .En agris.ultural.pratice: and production among small
illiterate farmers. The target audience, ai,..:ng witfil similar control pop-

,

ulations, includes ladinos in the southeastern pai,t of the country and
Quiche-speal=g Indians in the western highland'. The communication
Systems beim; tested vary according to the a ount of interpersonal
Contact with the farmers. The treatments include the use of radio alone,
.radio with a trained and paid monitor workin with listening groups
or radio forums, and radio, Monitor, and for ms in tonjunction with

an agricultural extension agent or agronom t who reinforces prior
messages through demonstration and specifi

agricultural assistance.

' One of the best known comprehensive programs of r ral education in :Latin Amer'ica
is the Institute of Rural. Education in Chile. Begun in 1954 ;under the auspices of ihe
Catholic Church and.subscqucntly supported through lyiternational and national funding
sources like UNESCO and the ILO (International Lab r Organization 1964; Platt 1966;
Instituto de Educadkin Rural 1974), the institute is likel to be one of the oldest continuotis
programs in Latin, America. Although the activities of the institute include technical/
vocational instructicin; &)rnmunity development, and leadership training of rural campesinos, the social change strategy followed apparently ests on the assumption that through
such interventions the campesinos will be able and ,willing to behave differently ,in their

own environments. Whereas such an assumption may be warranted in the case of the
institute's programs, the experience of others suggest -tut a strong linkbetween education

.

and wider socioeconomic incenti-es is needed.

.
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Extensive prior research was carried out .in order to select the appropriate
areas forthe experiinerital programs and to assess the demograPhic and

sociocultural characteristics of the target population. These data ate
used as base line information from which to compare potential cognitive,

affective, and behavioral changes. In addition to the base, line study,
examples of other preparatory activ.jties includelhe erection of two radio

transmitting stations, the training of radio forum monitors, and the
preparation of audiovisual materials.
The_ principal source of the EBR program messages is the Ministry

of Agiiculture. These messages are transmitted in accord with the
agri;m1tural cycle in each locale and az..a produced in draft form subject
to rtte :approval uf instructional product devetopment and agricultural

specialists. The ertphasis is on information which has praytical technological amd economic implications for the farmer and is intended to
remain flezable in_accord with climatic .and market conditions in the
lotal area. The radio: programs are broadcast_ six days a week, eight
hours a_da: (57.)0 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. and 4:C ) P.M. to 8:00P.m.). They
include approicrnately 50 percent popular rriltsic and 20 percent agri-

cultural .infortion along with programs if health, family interest,
local-news, Imr-so on. The large proportion of the programming devoted
to music is .dife_ to the necessity of competinz with other radio Stations
for a listeninit.zodienc::.. The nature of the radio program strategy varies
but generally includes a minimum of lecture and a. maximum of short,
concise pieces of information, soap 'Operas, news interyiews, and music.

The EBR's 1974 evaluation indicated that among the , southeastern
Ladino audience, some 85 percent of those interviewed listened to the
EBR station .daily,

Each of the monitors in the EBR program works in five communities
with a total of three hundred to four hundred camPesino families. They
organize and direct radio fOrums, ieport weekly to the program headquarters, and 'receive in-service training weekly. During the twentS,minute, once-a-week listening group, the monitor plays the recorded
radio message of the Week on a portable cassette tape recorder while
he displays an appropriate set of flip charts synchronized to the meSsage.
After the formal session, the monitor carries on a discussion with the
participants reporting the salient points to the EBR central office where

they are used in the following week's programs. The agronomist is
intended to reinforce the monitor's activities through' the use of a
demonstration plot, accessible to.- the farmers in the area as well as in
identifying agricultural problems which may be useful,as bases for future
radio programs (Ray and Monterroso 1975).
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Early summative evaluation data of the EBE program tor 1974, in
comparison to base line data collected in 1973, was obtained ,through
interviewing random samples of participants and members of the control
group in the southeastern area of the country. Generally, the results
-aired.. the radio/monitor/
indicate that in terms of new knowiedge
agronomist treatment proved morel effectlw than the radio/monitor,
which,: in turn, proved more effective than me radio alone. All experimental treatments were more effective with respect to transmitting new
knoWledge than no treatment at all. In terms of the impact on favorable
attitudes the results Were the same. With regard to improved practices,
also evaluated through self-rePart measures, however, fife results indicate
a decrease in the use of recommended practices betWeen 1973 and 1974.

Practices of farmers 'were not as affected as knowledge and attitudes,
so the report suggests, because of the availability and price of fertilizers,
the fornier widespread use of fertilizers in'one locale, ancrthe existence
of a very goad crop year in 1973 (Rich and Nesman 1975).

Although it is clear that the EBR program is in its infancy, the
intended future' evaluations will add considerably to dur understanding
of the impact of nonformal education. The program is also of interest
because Of its experinnental nature and the fact that it bypasses literacy
as a precondition .to behavioral change. The' major problem with the
effort as I see it is its- lack of relationship with other rural social promotion agencies in terms of credit, technology, marketing, and the like.
tWhile this factor is recognized by the EBR leadership, it is apparently
not being addressed with the same care and concern as. the educational
activity itself. This lack of integration with other Components in the
social system may eventually provide an alternative hypOthesis to explain-.

ing why the farming practices of campesinos have not been affected by
the program.
Whereas research on agricultural extension prograins in Latin America
appears extremely scarce, sufficient literature t.'xists t aise ,crious
propriateness of the extension model for
questions about both th
Latin America and its impact. There are reports, for example, which
suggest that exteftion agents lack material resources and an abilitY to
relate to rural farmers (Di Franco and Clifford 1962; Chesterfield and

Middle 1975); that agricultural youth organizations are limited in
nUmber and serve primarily those rural farmer families already fairly
swell-off economically (Hurtado and Herudek 1974); that housewives'
clubs are serviced by urban dwelling mejoradoras who seldom visit and

teach useless information to campesina women who don't have the
resources to seek better food or make house imprwiements (Huila&
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and Herudek 1974); that v_:::ension agencies are marked hy a tendetcy
toward bureaucratic prolifc:ation and duplication of functic supported

by U.S. foreign assistance whicb champions a wholesale transfer of
extension philosophy and methodology (Brown 1970; Inter-American
Committee for Agricultural Developmeni 1967): and that a measurable

impact of such services has been difficult to uncover for programs
directed at both rural women (Nelson 1970) and rural men (InterAmerican. Committee for Agricultural Development 1967). Orie ot the
most thorough research rePorts available evaluated agricultural extension
services in twelve Central and South Ainerican countries (Rice 1971).
While suggesting that extension services provided training for agricultural technicians, made governments more aware of the °plight of the
farmer, and contributed some to increased income and productivity,
the author concludes the report hi a way that reinforces the results from
other studies mentioned above: "The study results show that the cumulative efNctS of extension activity in twelve Countries has not made a
major contribution to whatever progress has occurred and that whenever
the density of agents has been increased for special extension projects,
but without prior reinforcing changes .in the econmnic environment the
situation was not improved" (p. 61).

These problems of the extension model are discussed in a recent
monograph by Rogers, Eveland, and Bean (1974). They indicate that as'
a result of the high correlation between agricultural prOductivity and
the existence of an extensiOn service in the United States, the .7.10M
was assumitt L'hat the applic,twas exported to developing countries
tion of technical assistance combint2d with technology would augment

foOd growing around the world as it had done in the United States.
Thus the authors' cOmment.. "Generally. the U.S. personnel sought to
establish as exact a replicaas possible of the North American agricUltural

extension model. complete ..ith local extension agents and central
extension training centers to produce them, extension specialists, and
agricultural colleges" (1974:42).

The model, lowever, was based on client participation' in program
planning, identifying local needs, and feedback and evaluation; characteristics of United States'farmers which wi -e not transferable to other
countries. Rogers, Evelancl, and Bean note that extension' agents in
developing countries were faced with hopelessly large client ratios of
eight thousand to one whereas in the United States the ratiO was only

four hundred to one. The application of the extension service also
demanded rather large farms in order to take advantage of chemical
fertilizers, insecticides, pesticides, and tractors. The result was increased
attention to large farmers where major benefits could be achieved with
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the least difficulty and an avoidance of small farmers who did not have

access to credit and who did not have sufficient holdings to take
advantage of the assistance offered through the extension service.
Furthermore, it was easier for the extension agent with his urban
background and fOrmal education to communicate and carry out
relations with large landholders, with whom the agent had more in
common, than with rural peasants.
The result of the extension service in developing countries, therefore,

along with some significant rises in agricultural output, was a further
separation of well-to-do landowners at the expense of peasants. As
Rogers, Eveland, and Bean put it: "The improvement of agricultural
production by means of new technology in developing countries
exacerbated the inequalities between the rich and poor, farmers, and
concentrated agricuRural wealth, power, and knowledge in fewer and
fewer hdnds" (1974:44).
The authors conclude their study of the extension service'in developing

countries in the following way: -We conclude that the' agricultural
extension model has not been relatively successful when transferred to
less developed Countries- (1974:50). The major reaSon given for such
d remark is the lack
-ptation of the extension service model when
diffusing it to other sociocultural contexts.
As many are now suggesting, the extension service, like its adult

basic education and literacy counterparts, must form part of more
holisi:ic approaches to servicing the rural farmer. Watts (1973) for
example, indicates that the impact of agicultural education has been
exaggerated and even has -a negative influence when it is- applied in
isolation. Whereas farmers may, for example, learn agricultural techniques, .they are frustrated when they cannot .sell what they produce.
_Although years ago some Latin Americans (e.g., Chaparro 1946)
recognized the need for the integration of agricultural extension with

credit, marketing, health, and so on,

it

is only recently that such

packages of services have become widely accepted (BrOwn 1970; Mosher
1969).

Among the most 'recent expanded extension efforts is the Puebla
project in Mexico. Begun in 1967, the program was reaching 4,833
families by 1970. It apparently achieved considerable early success in
raising both corn yields and the income of rural families. The program
involves a systematic effort to provide credit, technology, research,
supplies, markets, and crop insurance (Jimenez Sanchez 1970). The
Puebla project forms paq of one of the worldwide institutes sponsore0

by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
designed to promote international agricultural research and training.
I. -4
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husbands not to secure credit because of the danger inherent

in

indebtedness.

Extension Education in Other Content Areas
The education extension and technical assistance programs in the field
of agriculture are sijnilar to education models used in other content-based
agencies. In the field of law, for example, programs use a version of
extension education tO- provide legal counseling and access to legal
services. Law schools ip at least eleven Latin American countries use
such programs for the clinical training of lawyers. A recent seminar in
Chile brought representatives of these programs together to discuss the

nature of such efforts (Universidad Cat Mica de Chile 1974a). The
Department of Legal Practice and Assistance (DEPAL) in the Catholic
University in Chile, for example, requires that-students enrolled in the

law faculty complete a clinical internship before graduation. The
program involves the establishment of several neighborhood legal centers

in poverty areas of Santiago where a law profeSsor and six or seven
students spend several houti once a Week proOding legal assistance ,
to the population. The program is also responsible for a legal aid
column written for a local
and for the broadcasting of legal
information u'ver radio and televisipn (Universidad CatOlica de Chile
1974b).

Trade union organizations have also used a modified extension
program forinat to offer information to their members (Paulston 1971).
In Central America., for example, trade unions were organized between
1940 and 1954 and trade union education, for Workers under the

Inter-American Regional Organization of W4kers (ORIT) began in
1957. Seminars and courses are organized around such topics as cOllective bargaining, trade union organization, labor economics, grievances,

parliainentary procedure, finance:, and so on (Mejia Castro -196'7).
Another program of a similar type is organized in cooperation with the
University of Chile in Santiago. The projeet is designed' to prOvide
education and technical assistance to trade union. members and leaders
and includes economics, law, administriition, and bqsiness management.
The intent is to ,assist individuals in the operation of worker-managed
industries and in, securing bases Of power and-responsibility within their
legal rights (CorporaciOn Asistencia Tecnico=Sindical 1974).
Other examples of a predominantly extension-type model can be seen
in the field of health education. Surprisingly, however, there is a relative
scarcity of information in the literature on health programs. One reason

Jor this void is that health programs often form part of basic educatiOn,
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agricultural extension, and 'community developtnent projects, and another is that much of the attention of the medical field is in the
preventive and curative rather than in what health educators apparently
-refer to as the promotive area. Because many of the preventive programs
are designed, however, to deliirer services such as inoculations and other
forms of 'medicine, the activity is usually viewed as having some
Oucational impact. Nevertheless, as will be seen below, health extension
programs are generally not distinguishable in strategy from other basic
adult education programs discussed earlier.
One of the better knOwn health education efforts in e:entral America
and Panama in the 1960s was known as the. Program of Mobile- Units
for Rural Areas (PUMAR): It was begun in 1962 under the Alliance
.for Progress and was designed to have sixty mobile health .units, ten
in 'each co'untry, servicing 440 rural communities weekly. The units
provided basic medical and public heWth services and were to. organin
local committees to carry out community development activities. By the
end of 1964 the jeep-type ambulance units with a physician, nurse or
nurse aide, and_sanitary inspector were servieing a population- of two
million (Vintinner 1968).. The Paddocks (1973) visited the Nicaraguan
program, supposedly the most effeetive among the sik countries, and
found that there was little evidence of any community development
.

effGrts but that the health program was experiencing sonic success.
A more recent rural health extension program, this one in Guatemala,

was begun in 1971 through .the Ministry of Public Health and Social
Assistance. The focus of the program is on the training of auxiliary personnel, including health promoters, native midWives'; auxiliary 'nurses,
and rural health technicians. Health promoters are community volunteers

trained in public health, sanitation, nutrition, first aid, and in 'the
diagnosis and treatment of the most common diseases. They make use
of minimal facilities and are. supervised.periodically by a training team
composed of a doctor and a nurse. The native midwives program
responds to the reality of Guatemala where over 60 percent of all births
are saki to be attended by local, untrained midwives. Traiiiing of
midwives lasts for three weeks in a local hospital. whereupon .the..woman

receives'a basic set of instruments, dressings, and antiseptics. As with
the health promoters, the midwives receive periodic .supervisory visits.

The training program for auxiliary nurses is deS'igned to provide
individuals to staff the more than three hundred health posts in the
'country. The also constitate the largest staff component in rural
health ceriters and regional hospitals. Eandidates for auxiliary nurse
positions must have completed primary sehool and a fourteen-month
training program in one of two auxiliary-nurse training schools. Th.2.
final training prOgram is designed to prepare rural health technicians
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or individuals who are able to work in an, intermediate capacity between

mediCal doctors and health promoters. Limited to practicing in rural
areas, the technicians re prepared to improve healthlila broad sense
through a two-year program following tne completion of nine years of
formal schooling. They '-ate assigned to rural health posts as close to
their native community as possible and .work with an auxiliary nurse.
Throughout this program of training, the emphasis is on prOiiThtive and
preventive health care with medicaLcare coming from regional hospitals
(Long and Viau 1974).
Two rital examples of health care delivery conic from Colombia in
the late 1960s. i'he first is known as the ColOrnbian Institute of Family
"Well-being. It was begun in 1968 under the Ministry of Public Health
.with the oUjective of .protecting minors..under seven'years of age and

r

improving the, health status 'of families through nutrition education.
To these ends the institute initiated commttnity Centers for InfancY'
which, in addition to the above objectiYes, were also intended to foster
eommunity development programs (Reptiblica de Colombia 1973). The
centers are of different types depending,on the physical facilities avoiiable. They include hospitals, abandoned schools and other buildings,
and specially conStructed facilities. By 1973 there were six-ty.coMmunity
eenters with some four thousand health carepromoters working idabout
30 Percent of the rural .area of the country: The institute is.also involved

in a large nutrition and food delivery program in collaboration with
other ministries and international. agencies (de Zubira GOmez and
-Calder6n Martinez n.d.),
.The second Colombian example concerns a family planning program
carried out by,the Ministry of Public'. Health, the Colothbian Association
of Faculties of Medicine (ASCOFAME), and The Improved Well-being
Association of the Colombian Family (PROFAMILIA). The project. in
1967 was.emphasizing the use of intrauterine devices in family planning
ancl had etended its research and training efforts to 340 health centers
was, also' training urban *hospital personn.:1. i he
\in,. Small towns.
project was backstopped by the International Planned, Parenthood
Federation' whic,h, through the PROFAMJLIA office in Colombia, had
twenty-six family planning clinics and by. 1969 had reportedly served
63,000/women. Sanders (1970) reported that because of both political

problems and the intervention of the Catholic Church the family
planning program was moving cautiouslY in Colombia and thatthe
adopOorr' of such efforts has demanded a considerable transformation
of moral, religious, and other cultural values.
Discussion about theSe content-based adult educatiOn programs,
generally administered through agencies associated with the content
itself rather than througb education offices, raises the same limitations
o
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noted earlier. Such programs, like their counterparts in education, are
narrowly conceived and generally fail to link their efforts with other
social service 'agencies or other components in the social system.. The
emphasis,:is on delivering inforMation, skills, and -attitudes 'with the
assumption that these efforts'will enable the requisite behavioral ,ehanges

sought by program planners. The evidence, however, especially in the
agricultural extension and technical assistance field, demonstrates the
relative impotence of such strategies. As I indicate in chapter 7. It' is
clear to me that only through an integration of these. along with other,
interventions across sectors of society is there any basis for optimism
in the nonformal education and planned social change area. For noW.
however, I

shall turn attention tn the counterpart of many of these

extension efforts by discussing some of the .,ways community members
are organized either to receive assistance or to initiate community
self-help organizations,

Community Organizations
Adult basic education in uontent areas is often linked to community
organizations and amociations that derive their initial leadership from

outside of the comkunitv but are dependent on the voluatary participation of communk members. These organizations include women's clubs,
friendship grt-,ttps, ,cooperatives, and .cOmmunity enterprises. Their
purpose varl-'s from merely 'providing a mechankm to, bring together
a group of i;idividuals to receive technical assistance or instruction to
community action and community self-help. _Whereas I briefly describe
eXamples in eaeh of these areas, beginning with women's organizations.
I concentrate on the use of cooperatives in Latin America as they, with
the excePtion of community development progrars which are discussed

in the nekt chapter, appear to be given .the .highest priority anmig,
community organiiation efforts.
Although women's organizations are becoming more widespread, and
somewhat more militant, in Latin America, their growth has tended to
parallel the agricultural extension movement and they are often, used .as
informal receiving groups for programs in health, nutrition, saniation,
and family planning.. One of the most extensive efforts among Women's
organizatioms in Latin America was an outgrowth of the Honduran radio

school program (A('P14). Known ,as (lobes de Amas de Casa, or
housewives' clubs, the movement was initiated in 1967 .by a radio school

monitor and his wife who were concerned with the general exclusion
of..wonien from community action programs. BV 1.968, CA,RITAS
(Catholic Relief Services) had initiated; a nutrition and supplementary
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foods program for mothers of preschool children and had joined forces
with ACPH to foster .the housewives' club idea, By June of 1975 .there
were 947 such clubs with 19,500 members nationwide. The activities of
the clubs, now under the exclusive sponsorship of CARITAS, vary from
simple discussions of local problems, food preparation, literacy, and
health and sanitation to community development: 'artisanship, savings
clubs, consumer cooperatives, and so on. The goal is to foster a sense
of dignity and self-respect among women, to take advantage of the rights
accorded women as citizens, to support the family as,it awialinstitution,
.and to encourage community actiOn. A rotating .:re(lit fund has been

established to assist in these efforts. The program has alSo trained
seventy-five promoters of housewives' clubs who work full time as Salaried
promotion agents,

' A different approach to the organization and training of women can
be found. in:Bolivia. In 1973, the office of CODEX in Bolivia initiated
a survey, of the social promotion activities for women in the country.
These included such programs as the Girl Scouts,. nurses' organizations,
Catholic action, and housewives' clubs. It was found that the majority
of such activities were sponsOred by private rather than Public agencies;.
were-begun since 1960: were focused on 'education, with health programs
being emphasized; tted Spanish as 'the Means of comtuunication and
organized women primarily through courses, meetings,, and. seminars

(CODEX) 1973). As a result of the information gathered, CODEX
initiated a, pilot center for the development of Womem The focus of the

program is to organize women for social action through the training
of social Promotion agents and through sponsorshiP of grOup discussions
and seminarS. The intent is to overcome the traditional and stereotypical

roles ascribed to women, to encourage social action, to coordinate theeffints of women's organizations, and to foster group goals.
AlthOugh the organization of women is receiving considerable disctission and emphasis, the majority:of the community organizations in
Latin America, whose members neVertheless,. arc men, concentrate on
issues that are not sex-linked.' An example of an informal community
.

'organiZation designed to.serve a primarily receptiOn function for technical

assistance is the friendship group program of the .National FederatiOn
of Criffee Growers in Colombia. Rather than continue the.practices of
individual contact associate(l with many extension programs elsewhere
and which have proven for the Coffee Growers Federation to be inadequate for reaching large- nuMbers .of small rural farmers, the extension
service now works with ,farmers in community groups known as gropos

de amistad ("friendship gmup.') The Federation' argues that such
informal community institutionsexist in all, areas and are characterized
ca,
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by indigenous leaders, nu friendship group is a natural, informal
Organization whose voluntary membership is most often based on
residential patterns solidified through feelings of mutual confidence.
142

Such gro:ups uSe face-to-face methods of communication and members
are usually known to each other before being brought Lgether in meet:ings of five to twenty-five individuals. Leaders are said to' emerge
naturally, based upon such group criteria as sensitivity, intelligence, experience:and influence...The Federation has carried out .studies in several

departments throughout Colombia in order to identify such leaders.
It subsequently asks for their asSistance in carrying out the .extension
program, Meetings are then held and members of the group choose their
own leader, decide where and, when to, meet, topics for discussion, and
so on. The extension agent is preSent during 'the meetings and apparently

plays an important role in guiding the work of, the group. 'Lectures,
demonstrations, and discussions center on probleMs of health, education,
recreation, the application of new technology, and methods of produc-

tion. Currently, the Federation, reports that more than three thousand
friendship gr67,ps are organized with a membership of 34,000 individuals
in fourteen departments of ColOmbia (Saldarriaga Villa 1972; Federación
Nacional de Cafeteros ie Colornbia'1975).
There are many examples of community organizations, some of which

are' transitory -and specially focused,'-as in the friendship groups and
many women's' organizations,. and .Others which .form the basis of
economic and social cohesion for the entire community, as in cooperatives. Among some of .the former and almost all of the latter, the
ernphasis is on collective action where access to inforthation.: technology,
credit, and transportatkm is made easier and wherecommunity problem
'solving is supposedly ynhanced (Jimenez Sanchez and Laird 1974).
COOPERATIVES

Cooperatives, alsb known as associations and societies, are ncrmally

owned and controlled by their voluntary member patrons, wth each
member usnally having one vote, receiving the services of the cooperative

at cost, and sharing in the surplus earnings (United Nations 1954). It
aPpears that Latin America's first Looperatives, 'agricultural insurance
associations, emerged in Argentina in 1898 among Frenelt immigrants
(Konopnicki, 1971). After they were:recognized publicly bythe Argentine.
'government in 19,3,0, new *types emerged and spread rapidly, ,.By 1932
there were 251 and by 1939..there were 315 such organizations in that
country (Powell 1942). Other Latin Anierican nations subSequently
initiated legislation making cooperatives .possible. By 1940 in Brazil, for
exaMple, there were 256 consumer and 251 credit cooperatives among

5
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.more than 900 such organizations. In Chile, there existed different
farmers' societies before 1929, but true cooperatives did noterr :ge until
after 1936. By 1938 in Chile, thei; were 57 urban consumer cooperatives
and 38 agricultural cooperatives. AltIv.-ugh the countries of Central
'America and the Caribbean developed .cooperatives rather slowly,
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Bolivia, Uruguay, and Venezuela

all had cooperatives during thiS period. 'Mexico had bOth regular
cooperatives as well as the ejido or commtnial land holding societies
(Powell 1942; International Labw- Office 1953):
. BetWeen 1951 and 1973 coopera tives in Latin America increased from

7,568 to 25,757 and membership went from 2,227,750 to 9,463,655.
The major growth appeared in the 1960s. By 1970, Argentina and Brazil

accounted for nearly 50 percent of the societies and two-thirds of the
members. In addition, these two countries accounted kir more than
75 percent of agricultural and consumer cooperatives while Chile and
Uruguay had 25 percent of the housing and 14.4 percent of consumer
cooperatives. Transportation cooperatives have been especially strong
in Bolivia, Paraguay, and Mexico (Konopnicki 1971).

Because consumer cooperatives, the most 'widely accepted type in
Latin America, come from England and because savings 'and credit
cooperatives, the second largest type in Latin America, come from
Germany, it is clear that such institutions' are not indigenous to Latin
America (Fals Borda 1971). Instead they are ohen associated with
European inimigrants and are !egislated into: existence rather than
arising from popular movements. Thtis they Can emerge as easily for
political purposes to pacify peasants or to soothe adverse 'effects of '
depressions as to promote or promise' a better life. Even though there
are 1e0imate economic and social reasons for initiating cooperatives,
often their existence is pragmatically designed to satisfy bureaucratic
requiraments enabling participants to receive 'technical assistance, land,
or credit from social promotion agencies, (Hurtado and Herudek 1974).
Such bureaucratic devices can be seen in a very common governrnent
policy in Latin America concerning credit. In order for a peasant farmer

,to secure credit through a bank or credit fund, for exaMple, it is not
unusual to require that he belong to a cooperative. As a peasant leader
in Bolivia informed me,s it was for ibis type of benefit that he began to
organize the community into a cooperative, In fact, however, what the
'community initiated, according to this individual, !was not a cooperative
bat a loose-knit organization called a cooperative which Would satisfy the

legal requirements and make access to credit feasible. Another reason
.that social prornotion agencies are promoting cooperatives is the ease of
access they have to groups of peasants and the obvious implications for
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reducing costs in terms of reaching,greaier numbers. Because cooperatives are often the only institutionalized form of group aetivity in the
:rural area, . ieveral agencies use them as points of diffusion for health,
nutrition, literacy, and other forms of education. Likewise, agricultural
' assistance in terms of the use of seeds, fertilizers, methods of production,
and so on are.often channeled through the membership.
The majority of the cooperatives in Latin America, however, whether
they concern production, marketing, credit, consumption, or are multi-

purpose, combining' two or mOre of these functions, are organized
because they offer what appearS to be a relatively simple way for people

to come together in order to help themselv.zs. Often, for example,
cooperatives are designed to organize peasants for collective action by
eliminating miadlemen and thereby increasing the income and autonomy
of participaM:S. This is because the typical' middleman who provides the
eredit, sells the peasant his seeds and fer;.ilizers, arranges transportation,
and then distributes the product in the marketplace exacts a heavy price
for his services. In effect, such individuals fix the eultivator's rewards by
limiting the amount of production possible and demanding prohibitive
prices from the consumer. Profits conic from each step in the process by
simply taking. advantage of the peasant's lack of organization in tefrns
of entrepreneurial activity (Esquivel 1966). The introduction of a cooperative association is designed to lessen the influence of the middleman
and enable peasants to haVe more direct access Ao the marketplace and
thereby increase their income and power.
True cooperatives of the community-based type are dependent upon
a number of environmental_preconditions as well as certain membership
characteristics in.order that they may manifest desired goals. Whereas
the major gbal is the achievement of some level of economic success,

often the .wider economic and political conditions present are noi
conducive to such activity (Instituto Chileno de EducaciOn Cooperativa.
1974). Political and economic resistance by Middlemen or large land-

holders often creates obstacles to. the cooperative's operation. Such
resistance may be imbedded -in decades of accepted values ankbehavior

patterns by both peasants and intermediaries and be grounded in
cultural contracts of the patron-client. or compradrozo,. type. Another
environmental 'factor of importance is the economic stability present
in the area not only in terms of 'costs and earnings but, in the climatic
'and biophysical conditions bearing on agricultural production. Peasants
themselves must evidence sufficient soCial cohesion and uniformity in
terms of background, interests, and needs to form such organizations.
Mutnal .respect 'and trust among members in the eoalescence around
common socioeconomic incentives nuist therefore be present in, order
that tbe cooperative not falter from internal strife and bickering.
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EcUador provides an exartiple of a Latin American country that, has
experienced recent and rapid rowth of cooperatives. Whereas the first,
a savings and credit cooperat ve, was begun in the City of Guayaquil
in 1919, until 1937 when the jfirst law of Cooperatives.was. passed there
was little knowledge of thei organization and operation. After 1937
some grdwth in cooperatives was seen, but it was not until 1961 when
i

a national office of cooperatives was established that a cooperative
movement can be said td/ have begun. By 1973 there were 2,274
cooperatives with 100,000 members; 5 percent of these cooperatives had

/
55 percent of ,the total capital.
Some 46 percent of more than 2,000.
cooperatives are of the riroduction type while 22 percent ate service,

lj 'ocrcent credit, and /14 percent are consumer oriented. Of the
,prtion cooperatives/ almost all are agricultural while the service
.cooperatives are primarily concerned with urban housing and the
services are almost exr lusively oriented toward Jransportation involving
bus and taxi drivers (Hurtado and Herudek 1974).

From the perspective of social, promotion agencies, the success of
cooperatives also depends on the education and technical assistance
received by members. Such programs are likely to be directed to the
rationale and organizational requirements inherent r-. cooperatives a;-, well

as to the problems of decision-making, leadershi. 4 n d accounting
including costs to the membership, pricing, distribution of earnings, and
go on. There'is some evidenceto suggest that these primarily educational

inputs are not being carried Out satisfactorily and at .' at the root of
problems associated with the operation of cooperative:, (Heath 1969).
Hurtado and Herudek (1974) report for example, that in several Ecuadorian provinces some 85 percent of 'tht members of cooperatives had no
idea what a cooperative was even though they were members. Thus they

coMment that two major interrelated issues emerge with regard to
cooperatives. One is the idea that only the leadership of the cooperative
is aware of 'the organizational and operational intricacies of th.. -institution and that these individuals often take advantage of the Worker's
labor. This is also supported by Benecke (1973) in Chile. The, second

major problem' mentioned by Hurtado and Herudek concerns the
preparation, knowledge, and organizational skills of the membership
with regard to participating in a cooperatiVe. They find that to avoid
these problems many social promotion agencies are retaining the actual
operation of the cooperative in their offices rather than turning the'
institution.over to the membership itself.

One example of this latter problem can be seen in the Agricultural
Enterprise Promotion Program (FETA) in Ecuador. Organized in 1971

and restructured in 1973, PPA is designed to assist small farmers in
the coastal region of Ecuador increase their productivity and income

10t-el0
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through the organiotion and -support of agricultural cooperatives.

Through technical assistance, the development of production and invest-.
ment plans, and credit for irrigation and infrastructure development,
the program has successfully enabled farmers to meet their economic

.

objectives. In order to qualify for assistance, a cooperative must be
organizeil and must have ,a paid manager trained.by the program. Thesalary of the manager andother start-up and administrative costs may
be paid for through loans from the program. Accountants and agricultural technicians servicing the thirty-seven participating cooperatives
are financed jointly 1-v the program and the cooperatives.. The 1,463
small farmers reached through the program are ip.volved primarily in
rice- cultivation and, although participating in a cooperative, may be
organized communally or individually in terms of production. Assisted
by market incre1tses in the price of rice, the farmers in the program are
nevertheless showing income gains of as high as 1.000 percent over
preproject levels. Before the program, participants were tenant farmers,
dependent on intermediaries for credit and committed to selling.their
,harvest at barely brek7even prices. Owing to agrarian reform and the
establishment of 'cooperatives, as well as to ideal circumstances 'for
large-scale modern agriculture, the PPEA iroject has been able to take
advantage of ,the farmers' desires- to increase their standards of living..
While all of these positive effects have been going forward, PPEA is'
still criticized for its paternalistic approach in that it has not provided
sufficient training in basic a'ccounting procedures to cooperative managers. It is argued that without such training, in the long run the farmers
will remain dependent on outside assistance (Hatch n.d.).
Whereas the PPEA program is indicative of an isolated, yet somewhat
successful, cooperative assistance effort, two other examples provide
additional insight into the pals ot such agencies. In Chile, the Institute
for Cooperative Education (CECOOP) provides training and technical
assistance for theChilean cooperative moventent: In existence since 1963
and maintained and supported 'by -fifty-five member cooperatives. the
institute between lune of 1965 and October of 1974 offered 305 courses
-to 11,304 individuals at various levels of cooperative involvement (Instituto
Chileno de EducaciOn Cooperativa 1975). Likewise, the Institute of
Cooperative Investigation and' Formation Ui Honduras, in existebce
sfrice 1974, is designed to accelerate the development of the cooperative
mOvement through research and education. Although the program is
very new, the early emphasis has been on educating members and
directors of cooperatives through courses, seminars, and correspondence
instruction. As in other countries, the institute is the education extension
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arm of the. HondUran Confederation of Cooperatives composed of seven
federations and including some 75.000 members in 425 cooperatives.

Even though there is a recognized need for cooperative education
programs and it is apparent that there are and have been rnanY agencies
involved in the delivery of such information and skills (Colombian I950),
a three-country study by Fats Borda (1971) found them inadequate. He
reported that in the majority of the cooperatives he studied, an average
of four months of preparption was used in initiating a cooperative. Such
activity was often in the form of short courses for members and additional ;courses for leaders. Some inVolved the use of mass media whereas
others included literature and posters and still others involved visitations
to already ongoing neighboring cooperatives. Fa ls Borda remarks thatsuch instruction was often incomprehensible. redundant, an.cl superficial.
He states: "In the end, most such;efforts could be seen as largely wasted,
as the reality of she local organization imposed rules, expectations, and
ways of organization not anticipated in the lessons" (1971:71).
A study by Carroll (1969) of cooperatives in Latin America findS that
most successful cooperatives reported in the literature are isolated and
localized programs. He believes that the reason for the lack of success,

does not rest as much with education as it does with such external
factOrs as legitimacy, structural obstacles, and socioeconomic linkages.
He comnients on some of these factors in the following statement:
Sporadic' successes notwithstanding. large:scale peasant cooperative movements

will have to await the emergence of strong. ideologically committed peasant
unions, usually in the aftermath of agrarian reforms. Through such a link-up to
national power sources cooperatives can obtain essential external support. The
economic base of cooperatives can. in turn, offer campesino sindicatos independence and continued viability. However., there is danger that unless the
ideologicarcommitmeni is deep, political and economic support may be withdrawn from peasant cooperatives before they can overcome the many internal
obstacles they face and before they are able to consolidate their positions. tp. 811.

Because the organization of cooperatives is almost totally dependent
Upon leadership emanating from outside of the community itself, there
is an inherent danger of such institutions becOmrng mere pawns in the
hands of other agencies. This appears to he the conclusion of Fais Borda
(1971) in his study of eleven cooperatives in Colombia, Venezuela, and
Ecuador. He found that whereas all of the cooperatives were initiated
and promoted from outside the respective communities and that through

the transfer of technology and the provision of improved social and
financial services solne were able to raise"produdion and levels of living,
none appeared to have a wider effect on collective action'. Instead, they
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were most often mechanisms of adjustment for rural . peasants to the
existing social order which in itself was in need of structural reform.
As Fa ls Borda remarks: "Regardless of sponsorship or type. the
cooperatives as a rule did not, broaden the political and civic consciousness of their members, nor did they stimulate enough self148

determination, autonomy and creativity among the peasantry as to lead
to significant political. economic =And social transformation" (1971:143).
Although one may concur with Fa ls Borda in his desire to see the
"liberation and transformation" of the marginal rural population, such
high standards for judging theni successful likely gdr.beyond what is
realistic in terms 'of the constraints established by competing and much
more powerful vested interests at the regional and national levels. As
Carroll (1969) notes, there is a circularity in the situation: i: begins with
the necessity for outside assistance because of the lack of knowledge
and responsibility .by par ,cipants: this is followed by a need on behalf
of the outside agency to protect its investment and avoid failure combined
with continued scarcity in opportunities for participants to learn necessary skills; this, in turn, leads to the need for further outside assistance.
and so on. Thus there is little doubt that as individuals are brought into
the national market and receive the, wisdom of technical 'assistance
agents their dependency on national and world economic and political
conditions increases. Once.again, we can see liberation and development
in the context of overall cooperative processes and goals. Fals Borda
.himself appears to be concerned with this ideological impasse:
It can be expe'eted that rural cooperatives of the credit and entrepreneurial types
may continue functioning for many more years as they have functioned until
the prcsent, as safe symbols of social reform, adjusting themselves to the
dominant milieu, prontoting marginal changes..and helping to "develop" the
countries without tampering with the foundations of the prevailing socioeconomic
system. Yet the coOperative movement in its present .form. even with its many
limitations. may carry within it the seeds'of a more basic or revolntionary trans-

formation, as the general social crisis experienced in Latin America becomes
More and more acute. A CertMn increase of the peasant's awareness of present
social probleMs and fife conditions, an increase of his income, and of his capacity
to manage his own affairs,',may be prerequisite to a subsequent more significant.
transformation. Marginal modifications of this type :may thus 'acquire an
accumulated force that can lead to more basic change. (1971:1451
COMMUNITY ENTERPR1ES

Cooperatives are only. one of several types of participatory enterprises
that exist at the local level. Others incluce collectives, or the aggregation
of community resources for common projects; ejith2s. .fmind primarily
in '74exico, where crop surplus are markete.d through the tjido while
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private plots are cultivated; empresas comanitarias. where individuals
are paid a' wage and other proceeds are directed to a general fund to
pay for supplies, equipment, administration, and training; and worker
owned and managed industries where workers are involved in profit
sharing and the general management of such enterprises. Each of these
forms of socioeconomic organization is dependent on educational extension programs to provide basic knowledge, skills, and attitudes to the
membershill. Some are tied to`a liberation ideology where the destruction

of patron-client dependency relationships is the major goal, whereas
others ,aie primarily development oriented and geared to international
capitalism.
The Fundachin Cardijn in Chile, for example. provides a program of

technical assistance and training for worker managed and owned
industries in order to foster democratic participation and encourage
placing control of the means of production as well as the resulting profits

in the hands of the workers themselves. Similarly, a program at the
National University in Costa Rica is, designed to assist campesinos in
collectiyely acquiring and directing the means of production, controlling
decisions over their use, and allocating the resulting products (Escuela
de Planificación y Promoción Social n.d.). In each of these c'ases, the
intent is ,:to foster collective rather than indivieual action and to credie
a bond between producers and.conSumers so that cooperativism becomes
a way of life. There are often attempts to coordinate such efforts with
access to credit and technical assistance and considerable stress is placed
on education for liberation,through conscionsness-raising programs.

An example of a community enterprise program that was designed
from a holistic perspective was carried out by the National Agrarian
Federation (FANAL) in Colombia. FANAL is a private, nonprofit
federation of rural trade unions composed of more than 120,000 members and affiliated with the Workers Union of Colombia. Since its
beginning in 1946 FANAL has represented rural workers in their
attempts to improve th'eir own socioeconomic levels as well as to assist
in the reform of agrarian structures. Educationally, FANAL is involved
at the national level in what might be termed civic education including
areas' like sOcio-organizational problems associated with cooperatives
and,cOMMunity enterprises and the rights and responsibilities of campesinos under new agrarian reform legislation. Utilizing a modified trickledown approach, for example, FANAL provides short courses of instruc-

tion to camPesino leaders on the impact of the agrarian reforrn on
farmers.

In 1972 FANAL initiated an experimental program of cooperative
farming enterprises in two areas of Colombia. Through the purchase of
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two farms, one of ISO hectares and the other of 240'hectares, FANAL
established the community enterprises in an attempt to improve the
economic and social conditions of participating rural workers by providing guaranteed incomes. The ownership, of the farms remained in the
hands of FANAL, however, and subsistence farmers of small plots were
selected to participate in what was promised as a profitable community
farming enterprise. Technical and socio-organizational assistance as well
'as a rotating credit.fund were established by FANAL in order to support
the experimental programs.
The first farm. Rosales, is now termed a failure by FANAL whereas
the second, Acacias, is still in operation. At Rosales, FANAL claims to
have ,made ,considerable progress in the sociidization of workers to

produce as a community enterprise. 'There were many problems encountered, however, in moving toward a cooperative in terms of
consumption and the provision of community services. The explanation
of the failure at Ro.sales is. attributed to outside political agiptors who
demanded that the workerS have title to their land rather than work
for FANAL. As the land at Rosales is now being sold in small parcels
to individual farmers and FANAL is abandoning the project, the Acacias.
farm is apparently evolving to the same fate. Although there are-likely
to be many other factors at work ,which would assist in the explanation
of the demise ,of Rosales as, .a cooperative farming enterprise
selection Of participants), the issue of land tenure appears as one of the

more significant. Whether the failure could have, been avoided by
announcing at the outset plans for the .grad,%al assumption of worker
ownership is unknown. The case does suggest, however, the importance
of assessing both-the aspirations of a target population in such areas
as land tenure as well as- the external constraints like political pressures
which impinge directly on such a program.
A final ''example of an agency designed to foster alternative socioeconomic organizations is' the Foundation
the Socio-Economic
Development of the Marginal Classes (FUNDECLAM) in Bogota. The
foundatio'n creates industrial or service oriented community enterprises
in which the membership provides the labor and stibsequently receives
the econdmic benefits. In collaboration with the national apprenticeship
service (SENA) a special urban technical-vocationaf skills piTgram is
designed for marginal urban dwellers. These individual4, under
FUNDECLAM, are then organized into a community enterprise which
is eventually designed to become an autonomously managed business
drawing technical and administrative assistance 'from FUNDECLAM.

The foundation attempts to secure credit for incipient enterprises
through..other agencies and assists in developing commercial channels
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-for selling _products and services emanating from the enterprise. Thus
far FUNDECLAM has initiated three community enterprises, one in
services and two in dressmaking. The foundation retains'50 percent of
the earnings of the 'various enterprises in order to, among other uses,

--create--andraaintain an education fund. create new enterprises, repair
equipment, and augment the capital of the foundation. In anticipatign
of the division of the remaining SO percent of the earnings, workers are

paid a salary of less than U.S. $.20 per hour (Fundación Para el
Desarroilo SocioeconOrnico de las Cases Marginadas n.d.a, b).
Given the holistic apptoach adopted here, community organizations

like cooperatives and community enterprises are a necessary .socioeconomic aspect of social hange programs. As can be seen, however,
thcse forms of popular participation are characterized by both internal
and ekternal problems which make their effectiveness extremely 'difficult
to maximize. They are often overly dependent on ,external agencies for

assistance, subject to economic and sociostructural obstacles, and do
not have a sufficient power base to be competitive economically with
large commercial- establishments. Furthermore, such organizations lack
the leadership which can relate to the wider socioeconomic environment
in terms of the knowledge and skills that characterize that environment.

Education can address this last issue onl, in terms of transmitting
information and skills; whether the education will take hold, however,
depends on the alteration of the other moie systemic problems. Even
where communal systems of control Over production are attempted, such
efforts most often relate to the 1,,ider network of credit, technology, and
marketing based on individualistic and, capitalistic ideologies and
practices. This wider environment inevitably shapes and pressures small
communally based organizations of which only a few are likely to sustain

the strength to persevere. As Fats Borda and many liberationists say,
however, the long-term impliCations of such programs maY be an
inCrease in an individual's awareness and responsibility leading to a
more basic societal transformation as pressures for system-wide changes
increase.
Summary

This chapter, in contradistinction to the adult education and .literacy
discussion in chapter 4, is concerned with adult basic education programs

that are finked to and administered by such content-based agetcies as
agriculture and health. The chapter also discusses community organizations designed as either information reception groups or community
self-help programs. The agricultural extension model, exported to Latin
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America from the United States in the l9403, formed the basis for many
agricultural education and technical assistance efforts. Examples of
these programs are discussed and the conclusions from the ayailable
research literature are reported. The agricultural extension experience
suggests that such programs have had a limited impact with small
farmers and are highly dependent on the existence of favorable socioeconomic conditions as well as access to credit, technology, and market-

ing. Legal, .trade union, and health education programs which have
apted variants of theextensioo model appear even less socioeconomically integrated than do agriculture programs.
Community organizations, as the counterpart to the efforts of many
content-based adult education programs, are discussed in terms of their
iunction as Centers of reception for information and technical assistance

as well as institutions to foster community self-help. In the former
category women's organizations and friendship groups are offered as
examples whereas in the latter category the emphasis is on cooperative§
with some mention of community enterprises. It is argued that altliough
community organizations of the cooperative and community enterprise
types are necessary components in a holistic approach to social change,
they face a considerable number of obstacles both internally and externally. Problems of leadership and basic administrative and organizational
skills are examples of internal problems, and paternalism, size, access
to markets, 'and so on are examples of external problems. In both areas,
the effect of education is questionable as the smail community organ- ,
ization is primarily dependent on the structural constraints existing in
the wider society.
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Community Development
and Integrated Development

This chapter discusses two approaches to social change which have been
alluded to.in the preceding chapters. The.. first is cornmunity development, a self-help and community mobilization scheme based primarily
on man-oriented principles,- and the second is integrated development,
or a prirriarily multifaceted interventionist model based on more holistic

and systemic assumptions. Bath approaches bring together the rather
isolated and single-channel approaches discussed in preceding chapters.
Whereas we now have considerable insight into the strengths and weaknesses of community development as a resuit of the experiences of the
last twenty-five yea.:s, integrated development is rather new on the scene

and has yet to be researched in any systematic way. On the basis of
available .evidence, however, it is argued that whereas self,help community development effprts have not demonstrated much impact in
desired directions the,. integrated approach based upon its holistic
assumptions appears tO offer considerably more pr omise.
Community Development

Aspects of various educational programs discussed

in

preceding

chapters, including.community schools, basic education; literacy training, extension education, ,cooperatives, and to some degree technical/
vocational training, 'came together in the late 1940s and 1950s to form
a more comprehensive approach to local development goals (Pan
American Union 10' -). The term was community development and it
referred to the act? !ment of social and economic progress through
the voluntary and r
e Participation of community members (United
Nations 1955). Its closest ally in, time and method was probably the
158
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fundamental education programs of UNESCO, but as can be seen from
the preceding discussions, the cultural missions of Mexico and ekewhere
in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s clearly form a continuous thread leading

to community development efforts. Thus, although it was the international multilateral agencies, especially the United Nations, which
ptiShed the community development model, Latin Americans had been
engaged in such efforts long before the pronouncements of such agencies
gave them a legitimate term with which to refer to their prograMs.
Community development can mean many things to many people. To
some it is a process, to others a method, and to still others it may be a
program or even a movement (Sanders 1958). Whereas the early rhetoric
of those devoted to community development Would have one believe it
was a truly multipurpose activity, and in some cases it clearly was, in
the majority of cases community, development was little more than ap

educational effort akin to other adult basic education programs. It
expanded considerably, however, on the delivery of the single educa .
tional product like literacy, basic education, agricultural assistance,

and public health and attempted to bring together these various
branches in a 'unified effort. Whereas in this respect community develop-

ment was Multipurpose, it still failed to deal systematically with the
structural constraints associated with such phenomena as credit, marketing, the application of technology, and so on.

Community development acquired its characteristic features under
Mahatma Gandhi and Rajendra Pradesh in India in the early .1940s. It
spread throughout Asia and Africa and is,said to have had its greatest

impact in Latin America in the late 1950s and early 1960s (United
Nations 1964: Violich and Astica 1967). Perhaps the unique contribution
of community development was the notion of community initiative and
self-help. This involved at least three aspects. First, it was assumed that

if the activities engaged in by the community were responses to the
expressed or felt needs of the populace, there would be sufficient motivation to carry through with such activities resulting in,the icsolution of
an immediate *problem: second, the method often involved the organ-,

ization of a community around a junta de acción comunal or a
community* action committee of local leaders who would decide the
priorities to be dealt with and the course of action to be taken; and,
third, the entire community, including men, women, and youth, were to
be mobilized behind the junta in attacking the priority, problem area.

Thus it was the process of community mobilization dnd self-help,
generally within the constraints established by available human and
physical resources, that was to guide the community developrnent
process. It was also this reliance upon community initiative and resources
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which proved to be inadequate to the development goals i,ought. liletrospect, it was not the emphasis on self-help or felt needs as components in the community development movement that prevented the
movement from manifesting tangible goals; it was self-help as the goal
which likely caused the problems.

One gets the impression from looking at such programs that the
building of latrines, roads, schools, houses, and so on were merely
means to the creation of a self-help community climate and structure.
Thus such activities, although valuable in their own right,, were not the

ends of the process. Instead, it was the attituonal and value changes
accompanied by a community decision-making structure which was the
real goal and the one which was to outlive any single project. Once each
community could experience the power it had among its own populace

and could manifest that potential, it was hoped that the community
development process would be continuous and everla...ing.

A central aspect of community development programs in terms of
their operation was the change agent or community development worker:

It was this individual, sent to the community by a pUblic or private
agency, including the international voluntary groups like Peace Corps,
who was charged with teaching the local populace how to mobilize its
resources for solving community problems. If the change agent did not
live in the rural village or urban barrio, he at least visited frequently.
It was hi task to know the community, carry on a dialogue to discover
felt needs, assess available resources, encourage the specification of a

solvable problem, .and organize the community to take appropriate
action. The dependence on a change agent was so freqy ent that a United
Nations mission visiting thirty communities and twenty-two projects in
Jamaica, Haiti, Puerto Rico, TrirtiJad, and Mexico in 1953 was unable

to find a project that was not begun without the entrance of such a
person (Hussein and Taylor 1953).
Because these self-help community development programs initiated by
either outsiders or members of the community trained by outsiders were

so common it is difficult to find cases where community action has
occurred without such intervention. Robert Redfield's (1950) description

of Chan Koin, a village in the Yucatan area of Mexico, appears to
provide one such case. After having studied the community. in 1933,
Redfield returned to asSess changes throughout the next sixteen years.
Although he found that the community was highly progressive he had
difficulty in explaining its success in terms other than competent leadership, which he suggests was common among its original settlers. In his
success-begets-success expbnation, Redfield comments that the Community took advantage of outside influence and was intent upon achieving greater political poWer through "becoming 'a pueblo" as early as
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1917. "To' 'become a L.blo' meant to adopt many of the ways and
pothical forms and ambitions of townspeople. It meant to accept the

tools, leadership, and conceptions of progress which were then being
offered to the villagers of Yucatan by the leaders of Mexico's social
revolution" (1950:1). Such an objective, according to Redfield, was the
basis upon which the collective energy of the people was directed. It
was the com2etition with other villages in the pursuit of becoming a
pueblo which enabled the leadership to mobilize action.

Whereas the Redfield study of Chan Korn likely provided some
sapPort to the notion that communities could actualIY- fosster Fuch
grass-roots action, there is a dearth of information on communities that
ever did so. ,1nstead, the model community development program
involving change agents and self-help continued to evolve until it began

to draw some attention by researchers. Pascoe (1966), for example,
analyzed thirty-six community levelopment programs in Mexico, Central
America, Panama, and the Caribbean and concluded that such activities
were often completely unrelated to ongoing activities like la.,k1 reform,
regional economic planning, the creation of markets for products, and
so on. In addition, Pascoe noted that there was a complete absence of

research on such programs. Subsequently, Adams (1964) argued that
community development initiatives presupposed the existence of national
development in the sense that there had to be a source for new knowledge, new technology, and credit and financing ihorder for communities
to manifest 'socioeconomic goals. Erasmus (1968) also challenged the

self-help model by pointing tr its reliance on "democratic community
partigipation," "self-determination," "local self-govez.n,,ent" and other
such rhetorie to the near exclusion 3f material ,goals such as living,
standards, housing, health, and r, o on. In reviewing the literature,
Erasmus found little evidence of the impact of the community development strategy and little attempt to specify or measure tangible goals.
He also suggested that the community development fervor be directed
toward more material gcals which would rai,e production levels ,and
living standards.
While these 'self-help commuhity develoPment projects were spread
throughout Latin America in the 1950s and 1960s and continue today

in large numbers in prObahly every country, they were apparently
paralleled by a few other community 'developMent efforts which adopted
a more multifaceted strategy. Whereas the self-help initiative was still

the major goal in these latter efforts, they differed from the more
narrowly conceived programs in the sense that they attempted to bring
other resources to :he community which enabled some potential socioeconomic .benefit to be felt at the local level. I would like to turn to a

brief discussion of a few cases which attempted to foster this more
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multifaceted approach; at the same 'ime I, will demonstrate how community development projects grew out of basic or fundamental education
efforts.

One of these programs was unden the* direction of the; Mexican
Secretariat of Education and was associated with UNESCO.. Begun in
.1949, the Mexican Pilot:program in Basic Education shows the transition

between fundamental education and community development .that
occurred during this period. Whereas the program went beyond basic
education -,-and included a more' multipurpose and coMprehensive
approach. it failed to concern itself with wider structural constraints.
The program took place in a valley in Mexico's Western- state of Nayarit

and was designed to (1) supply all *residents with basic ret Iing and
writing skills. (2) improve the economic bit,es of the population through
beeter .farming methods and organization, (3) :improve the conditions
.of home and family life, (4) improve all aspects of sanitation and health,
and (5).provide new and better forms of recreation (Fisher 1957).

The assumption was that change was interdependent :and slow in
coming and'. that the program would have' to be highly integrated and
0

flexible. The precondition to success. Was thought to be based on gaining
the confidence of the residents in the community,,,Whereas the first year

--'of the program was reported to have -been intense with considerable
enthusiasm and confidence (Radvanyi 1951), immediately thereafter
there emerged certain personnel problems internal to the program and
:certain external political probleMs revolving around land tenure. The
result was a new approach applied tO one village rather than the whole
valley. The Strategy byame less integrated, and the problems with the
land tenure system continued as ittempts to make basic alterations
evoked serious resistance by those who stood to profit from the system
as it was. According to Fisher (1957), results were negligible in all
areas with the Oception of the recreation. housing, and basic education,
programs. Fisher attributes these results to an in.ability to alter the
pOlitical system and a lack of government support.,'He concludes that
the construction of a network of roads in the area contributed more in
terms of change than all of the pilot project technicians combined.
A second program which.demonstrat,:s the transitional period between
fundamental ,education and community development was also carried
out in Mexico in the early 1950s. Under the auspices of CREFAL, the

project took place inTzintzuntzan, a village field laboratory and a
potential showcase to demonstrate the effects of comthunity development

activities (Foster 1967). Initiated in 1953. the project was designed to
introduce pottery making, weaving, furniture making, chicken rani::hing,

and embroidery into the conimunity. In addilion, there were projects
, planned but never realized to encourage people:to sweep the fronts-of
7 :-)
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their houses on Saturdays, to iffitiate the playing of musical selections by
bands on Sundays, and to open a community store. With the exception
of embroidery, all of the projects failed. Foster (1%7) suggests that there
were technical, communicatiOn', structural, and cultural problems which

explain the lack of success at Tzintzuntzan. Technically, there were
problems with new equipment introduced into the ccmmunity; in terms
of communication, Foster contends that CREFAL's objectives were not
well understood and that there was a lack of supervision and assistance;

stn. Aurally, there was a problem associated with the existence of a
continuing market for the products and crafts produced; and culturally,
there was an assumption that cooperativism was prevalent in the community when actually the population was very inditridualistic as well as
conservative and suspicious. In effect, the lack of success is attributed
to CREFAL.rather than to the shortcomings of the community.

Another exampl6 of a transitiOnal prograrn,.also. in Mexico, was
carried out in the Lake Patzeuaro area by students ia the CREFAL
training program. The project was intended to introduce chicken farming to a group of Tarascan Indians on the island of La Pacanda. For
three years, beginning in 1951, the project encountered no success in
introducing the program. In 1954, however, three communitY Tesidents

agreed to accept twenty-five pullets. The next year the same men
accepted supervised loans for egoipment purchases and for building
chicken houses. They also received 135 pullets each along with veterinary
care, weekly allowances for feed, and technical supervision. By 1960 half
of the island's sixty-five families were raising chickens and many more

had. applied for loans. The La Pacanda: program was termed one of
CREFAL's most successful experiments (Smith 1961).

The dependence on education and self-help, akin to futida mental
education's emphasis on beginning where the people are, on stimulating
loCal improvement, and on raising hopes and aspirations can be seen
in these and other community developme rs+. projects begun &ring the
1950s and 1960s. Bolivia, for example. initiated the National Community
Development Service (SNDC) cin 1950. By 1965 it began to receive
increased support and by 1974 had apparently completed 1,370 comrnunity development projects and had trained more than 15,000 campe-

through a s. help-oriented program (USAID 1974).
Although such efforts led in 1972 to a more inteerated approach to
sino leaders

change with emphasis on economic goo,IF, it has apparently not taken
hold owing to a lack of specific objectives, vior p%Inning, technical and
financial assistance, and trainee follow up (USAID 1975).
Another multifaceted program in Bolivia, a variant on the ,_offimunity
development model, was begun in the 1950s, and'1960s and continues
today. Employing different methods of colonization, that is, spOntaneous,
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directed, and foreign, , the Bolivian government attempted to encourage

individuals to move into the fertile lowlands of the country where
the area was relatively sparsely populated and where the government
wanted to increase agricultural production. Carried out initially in the
Santa Cruz area, the program provided the migrants with assistance

through a monthly subsidy, housing, medical attention, technical
assistance, and community services. Even with such support, however,

some 75 percent of the migrants abandoned the project. The failure
was explained in terms of a lack of access to markets and an inability
of the migrants to be self-sustaining when government subsidies were
reduced. In the late 1960s the construction of a paved access road
made some colonies more economically viable but droughts apparently
affected the potable water supply and caused gnany families to leave
the area. Whereas the colonization program had these problems with
Bolivian migrants, the foreign migrants ha:e not abandoned the area
and have been able to manifest a more viable economic existence. One
explanation provide\d for the success% of the foreigners is their ability to
rely on strong cooperatively based sociocultural institutions along with

the existence among them of agronomists who developed research
programs for deciding what agricultural crops should be produced
(USAID 1974).
One can note the rather eclectic approaches involved in these examples

and the problems inherent in introducing change into a community.
Although such brief references to both simple and complex methodologies
and projects are insufficient to make any judgments as to why a program
succeeded or failed, those who have tried to make such analyses have
usually come away with few answers. One of the most recent reviews of
community development programs appeared in 1968 (United Nations).
At that time the researchers found,a continuing trend toward community
development methods and principles in the absence of any clear evidence
of impact. The reviewers concluded:
' The Latin American exper'ence in community development training has tiM been
altogether satisfactory to the countries or to the international agencies. CREFAL

found tbat its work over some fourteen years demonstratal that the differing
situations of the countries would not admit of a single generalized treatment.
'

The development activities at the local level for limited geographical coverage .or
small numbers of people did not bring abcut the structural changes required for
it "take-off." It was concluded that better results could be achieved by attempting

to integrate activities at the local or sectoral leveis by linking these with more
comprehensive schemes. As a result, the community development approach.-;--

which had been conceived as universally effectiveshould be regarded as a
method of action to assure popular participation and its coordination with efforts
of the public sectol, rather than as gutonomous programmes with inter-sectoral
. objectives. [United Nations 1968:741
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Two additional examples of community development approaches, allsia
of the intersectoral type, are somewhat more comprehensive than those
discussed thus far. These projects were also initiated in the early 1950s.
The first, and probably the most famous poptlar, participation program
in Latin America in recent decades, was the' Cornell University. Vicos
project in the Peruvian highlands. Beginning in 1952, a team of Cornell
social scientists led by Allan, J-Iolirberg attempted to design and implement a systematic prograin of research and development in order to
determine how a hacienda community wou4d respond to, a concerted
.effort to introduce it to a more modern way of life. In collaboration with
the Peruvian Indianist Institute, the team asshmed a'lease controlling

a large estate known aS Vicos with 40,000 acres of land and 1,703
monblingual Quechua-speaking Indians N!irho had ben bound to the land
as serfs or peOns since earlyCclonial times (Holmberg 1965). The basic

strategy was to introduce innovations into those aspects of the local
culture in which the greatest deprivations were felt and to do so in an
integrated or contextual way rather than piecemeal. Each of the particular

goals was mapped, with attention placed on the current, past, and
projected constraints impinging on its achievement. These constraints
institutional in1 ideological situation0a record oP past
included base
interventions, the present institutional and ideological situation, plans for
program interventions, and corresponding institutional and ideological
goals'Or end points (Holmberg 1958).
Early conscriltation with the population resulted in a program concentration in economics ane technology, nutrition and health, and education.
Tne intent was'to develop independent and dynamic problem-solving and

decision-making organizations which would assume community leadership. Among the early projects. potato, crop yield's were increased by as
much as 400 percent; a school was built andenrollment increaSed front
14 in 1951 to 2501n 1958; arid a health post was built and the:health status
and nutrition kevels of the population were improved (Flolmberg 1960).

,The comprehensive and inultifaceted approach of the Cornell team,
although aimed at many tangible outconies like, those justmentioned,
remained with the self-heln community d velopment bias. This tangible

and intangible combination can be IlOi d in the following quotation
from Holrnberg: "I must again stress, owever, that only a broad and
integrated approach to problems of development made it possible to reach

the desired goals of higher standards of living, social respect, and a
self-reliant and enlightened community which can eventually take
responsibility for the direCtion of its own affairs as a functioning part of
the nation"v (1960:82).

After five 'years the Cornell lease to the haeiendl expired. Thus in 1957
the Cornelljeam encouraged the government to expropriate the property
C
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from the holders of the title in favor c) (he Indians. Up until this point
there was apparently little attention paid by the local power elite to the
project since it was assumed that .any benefits that had Occurred would
aecrue to the title holders. Again Holmberg offers his perception of this
dilemma:
It was inconceivable in the local area that sueh a property might be sold back
to its indigenous inhabitants. Consequently, local power elites itnmediately threw
every possible legal block in the,.way of the title yeverting to..the .Indian community. They ,set a price on the, property that would, have been impossible for
the Indian community ever to pay; -members of the Project were -charged with
being agents of the Communist world; the- Vicosinos were accused of being pawns
of American capitalism; Peruvian workers in the field Were- regarded g. s spies
of the American government. 11965:71
,

.

Although the finalProperty settlement took almost five years, as the
Peruvian gOvernment apparently did little more than pay lip service to
the cause pf the Vicosinog, the community finally, became independent
in 1962 after interventions by, offiCial United States government .repreSentatives-(Holmberg 1965). Other political .problems in the community
emerged during the early 1960s-With the .entrahce and expulsion of Ate
U.S. Peace Corps (Patch 1964). The issue apparently concerneda
personal loan guaranteed by a Peace Corps volonteer and was followed
by considerable ' confusion and misunderstanding in the. community.
Richard Patch explained the, probleni in the context of long-term cOmmunity action programs which inevitably lead to splinter groups, some of
which will seek to either control the program to their own advantage or
,

underrnne the progrmu's efforts (Patch 19641.
The Vicos experience, at least early on in the project, can be character-

ized as successful in terms of the community development philosophy
and method for which it stood..Even though it expanded .somewhat oh
the self-help strategy through the research and development approach
of f he Cornell team, it was neVertheless a rather confined cominunity
effort. Its influencoin the.late 1950s and throughout the 1960s on other
community action efforts.; .hOwever, was apparently substantial. One
program which it supposedly influenced took place in the immediate
environs of the Andean region'and.wa; referred to as the Andean Mission
Progiramme (Dobyns, Doughty, and Lassweil 1971; Rubio Orbe 1957).
This' program was initiated in 1954 through the multilateral supPort of
organizations such as the. International Labor 01:ganizaion the United

Nations, the Food. and Agriculture Organization, thelWorld Health
Organization, and UNICEF. Including the initial .pilot proj et begunin
1952, the Andean Programthe was.nesigned to be a 'coMprehensive and
heiiStic change effort in which all oNhe probleMs arising oUt of the living
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and working conditions of a specific population would be attended to
(Beaglehole 1953). The initial thrust of the program was in Ecuador,
Peru, and Bolivia and by the early 1960s it was extended to Colombia,
Chile, Venezuda, and Argentina (Rens 1961, 1963; ILO 1962).
The Andean Programme was intended to integrate the Indian popula-

-on into the .national fabric of these countries by enabling the Indians
to improve their living conditions through their own efforts and to
demonstrate to the society at large how Indians could strengAren the
wider community economically, socially, and culturally. The trategy
involved the establishment of a series of social action bases in participat-

ing countries. Reminiscent of the Mexican cultural missions, each of
these bases had a team composed of a leader, agronomist, medical
doctor, educator, veterinarian, social worker, nurse, midwife, vocational
education instructors, and so on. The bases were deAgned as demonstration, and apprenticeship centers -.here children could be given a primary
education, adifits provided with I. -icy training, youth given vocational
education, and demonstrationg' provided for the improvement of agriculture and livestock production. An emphasis' was placed on agricultural

production through the introductiOn of new grains, irrigation and
drainage systems, vegetable gardens, and so on. School construCtic
was also stressed as a 'priority among Indians with the material ana
teehnical assistance coming from the program and the labor to construct
them from the Indians. By 1961 some 150 schools had been built along
with 12 training workshops and 25 :!andicraft workshops. It was
estimated that during the first ten years some 250,000 individuak out
of a total Indian population of between 7 and 8 million in the area had
experienced some direct impact from the program. The estimated cost
was $8 million for the ten-year period wig; the funds derived in part from

host country govermwmts and in the main from the international
agencies (Rens 1961, 1963). ,

.

Although the Andean Missirn Programme was intended to be multifaceted, there was criticisri that it lacked this comprehensive characteristic and that it was func:ioning well only with partially acculturated
rather than uriacculturated Indians-(Instituto Ecuatoriano der Antropologia y Geografia 1960)., There were also rori,:erns expressed regarding
staff not living fr the communities where 1iey worked or the, staff's
inability to speak the local language (Scfrl eng 1962) as well las. fhe
population's being prepared to work in occupations which did not exist
in the !leal community thus forcing them to move to secure work (Comas
1959). This last point is emphasized by Rens (1962) who also suggests
that those whr, took courses in the basic trades and handicrafts were
often disillusioned as they were unable fo find- either jobs or the cash
,
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resources; equipment, and materials to estab!ish themselves in t1leir
chosen trades. As we have seen in precding niseussions, this inability
to dovetail training with work and thereby provide the incentives to
encourage skill acquisition is not unique to community development.
DISCUSSION

Although there exist Many-other community development projects
which could be discussed here (e.g., Minano Garcia 1957; Kings 1958),
I believe the cases mentioned provide some insight into the, nature of
such activity. As we have ,seen, community development programs
generally derive their strategies from earlier community-based programs
including cultural missions, cooperative extension, ,and fundamental
education; they generally rely upon a tangible project focus as a means to
organize and initiate a self-help and local initiative effort; they are usually

confined to one locale and are not necessar'ly related to wider social
structures, institutions; or programs; they are heavily dependent on
outside leadership to initiate and foster the continual development of the
program; and they are concerned primarily with attitudinal and value
change derived from a man-oriented approach- to thange rather than with
more material goals associated with raising levels of living.
Whereas such characteristics appear to be grounded in the literature
on community development efforts, part of the problem with this type

of program is the lack of application of a specific approach to .social
change, As an Economic Commission on Latin America publication put
the issue:
At the conceptual level. a systematic analysis of the doctrine underlying the
movement in the different countries indicates that there is no uniformity as to
concept. content, scope or specific aims. in Venezuela the emphasis is on
economic development, land reform :',....d inducing a change in the attitudes of
.the people; in Colombia and Peru it is on voluntary labour for building the social
infrastructure; in Paraguay on financial contributions froin the people; in Ecuador
and Bolivia.on socio-rural development; in Chile qn co-ordinated work in health,

education, agriculture and aided self-help housing projects in Uruguay and
Argentina on ways of .helping the people to improve their levels oniving, and
so on, [United NationS 19641:242-431
i)
.Whereas stich an open.ended apprbach inherent in commu iity
develOpmerit also makes it attractive ta a wide audience as a s cial change
'ategy, its ambiguity acccimpanied by its reliance on the faulty premise
people helping themselves has Contributed to its demise.
..$

In effect, community development raised the aspirations of nearly
eve,ryone beyond what Could be atisfied through such.a strategy. Whereas

the marginal dweller received attention but was frustrated to fine that
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only the resourceless change agent would be visiting, the development
planner and politician expected dramatic bootstraps-type results through
a minimum of both resources and planning oniy to,find that the goals
were beyond the capacity of community members. There were also early
daim of success whUn raised expectations and attracted considerable
attention as the projects appeared almost miraeulous in their results.
One article I came across described three communities (under the
sponsorship of UNESCO at Nayarit in Mexico. I shall cite, as an example
of the glowing reports of the progress achieved in all three of the ,c6mMunities, the author's description of the project in the community of
Arnapa in early 1950. "After three weeks, work was comp:eted. The
streets in the'village were straight and neat. Every family had a plot of
land of 900 square metres. Land was reserved for a park, a market and
a sports ground. All our Plans for better hygiene, 7finitation, home life
and organized leisure had been carried out" (Aguilera Dorantes
1951:119), In reality, hoWever, most community development schemes
never achieved such goals. As ECLA (United Nations l964Ipoints out,
most communities'simply reverted to.their old ways in, a few months and
most programs were often isolated from both the government's develop:
ment goals an,1 from any linkage with such structural changes as land
n
reform. Even with all of these shortcomings, however, commuity.
developmet t taught, us considerable about social change strategies and
was probably the immediate precursor to the current community action
initiative known as integrated development.

Integrated Development

By the early and mid-1960s many Latin American development
planners and practitioners were aware of the frustrations associated with

community development .and its primarily man-oriented strategy for
social- change (e.g., United Nations 1969). As wi`!! the more holistic
programs, like the Andean Mission, some had already attempted to build
On the community development experience and move toward linking
their efforts with both the delivery of other s ial services and in 'snme
- cases with wider societal structures. The followi g pages attempt to
..... provide some insight into hese experinces iby des ribing single agency
and multiple agency examples. Although a discus -ion of a éonceptual
.'' ' basis underlying holistic programs wilL follow in ch pter 7, it is neverthe-

less iinportant to point out some of the assum tions und'rlying the

,

following cases. First, there exists an incipient recognition f the complexities of social cheinge (Kotter 1974). This is seen in the assumption

that there is not likely to be
, any single intervention, like basic adult

I
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education or agricuRural productidn techniques,, that will be effective
if applied in isolation from other equally impot.tant elements. This. in
turn, leads to a more system-wide, rather than sectoral, approach to
planning interventions. The assumption is that multiple interventions,
some simultaneous and others reinforcing, will need to be coordinated'
and applied.
Although these more integrated and functiOnal approaches are still

characterized by numerous problems, I consider them to be the latest
result and most promising approaches to change that have emerged
front more than fifty years of effort in the Latin AmeriCan planned social
change field. A recent exaMple of support for this trend is seen in the
reSults of an A1D-sponsored study of thirty-six rural development
.projects in Africa and Latin 'America (Morss et 'al. 1975). The report
indicates :that rUral development project, success depends on, among
other conditions, the.. following: (1) the preparation of an adequate
technological package; (2) the dehvery of agricultnral inputs.on tithe;
(3) the existence of adequate crop-specific extension services accountabk

to the local farmer; (4) the presence of favorable' markets for products
produced along with.the means for getting such products to the 1110r1::,.71';
(5) the involvement of the small farmer in the decision making process
and a resource comniitment from him to the project; (6) the existence
of local organizations controlled tiy the small farmer, and (7) an emphasis
or. increasing- the. small farmer's knowledge, income, sellThelp and
self-sustaining capacities. The implication of these k.-rituia is a strategy
which attends to all of the components of the social system. A. an AID
working paper on rural development states: ,"The interactiuns and interdependence of these complex elemerts make it highly unlikely that any
single. interventiod such as increasing small farmer credit or intrOuclon
of a new technology will be effective in isolation. Ti (Ite contrary, the
performance of the system as a whole requires a rather large number of
elements functioning effectively and within-a' supportive national policy'
.structure in drder to produce significant advance" (USAID n.d.:8).
One program that appears to satisfy the majority of these criteria is
knoWn as the Ecuadorian Cipter for Agricultural Services (CESA). CESA
is an autonomOus, nonprofit institution established in_ 1967 with the
intent of enhaneing political and economic OppoltunitieS of, m trginal'
rural farMers.Given the extremely sloW growth of the agricultura sector
relative to that' of petroleum and manufacturing in Ecuador, co nbified

with the unequal distribution of income among the rural- pop lation,
CESA was created to assist the rural farmer in achieving- a great r share
of the nation's resources While fostering the natipnal developMent roceSs.
Wito 57 percent, of the Ecuadorian population in the rural area and the
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inajOrity of tkese individuals earning less than U.S. $4.00 per month,
CESA personnel were confronted with what they perceived as two

alternative strategies. One was viewed as a strictly capitalist option based
on the transformation of a semifeudal latifundia system to be managed

as a large eapital-intensive business in which rural dwellers, without
land, .would function as wage earners. The other alternative involved
the replacement of the latifundia system with community-based associations and businesses in which the control and benefits of the production
would come' to the Workers themselves. In weighing the implications of

these Options, CESA felt that ,the capitalist system would have the
short-run benefit of greater production and the more rapid assimilation
of advaneed technology..lt was felt that:the community-based approf.i-c'
would, however, in tile long run be as efficient as the cdpitalist sy,

woUld involve an equal number of workers, and would augment t..
redistribution of income while breaking monoPolistic structures. it
appears that becauSe of the potential for continuing dependency and the
associated lensions among classes that are tied to the 'capitalist system
as well as the long-term, Inplications of self-managed, community-based

organizations which would foster a more equitable distriblnion
income and de:cision-making; the alternative chosen was the empresa
autogestionaria or self-directed, community-based entc7-)rise. ,

CESA is centrally organized at the national level and works with
f.pproxitnately 'two hundred campesino groups within which are .some
ten thousand campesino members. The eampesino groups 'tail into fi7e
relatively homogeneous zones based upon ecological and ethnic criteria.

A CESA team covering agricultural assistance, socio-organizational
concerns, and financial and accounting matters works within each zone.

In the national office questions of administration, finance, research,
planning, and implementation are addreSsed.
hi contradistir.ction to the majority of the rural development programs

encountered, CESA's strategy is global and integrated. ft involves
(1) agrarian reform, with the objective of redistributing the use and

ownership Of land; (2) credit, with minimal-interest rates based upon the
Campesino group's production capacity and offered to organized groups
o campesinos rather than individual. ; (3) organizatiOnal and financial
'a counting assistance for the campesit o groups receiving credit; (4) commercial assistance enabling campesz s to break away from. traditional
I

+uctures and deai more directlY with the marketplace; (5) infrastruetural and technological assistance, first, by aiding incipient campesino
groups_to organize and, second,.by renting farm inachinery,to campesino
groups at reduced rates; and (6) education, including technical assistante,
consciousness raising, and basic education.. As cfm be seen,' the program
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of CESA is rather wi

reaching, beginning at the, level of land tenure

and ending with the marketing of the resultant farm products. The
emphasis is Clearly On ensuring that campesinos, through self-organization, receive more political and economic power.

The educational component of the program is an integral, part of the
total strategy and involves (1) fundamental education (literacy, mathe-

matics, and natural science); (2) skills training with emphasis on
augmenting production and the management of cooperatives; (3) con.sciousness raising, through a sociohistorical approach terminating with
a discuSsion of one's place in society; (4) communication, with concen-

tration on both oral (music, theatre, meetings, film production) and
written (production of newsletters, pamph! is, art) expression; (5) organization, by placing attention on legal, administrative, and Enancial and

accounting matters of importance to the succesS of the carnpe:ino
organizations. The education program is organized at the national level
where the primary concern is with communication among campesino
groups across zones, evaluation, and matters of pedaiogy including .both
methods of instruction and curricular content. Each of the five zones has
a motivation center through which the educational programs for each
zone are organized and implemented. In addition, each campesino group
has its own education committee which wOrks with a specialized educationai promotor from *one of the zone centers for motivation. The
principles behind this trilevel organization scheme are designed, firsto
to promote the offering of services to campesinos; second, to work with
campesinos; and finally, to be a program of the campesinos. Depending'
on the.particular content subareas of the educational component of the
CESA program, methodologies employed vary from short course's to
demonstration, dialogue. sociodrarna, print media, film, radio, and so
on. These activities are carried out on site in campesino groups and at
the zone centerS.

Thus far, the total CESA program is viewed as quite successful.
Inevitably, there are problem§ from brokers and middlemen eliminated
through new marketing .procedures and credit schemes. By working in
areas of established consumer demand for sIrcific agricultural products,
'such as rice, and by relying upon increased ,,..,icioction volu.rne, however,

organized campesinos have increased their .income and their collective
political power. Thus far the government, which is said to be primarily
interested in the larger landholders more akin to eie capitalist alternative

rejected by CESA, has neither interfered

etiered much support

(Central Ecuatoriana de ServiCios Agricola-7

The success of the CESA .program can t,-.; .tttributed to its integral
strategy basedupon economic incentives ernating from the marketplace
.

1S

'
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as well as oh the availability of credit and technical assisance. In the

long run it will be the organizational base, which CESA persannel hope
will begin to forge campesinos together so that they can influence national
policy decisions, that will mark the success or failure of the program.
Currently, campesinos supposedly know that if they can remain organized

they will be more effective than if they proceeded independently as
individuals. There is also supposed to be greater security felt by participating members as they receive a little above the current market value
for their prot,,ct by uniting with their colleagues. The major criticism
of the program by others appears to be CESA's paternalistic approach
to campesinos, raising the question of whether the program has in fact
moved beyond the delivery of service to campesinos and into the more
difficult areas of working with campesinos inside of the parameters of
a campesino organized and directed effort.
Two other examples of a holistic approach applied to social change

projzcts by a single agency are the efforts of FED in Ecuador and
INCORA in Colombia. The Ecuadorian Development Foundation (FED)
was established in 1968 in Quito and is directed at providing credit and
technical assistance to organized groups of campesinos. FED maintains
a rotating credit fund derived from private.donations and used to lake

loans to organized campesinos who do not have access to financial
assistance. In addition, FED offers technical assistance, basic education,

and socio-organizational and administrative assistance to campesino
organizations. The current large-scale project of FED, known as the
Bolivar Project, is designed to provide a model of integrated development

among small-scale, reIatively isolated farmers. The project began by
organizing campesitios, providing education, and formulating project
plans. The objective now is to provide credit; technical assistance, and
marketing channels whereby the campesino can increase production,
diversify "crops, develop rural artisan and skilled labor industries, initiate

'communal marketing centers, and so on. Participating indigenous
campesinos must exhibit a minimum of erganization as a group and
belong to the craincii of campesino communities initiated end promoted
by FED in the area. The eouncil receives, mviews, and approves credit
applications and, in collaboration with FED, is responsible for achieving
the program's goals.
Another example of the single agency approtich is that of INCORA or
1

the Colombian Institute of Agrarian Reforrri. The Institute provides
technical assistancc, ,supervised credit, and basic educatinn, including
management training, to campesinos and is also concerned with 'land
redistribution and the organization of campesinos into community enterprises 'and other community organizations for group action. Eggirrton
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and Ruhl (1975) conducted an investigation of the impact of INCORA by..

interviewing a sample of agrarian reform participants and nonparticipaths as well as INCORA field personnel in four departments of
Colombia. Results of the-study indicate that participants in the agrarian
7eforM were more positively influenced than nonparticipants in terms of
future expectations, leadership potential, and a prOpensity to engage in
community acdon. At the same time, however, the participants were not
more satisfied ecOnomically nor did they express more confidence in the
political system. These latter results are explained, first, in terms of the
lack of actual instructional time spent.with campesino's through primarily
demonstrations and lectures by INCORA field personnel and, second,

ihtough the poor administration of agrarian rdorm. Both of these
reasons are based on campesino opinions of the progrant. Although
Egginton and Ruhl suggest, therefore, that the 1NCORA effort couldbe.
successful if it were better organized and operated, they are apparently
not convinced that the program could achieve the economic and political
goals without greater land redistribution. As they comment, "The means
to peasant economic satisfaction and political system support may. be

along the more politically difficult road of' land redistribution. An
agrarian reform based largely on technical assistance is of course a
much easier, more attractive strategy for the Colombian political elites.

..

Basic land tenure patterns have been little changed from what they were
at the reform's inception- (p. 127).
Although other examples of single-agency approaches to integrated
development &mild be mentioned,' it is worthwhile to note the existence
of.programs or.-,inized by several agencies. each of which provides a
particular type of expertise, that together coordinate their interventions ..

into the community. The of these, CONCORDE in Honduras and
DESEC in Bolivia, are briefly described,

!

CONCORDE. or the Council' of .Coordination for Development, is
.composed of seven private soCial. promotion agencies iti Honduras that
sharesimilar philosophical, primarily liberationist, preMises and attempt .
to coordinate their efforts toward common objectives. Initiated. in 1971,
the projects of CONCORDE are normally directed to the small semisubsistence itrmer and are designed to provide a -range' of educational
and technical set- 'ices. The participating t.gencies include ACPH, or
the Honduran-radio school pz-ogram. with its 'attention to consciousness
I

i

'Other examples i ielude the 'Center for S(udy. 'Promotion, and Soc:ial Assistance
(CEPASV ':, Panama (Lodge 1970): the Federation of Organizations fors\Soeial and
Educational Assistan e (FASE) in Brazil (USAID 1972); and the Inter-Arnerican Institute
. of Agricultural Scien es (IICA)'in the Andes ,region (Inter-American Institute of\Agricul:

\\
\
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raising, community education, agricultural and artisan education, and
adult bascizc, education; FUNHDES. or the Honduran Foundation for
'Dev2lopment, which provides credit directly :o canpesinos as well as
indireCtly throu,;h other participating agencies; APRHU. or t!,:s 6ssociadon for Human Promotion, concerned with low-income housing; VITA

of Honduras, which channels professional volunteer assistance to the

efiorts of other agencies; IISE, or the Institute of Socie-Eeonomic
Investigation, attending to research, planning, and evaluation; FCCSM,

or' the Federation of Consumer and Multiple Service Cooperatives,
directing assistance to consumer cooperatives and the Marketing of farm
and, artisan products; and FDJC, or the Federation of Community Youth
Development, an associate member of CONCORDE, which works in
the area of health as well as in small social promotion projects.

Through a central secretariat and a board of directors composed of
the directors Of the participating agencies. CONCORDE attempts to
coordinate as well as direct its member agencies in a unified and
balanced development effort. The goals include increasing the participation of marginal populations in local, regional, and eventually national
deciSion-making processes; stimulating cooperative peasant organizations and collective decision-making; and, encouraging an independent
peasant destiny which provides an alternative to the consumer-oriented
and U.S,-dominated capitalistic system. In effect, CONCORDE seeks
to break the bonds of dependency and move toward a more participatory
social system in which liberation and collective' production, consumption,
and decision-making are mutually supportive and Predominant (Consejo
de Coordinación para el Desarrollo n.d.).
Each of pie participating CONCORDE agencies remains autonomous
with its )2fWn financing and administration. Representatives from par-

ticipaA programs form eight regional teams, each composed of four
to siX supervisors and educators. These regional coordinators meet
monthly withiteams of local agency representatives, often campesinos.
fOr orientation, discussions, and problem solving. Thus, CONCORDE,
'has a decision-making and communication mechanism across three.levels.
which 'centralizes both planning and some overall programmatic efforts

while decentralizing program implementation and decision-making
(Acción Cultural Popular Hondurefia 1973, 1974).
A second example of a multiple agency strategy is the Center for S )cial
and Economic Development (DESEC) in Bolivia.- DESEC was organized

in 1966 to promoteJ rural development and to study the agrictiltural
change process through the experimental application of seeds, fertilizers.

and so 'on. Three organizations have' come together to form DESEC.
These include ASAR, or the Association of Artisan and Rural Services,
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which is the technical assistance agency of DESEC; VIPO. or th,.!
Association of Popular Housing. concerned with rural low-in,ome
housing: .anJ SEPSA. or thc Popular Health Service. directed at promotive and' preventive health care. Whereas the three branchet, of
DESEC are independent, they coordinate then- activiti, -: at a central
office. The counterpart organization :to DESEC among the campesinos
is ARADO. or a grass-roots organization known as Rural Agriculture
Action and Organized Development. It is composed of campesino
representatkes of local communities, zones, and 'regions and holds a
national committe-.. meeting every three months.

,

The DESEC effort includes education programs, credit provisions.
the application of technology, cooperatives. marketing, research, and so
on. DESEC provides its services in accOrd v. ith 'agreed-upon Priorities
with ARADO: Together. they have formed yet another agenc', '.1 )wn as
ICE or the Campesing.Institute of Education which responc '.,.) basic
: education needs of farmers. DESEC has one . rural promoter per zone

who organizes community. groups and provides ba.ie education and
technical assistance. Normally. he begins by offering a, basic eonrse to
campesinos intended to make them aware of their reality and to
emphasize the potential for initiating problem-solving. projecis. Other
DESEC services are then called upon to assist with achieving community

goals. The rural promoter is contracted by the campesinos and is
accountable 'to them .for his. services (Centro Para. El Desarrollo Social
y Econômico 1971).
Although the DESEC program is apparently experiencing considerable

success, there remain a number of problems for resolution. Ono issue
rest with the consumer:cooperatives under A RADO which have yet to

show a profit and must rely on DESEC to provide accounting and
management services. To counteract these problems DESEC i5 attempt-

ing t6 initiate a national purchasing plan to buy provisions in bulk
thertby making the cooperatives more competitive, and it is attempting
to incrase the educational levels of campesinos, enabling them to assume
additional autonomy in operating a cooperative.. Another problem rests
With the commercialization of the agricultural production system in
ywhich;DESEC has difficulty in reducing the impact of the broker or
.1middleman. Traditionally such an individual provides cret lit anti has a
Olturally based dyadic contract with a campesino thereb; making the
eaMpesino-broker relationship a difficult one to break. Finally,. tire
program is faced with the need, to continually remotivate and proinote
community action. around common problems. My imprel;sion is that
the staff has yet to develop a primarily educational methodology which
wilyead to sOlving this dilemma.
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DISCUSSION

It is apparent that these morz integrawd approaChes to social change.
while .incorporating sonic 91: the self-help and communit !. action biases
of community development programs, have .moved beyond the purely
man-oriented and into the more liblistie theoretical framework described

in chapter 2. In effect. such, efforts attempt to alter not onbi
behavior with respect to 11;.s 'human and physical environment but also
basic rules and structures, thus enabling the new behavior to be applied.
Although an extremely small t hiber of the individuals. that I talked
to during the course of my visits to programs can -articulate any theoretical
propositions underlying their efforts, they are aware at a more Pragmatic
level

of the need to address wider societal constraints by adopting

multifaceted interventions.. The *attention to these constraints did not
conic from textbooks or, for the most part, from international agencies
as a master blueprint. Instead, theY appear to have evolved through the
frustrations associated with the more single-channel approaches discussed
in the preceding ehapterS.
Whereas I believe theSe more integrated strategies have the greatest
potential of any programs discuss6.1 thus Istr to approximate their some-

times lofty goals, they are nevertheless confronted by the same sociostructural *obstacles which hinder other programs. The government
bureaucracy. large landholders. and middle level brokers who control
credit. transportation. and access to technology are among the 'problems
.most often mentioned. The difference with theS?e programs. however, is
that they have attempted to develop simultaneous and holistic countermeasures like community organizations, revolving credit funds, and
commercial marketing strategies that make the marginal dweller more
competitive in the, marketplaCe and provide increased independe-ee and
autonomy. Although the single-channel programs of basic education,
consciousness raising. agricultural asSiStance. and the like aspire to 70.ich
objectives,- the narrow approach chosen often leaves'the marginal dweller
on his own Jo put the pieces together and to achieve the pi-ogr am's
goals,

royal of
These comments should not be interpreted as a eumpithe specific projects and strategies described. So little research on iheir
actual, as opposed to their stated, approaches has been carried out that
the nature, of ithe attempt
Ate can only rely, as in the other cases.
rather thah on what is or has beeni.done. It is clear, .howeVer, t:lat the
'integrated approach brings together many of the more isolated com-

ponents of most social change efforts and from this standpoint the.
probabilities of achieving .tated goals are' increased. This does not mean'
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that integrated efforts arc any less paternalistic, self-perpetuating,
.mismatzaged, or atheoretical than other efforts and it does not mean that
they are able to do as well in all of their interventions as a single agency
might do concentrating en a special field like cducatior!, cooperatives,
credit, and so on. They do provide, however, a strat2gy which moi'e
closely addresses the complexities' of life itself and probab/y offers the
rnost promising approach for working within an existing social system
for both equity and socioeconomic betterment.
It is interesting to note that_ such strategies are not associated
exclusively with either a development or a liberation ideology. Whereas

the liberatibnists tend to emphasize consciousness raising and a cornmunal,, semi-independent social ,system, the developmentalists tend to
focus on community organization for assuring greater conomic leverage
in the marketplace. Both approaches. however, are linked to the wider.
socioeconomic system and both 'are concerned with access to' power
through decision-making and incteased income. In fact, this commingling
of such diametrically opposed ideologies demo.. 'itrates how each, given
the realities of the wider social,systern, has compromised.

Education remains a major component in these integrated efforts,
but it no 'longer stands alone as .the center of the process. It becomes,
instead, a supporting intervention which adds to the probabilities of
achieving stated goals. A good example of this phenomenon can be noted

in the CONCORDE Multiageney strategy. Here is a case where the
Honduran radio school movemen: (ACPH) was for many years the most
viable rural promotion agency in Honduras. Through its concentration
on education, however, it, apparently learned of the frailties of the
single-channel, aPproach and began to act as a catalyst not only to the
formation of.other social pr9motion agencies but to the actual formation
of CONCORDE. ACPH now takes its place as only one of six other
programs.

.

.

Unfortunately, few other primarily educational programs in Latin
America have recognized the need to combine their efforts with those
of other agencies. I sense that the reasons that more agencies, educational
and others, do not combine'their efforts, as in the case of CONCORDE,
have Tiff( e to do with developing .coherent strategies for social change.

Instead. I believe the reasons lie in such areas as autonomy and fund
raising, basic ideology, a need for self-perpetuation, and historical
relations, All private promotion agencies' seek the attention of either
governments, international agencies, or other financial donors. ncc
An example comes froM Ronald Hart's (1974)study of Acción Comunal in Colombia.
Hart argues that whereas the admiinistration of the progrm resides vith tile government, the
actual implementation of the program has been under the control of local.and regional elites.
a
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,..

almost none are self-financing, the payoff comes from the acquisition,
of grants and contracts. The agencies end up competing one with another
for the attention of these donots as a coalescence of efforts is viewed as
.a loss of autonomy. Where agencies do not have to compete for fpnds,
they generally have difficulty in..aecepting each other's basic ideoiogical
stance. This apparently occurred in Honduras a couple of years ago when

.CARITAS and. the housewive3' clubs movement, formerly a part ofCONCORDE, could not accept what CARITAS indicated was a growing

radicalism aMong CONCORDE participating agencies. In terms of
self-perpetuation, all of the social promotion, agencies develop .a full-time
staff that ,!. -)ependent on the agency for its livelihood. 'Collaborating

with other ancies may result in a duplication of personnel 'and thus
increased risks for present staff. Finally, there are historical reasons,
often revolving around' personality conflicts. political or ideological
disagreements, and so on, which are nOt easily fdrgotten and guide
future interaction. Since- many of the leaders edf the agencies bare well-

known to each other, these relationships are long term and not likely
to be ,altered on the basis of some altruistic motive associa'ted with
improving the effects" of social change efforts. These are some of .the
reaSOns underlying a lack of willingness on the part of .agencies to -co.ffie

-together in a more, integrated fashion. The examples of coNcoRp8 in
Honduras and DESEC in Bolivia, however, demonstrate the-possibility
of such integration-Because of financial need and because of an aPparent
increase in the supporlof integrated effor& on the-part of some inter-'
national clOnors. I believe.:we will see an increase in collaborative efforts
in the future.
One .final item %.,,ith -,.g3rd to integrated development concerns its
focus
on 'rural areas. Aithough it is clear frOm the other rniprô SOcial
,,.
-change programs described inpreceding ;-iiscussions that the focus, has
.

'been .od rural populations, it should be hoted that application of the
4trategy need not, andprobably should not, be limited geographically. I
believe that the rural -coneentraticht tesults from the emphasis placed on
increasing agriCultural.prodUction and the alleviation olabsolute poverty
by international agencies like the World Bank (Society for International
pe Velopm en t 1972),, UNESCO (UNESC'0 1iy74), and AID (USAI.D n.d.)..:

The recant. discovery of the marginal man' :and micro social change
efforts ii'y the, World Bank and! AID, ''however, slitould not preVent
attention to such urban prOblems as unempidyment; under mpl yment, ;
and health care. -Furthermore, a hblistic approach will likely not çunction,
in many ,arias if it is limited by a separation,of urban and r ral qonxts.
Since the characteristics of the integrated strategy attempt to uild on
the actual rtiles and' mechanisms underlying a social system, issues like '
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the marketing of products or the acquisition of techni)logy cannot be
viewed .as entirely urban or rural but instead as phenomena which
transcend these rather false and often illusive boundaries.
Summary

This chapter has concentrated on two approaches to social ,:litinge,
community development and integrated development. It is argued that.
.community development. 'through itS emphasis On community self-help
efforts, has generally perpetuated a man-oriented soial change strategy,
akin to.basic adult education programs discussed in preceding chapters.
Even those community development programs that move toward more
multifaceted community development strategies are felt to be constrained
by a lack of attenticin to the' social structure and by an overestimation
of the community members' capacity to Mobilize their resources for
soCioeconomic change. The integrated development approach. in contN:distinction to the man-oriented community development effort, adopts
a more holistic and systemic approach to the change process; self-help

becomes an aspect of the process rather than the major goal of the
program. This approach is felt to offer .the: most 'pronUsing rnOdel for
social change as it makes attempts .to. link its efforts across cOmponents

in the social system and is directed toward not only changing man's
behavior but ,aftering social rules and structures, thereby increasing the
likelihood.that new behaviors will actually be applied.
.
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Toward a Strategy for
Nonformal Education and
Micro Social Change

The person who has'recently been introduced to the term nonformal
education and has just re,ad the last four chapters may well ask, "So.What
makes nonformal education new?" The answer is probably, "Not mitch."
Although parading under\many different labels, the attempts to promote
social change at:the local level have a long history in Latin America, and

education has figured proMinently in nearly all of them. The questiOns
now are what have welearned from this experience and where do we go

from here: This chapter at\empts to furnish partial answers, to both
questions through, first, providing a series of impressionS and conclusions

drawn primarily from the lasefour chapters and, second, by attempting
tO outline some thoughts, on a multiple interventionist strategy bas.ed on
both the man-oriented and more holistic frameworks.

The Nature and Efficacy of Nonformal Education
in Latin America
a

The results of a recent:surveY of nonformalticatiort programs in
Colombia (Velandia, Vargas,,rmd Bello 1975) Iit(iide an appropriate
background to some of my own conclusions on suchIictivities in thelatin
AMerican region. The Colombian investigators, through- interviews and
questionnaires designed for nonformal education program personnel:

drew samples of nonformal education projectsi directed at muginal
populations in five municipalities in each of four/departments (Cundinamarca,, Valle, Santander, .Bolivar). As a result Of finditig approxiMately
one thousand programs in Bogota, they took Only a 10 percent sample
there; the natio;ial sample included 432 programs: Because their survey
184
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results do not alwSys ,parallel the impressions that 1 have gathered

through myown research, 1 am led to believe that we may have been
operating on different criteria in ,defining programs and that each
country may represent a special case in terms of the parameters of

-

nonformal activities. Furthermore, whereas .my goal was to trace hiStorically the nature and strategy of !inch Programs throughout the region.
their purpose-was apparently to map statistically the current scene in one
country. The primary outcome of, these two perspectives is the background they provide for the generation of new research questions. I

report the Colombian results and then turn to a suthmary of some of
the isSues which have emerged as a result of the discussion in the
preceding chapters.
Velandia. Vargas. and Bello fonnd that 89.4.percent of the Colombian

projects Were 'dependent oti other- organizations and most relied on
volunteers to staff their efforts. The parent organizations were divided

between the public (44.7 percent) and private (54.3 percent) sectors. with
21.5 'percent 'aligned with the church and only I" percent with international agencies. The finances for the prograMs roughly parallel the
sponsorship breakdown. Interestingly. thc study showed. that 54.8 per-

cent of the programs were directed to urban. 13 percent to rural; and
32.2 percent- to both urban and, rural populations with 90,9 percent of
the participants living in urban areas. It is somewhat surprising that
the urban- area is so predomina'nt. not only because of, what I sense in
other coUntries to be an emphasis on rural populations, but also because /
of the existence of generally well-developed fo:mal school systems in the /
urban sector. Also surprising is the fact that women were found to./
constitute the-majority of the participants. This, again, runs counter to'
my impression that Male participants predominate.
The majority of the Colombian programs were relatively recent arrivals
on the scene-, with the greatest .growth apparently occurring since 1970.
They were classified by content as follows: education, for work (agricullure, .artisans, and so on), 27.9 percent; family education (preschool,
child care, and six'on),-16.6 percent; health. 16.3 percent; community
.

education, 15.1 percent; literacy and basic education, 11.8 'percent;
recreation. aesthetics, culture, and religion, II .3 percent; and pthers,
'1.0 percent. The incentives employed by the programS to endourage
partieipation were, also enumerated. CuriouSlY,' they do not relate well

to the above classification. The Colombian investigators found that 54.5
percent of the programs used primarily social expectations, or iffeentives
associated with re'creation, social status., friendship, personal development. and interpersonal relations. The next-most common incentives
were formal education, or a continuatlon of formal studies (20.3 percent),
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work (14.2 percent). and economic benefits and the availability of low
cost servkes (8.5 percent); Althongh 1 sense that the general breakdown
by incentives may be indicative of the region as a whole. I find the
emphasis on family education in the content breakdown to be high. Once
again, however, because 1 did not attempt to sample all of the nonformal
programs undertaken but instead attempted to synthesize major emphases and directions, 1 cannot argue this.point.
In terms of the methods of instruction employed n ColonThian
programs, I was also surprised to learn from the study.that the so-ealled
innovative approaches represent a high percentage. The researchers, for
. example. found that, together. the use of individualized instruction,
games, peer teaching, progranmied learning, theater and.dramatics, and
packaged instruction accounted for 26.2 percent of the methods
employed. These were followed with classes or conferences (23.1 percent),

group discussions (17.6 percent), demonstrations (14.2 percent). and the

use of laboratories or workshops (11.5 percent). The materials of
instruction :were generally found to parallel the methods employed.
These inctuded television, videotape, voice recorders, radio, record
players, teaching machines. and so on and accounted for 17.8 percent of,
the programs. The other instructional 'materials included blackboards
(17.1-pereent). books ,and texts (15.2 percent), maps and drawings (13.0
percent). materials fordrawing (9.9 percent). transparencies -and fih\ts.

(7.8 percent), mobile or stationar y. learaing centers and workshops
(9.6 percent): and other materials (2.5 percent). 'Clearly, the use of more

traditional methods and materials like the print media and grdup
diScussion and classroom' activity is most frequently emploYed. It should
be_ n oted. howev_er that b
ise-thts-are self reriort-data-,ir isd if fienlfwithout actual observation over a long period to know whai: percentage
6f time is devoted to any single method or material.

The Colombian study found that research on nonformal education,
prOgrams iS generally limited and not very sophisticated. Some programs
conduct research priOr to initiating a project and eVen fewer do follow-up

studies. Almost all prograins reported that they evaluated partieiPantS
.at the end of the project and.interestinglv. 59.2 percent grant diplomas.
; Of those who do grant diplomas 25.7 percent are officially recognized
by the Ministry of Education. This faet raises questions about the nature
of the criteria used in selecting the Coloihbian sample of projects. My
iMpression is that the Majorityof the programs I have described would
not imiolve any .certification process. Although 1 do not doubt the validity

of the Colombian data.

I believe the emphasis on diplomas raises
questions about. the entire nonformal cducatiOn process and a need to
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be clear across research studies as to the definitions employed. In this
regard it is likely that I included a wider range of programs based on
the modes of education approach outlined in chapter

1.

The Colombian study also reported. based on questionnaires from

program directors and program personnel. that 63.7 percent of the

.

participants have an opportunity to shape the curriculum of the program
but only 21.8 percent haVe any say in administering the program and only
4.4 percent in its financial arrangements. in addition, fewer than 35
percent of the programs consult with participants on the methods of
instruction employed. These percentages. especially involvement iii
curricular decision making, appear high in terms of what I could learn
from looking at programs in the region. I found ,that the majority of
programs are more hierarchical in structure than what is implied above
and that when participants are consulted such consultation is likely to
occur with a ,very small number of participants who seek to make an
input.
A final result of the Colombian data indicates that 93.6 percent of the
nonformal projects did -not require any prior training by participants
...in_order...to_enter.....the...programs. In terms of the types of programs I
reviewed, this finding is similar. It is dissimilar, however, to a recent
nonformal &Ideation surVey study by Riske and Rust (1975) in TrinidadTobago where the authors found that a formal schooling background was
used as a precondition for entrance into a majority of nonformal education programs. Such a finding in Trinidad-Tobago parallels somewhat
the discussion of Ministries of education in chapter .3 where it was pointed
outthaHn-several- cou ntriesnonformal- education is -susceptible to- the
criteria emanating from formal schobls. Even in Colombia, given the
rather heavy, emphasis on granting /diplomas for participants in nonformal 'programs, there is a clear implication that formal education
criteria are being applied.
MY conclusions on nonformal education in Latin America are drawn
from a different level of abstraction than those of the Colombian study
since I was not attempting to develop base line data or to describe

statistically the extent and nature of nonformal education programs.

These conclusions tend to fall into two categories, those which are based
on the programmatic emphases discussed in the previous four chapters

and those of a more organizational and administrative nature that cut

across the different programs.
The reader will recall that my major.interest is in a re-view of nonforrnal
education programs in thc context of social change. Furthermore, I am

concerned with how suCh programs assist the Marginal dweller in
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achieving increased. power and status through decision-making and
188

income. Social change, thexefore, implies not only an alteration in man's
behavior and in the relationship bztween that behavior and a respective
human and physical environment, but- it also requires an alteration in
societal rules and structurcs enahling the new behavior and relationships
to be established.
I shall begin by enumerating the-more programmatic conclusions and

then turn attention :o those which more generally charaettifize many
of the efforts.

Implied in many edueational experiences in Latin America is the
notion that nonformal education should supplement and complement
formal schools and that these two modes should be linked as an integrated
mechanism for educational delivery. Latin America has provided several
models for this kind of effoft hut few seem to be viable in the context of
social change. The original cultural missions. which in retrospect were
more akin to a community development approach, do not seem to provide
a basically school-community linkage. Neither, do -the nuclear schools
based upon the Huarizata experience. I believe that CNEC in Brazil and

the family -school-movement-in- Brazil-and Argentina are the most
significant formal-nonformal programefforts. It is.tooe'arly, however,
to assess" their actual pkential. Although CNEC is the oldest program,
one has to ask just how much community involvement and participation
characterizes its operation. The family schools, on the other.hand,- appear

to be highly particiPatory. In addition, the early follow-up data for
APEFA -in Argentina indicate that the program has had considerable
.sUceess in retaining a high interest and involvement by graduates in the

rural area. The problem, however,

in viewing family schools as a
generalizable model for Latin America is that their experience thus far
is generally limited to Italian immigrant populations who -have had a
history of group cooperation and solidarity.
Accepting the fact that the school is often the only institution that
physically exists in the rtiral area and that it theoretically appears to be
a natural center through which one can channel other educational efforts,
the reality is that except for simple information flow and the training
of change agents, it has not reached its assumed change potential, Thus.
the evidence to support a tenable formal-nonformal linkage for social
change through school-community efforts as a generalizable model in
'Latin America does not apPear in practice. This does not mean that
School facilitie's cannot be used for nonformal education effortS should
those effafg-brdirected as a component in an integrated development
change strategy.. The SENAI apprenticeship model is art example of this
approach as. it begins with industrial human resource needs and then
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trains personnel through schooling and on-the-job experience. This has
been feebly tried in rural areas with primary and normal school youngsters by making the school curriculum relevant to the marginal dweller's.
needs. In addition, Cuba currently uses a farming-school approach for
secondary students. Schools in rural areas, however, have seldom been
realistically Iinked .to the world of work for adults. It is 'nevertheless
conceivable that the school, if. it were viewed as more than an institution
for information flow and cognitive learning, could alter behavior that
would assist in social change: I cannot conceive of its being any more
than an adjunct to the process, however, and therefore believe that it
should never carry the major burden for.manifesting such goals.
2. Related to the use of schools for nonformal edt:--..iiik; and social
change is the role of ministries of education in such efforts. With few
exceptions, like that of Mexico, the ministries of education in Latin
America appear to be using the out-of-school rhetoric as a way to develop
a parallel school system on an extensiOn basis. The. intent is to enable
adults and youth to pursue formal schooling goals through flexible time
periods and local. facilities. Although such efforts are laudable in terms
of formal education, they fall short of the rationale underlying nonformal
education,, and they make the out-of-school efforts highly dependent on
formal schooling criteria. There do exist examples of truly nonformal
efforts, like the Massachuse'tts program in Ecuador and the basic village
education project in Guatemala, but these arc tied to AID funding and
North American assistance which raises the question of how long such
efforts will last once such support is withdrawn. Some ministries are also
supporting private agency initiatives in nonformal basic education which
.generally appear more innovative than their own programmatic efforts.
Throughout these ministerial activities, there is a reliance on education
per se to foster social change. Seldom does one encounter the educator
forming part of a multifaceted team :where hisexpertise in educational

methods and materials can supplement the wider effort. Likewise,
ministries of education seldom appear to collaborate formally with Other

ministries in a coordinated approach to the problems of the marginal
population. Instead, the ministry of education tends to perpetuate its
educational efforts while all of the other mini,stries, like agricultdre and
health, develop their own educational programs. When the educational
ministry does collaborate, as in the case of the Colombian nuclear school
program, it is often on its own terms and invariably as the center of the
process.
3. The reliance on educational programs to foster social change can
also be seen in many technical/vocational training programs. For so long
we have.been told by development planners that education's contribution
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to national progress is through human resource development. Thus one
of the first places to which we have turned is skills, training programs
where technically competent individuals 'are to be prepared. But that is
the schooling model. Iii nonformal education we do not have the luxury

of just developing human. resources. Again. the SENA( Brazilian
apprenticeship model appears to satisfy this concern as it attempts to
link training with the world of work.
Most programs of the technical/vocational type, however, do not make

attempts to link training with job acquisition. The results therefore are
predictable: there are either no jobs available for such individuals or the
jobs that are available are not characterized by sufficient socioeconomic
incentives to attract individuals away from more lucrative and satisfying
occupational alternatives. Even though accept the fact that many Latin
American economies often cannot absorb trained manpower. thereby
making ,such education-work relatiOnships nearly impossible to Create,
I do not believe'that this is always the major dilemma.. In the case of
farmers, craftsmen, and, artisans, for example, the need is not a salaried
job as much as it is credit.. supplies, transportation, and marketing,
enabling the fledgling entrepreneur to test out the application of his
skills..The point is that such programs mustrnake attempts Itt linking
education and work rather than placing the burden of such a goal on
the participant alone.. There are only a few programs in Latin America
that have made such attempts.
4. Latin America has a long tradition of basic adult education and
literacy prograrnS, .Unfortunately little-measwable social change impact

is apparent from these programs. The reliance on a primarily manoriented approach to social change, whether the program is developmentor liberation-briented, has.-typicaily.yesulted in either the nonacquisition
or the atrophy of new infortnatiort Skills, and knoWledge and infrUstra-

tion among participants. Some of these programs have apparently

recognized the impotence of thiS "reliance on educational interventions,
and attempted to alter .their.strate'gy. One example can be seen in the
evolution of fundamental educatiod,,programs. Fundamental education
began,. with a relianee on educatidnal inputs, turned to community
development and in sOme cases a mtiltifaceted -approach. and finally to
a more integrated strategy in which ecincation is supplementary to, rather

than the focus of, the program. Similarly, the experiences of the

Honduran radio school program in literacy and consciousness raising
led it to greater collaboration with, complementary agencies in
-

CONCORDE.
Because the majority of these basic edu.Cation programs are not tied to
wider socio-organizational or technologica inputs, they likely constitute
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the weakest .of all of. the social change strategies discussed. The Use of
radio and radio schools has not generally altered this weakness, as the

new medium has simply, expanded the potential audience without
altering the relationship,rbetween education and the social structure- Or;
education and access to other social services. If basic education and
literacy programs are unable to make such linkages and are unable to
treat the application of new behaviors in the environment rather than the
acquisition of information, attitudes, and skills as the overall goal of the

program, the futtire of such efforts

will likely result in

the same'

frustratiOns and lack of impact which have characterized their existence
for decades.
S. One may hypothesize that if basic .adult education were associated
with content areas like agriculture.and health, many of the inadequacies

of the basic adult education programs mentioned above would be
.overcome. Unforttinately, however, for many of the same reasons, these
.programs 'have not resulted in any substantial improvement over the
education-focused programs. Most of these content-based activities are
modeled after the ill-fated agricultural. extension approach which
assumes that, new information and skills along with some material
support will alter an individual's behavior. A classic example of such
an assumption is reported by Lodge:
In .one Latin American country, a high1.,' trained agricultural technician sent
from the United States, a seed specialist, was there to assist a campesino with
his-toniato crop. The campesino was reluctant at first-touse-the-fertilizer-and-seed offered by the teOnician because the farmer, operating on the margin- of
existence, viewed any ch. ,nge as a dangerous risk. Finally he cooperated, however,

and as a result his crop was bigger and better than before. But the rains washed
out the road:to his farm so that many of the toMatoes rotted in the field because
the truck to take theM away, could not get through. When it arrived, it was, of
course, the same truck as before, owned by the sante local interests who controlled
all the transport in the region. The market syStem was also the same as before,
with the result that the actual return to the farmer was not appreciably different.

When the visiting expert suggested that the ,fariner continue on his own the
following year, purchasing fertilizer and better seed. the farmer's face went blank.

The credit system, unchanged by the 'expert's visit, precluded obtaining funds
.for sUch purchases. The expert .departed, leaving the farmer more convinced than
ever that change was a dangerous thing. 11970:1341

Altho'agh the example could come from content areas other than
agriculture, the pdint is that one cannot assume the existence of other
supporting mechanisms in the environment .without attending to thern
as obstacles to the adoption of new behavior. It is this factor which makes
educatiOnal interventions weak in terms of sOcial change and it appears
as applicable to content-based programs as it is to education in general.
f)
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Tthh

u nterpart

to many extension efforts, as poinied out in chapter 5,

ation of coMmunity members into friendship groups,
housewives' clubs, coo peratives, community enterprises, and so forth.
The achievewent of many social change objectives, especially those of a
political and economic nature, likely dependS on the existence of such
organizations. The problem, however, appears to be the isolation of such
organizatioff from other social system components and social services
which are necessary to their operation and success. Educational inputs
in terms of the management and administration of cooperatives along

with supplies and equipment, credit, marketing, and so on all figure
prominently in the development of viable Community structures. Thus
it is necessary to recall that such organizations are instruments for the
enhancement of autonomy, power, and resources rather than merely
organizations which periodically bring people together.

6. Many of .the characteristics 'of these other nonfornial education
progranis `e'arrie together in the community development programs of the

l9Sos and 1960s. The self-help bias of this primarily man-,oriented
aPproac.h, however, did not achieve the high expectations held by either
particiPants Pr developMent planners. Community development was the

culmination, of the Primarily educational attempts of fundamental
education arld, in many respects, it became the yrecursor to integrated
,development. Community 'development, however, seldom achieved, the
long-term, multifaceted goals of so'cial change which Were often sought,

as it was overly dependent on the assumption that people would and
could help therOselves.

The fro4trations associated with both community development and the

other single.channel change strategies led to what is referred 'to as
integrated development, or a more holistic and systetns-based approach
to the social change Process. It isiDelieved that this approach offers the
greatest potential for achioing social change as it not only attempts to
Move across traditional sictoral boundaries but it alSb reflects the
realities of an interdependent social system.in its interventionist strategies.
The integrated approach also appears to offer a -basic strategy that is:.
aPplicable to both development and liberation advocates.
In addition to these more Programmatic conclusions based upon the
review of tionformal education and social change programs in preceding
chapter's, tbere are several additional organizational and adMinistrative
observations that I believe should be ment;oned. These comments are,,
for, the most part, based on impreisions I have concerning,the current
efforts and future potential of nonformal education. They include` the
problems of coordination of nonformal education' efforts, instrOefiOnal
Platerials developmetn, research and evaluation, and the need to 'develop
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coherent change,strategies. The last of these issues is dealt with in the
follbwing section.

1. We now know that hundreds, and very possibly thousands, of
nonforrnal education programs exist in each Latin American- country.
Most of them are small, primarily information-delivery-type projects that
are relatively isolated from wider social change programs.,In some areas
literally everyone involved in these efforts knows the nature' of the other
projects and is prepared to offer an opinion as to their characteristics
and efficacy. Unfortunately, few collaborate with one another or with
other social change projects in- attempting to achieve common goals.
collaboration I mean two things. First, those programs that
specialized in terms of information delivery, cooperatives, and so
must begin to share with similar agencies their methods, materials, and
approaches for their mutual benefit. Second, and to me more important,
the specialized agencies working in different problem areas like education, agricultural extension, nnd cooperaXives must link their efforts and
adopt more integrated strategies. At present, these linkages seldom occur
and in most eases the programs actually coMpete for the attention of
public and private agencies for their political and financial support. From
the perspective of each social change effort this desire for autondmy
appears to make good sense. Because each project has a particular
ideological and operational viewpoint and must support its professional
cadre 'of staff personnel, forging a collaborative relationship with other
agencies may mean making certain 'compromises to the perceived detri-

ment of the project's goals and procedures. ' Nevertheless, for both
impact and cost considerations, new ways must be found to link at least
some social change efforts.
1. Governments as well as private and international agencies are probably

in the best position to assist in linking prograths together since they are
the funding sources for many projects. This is not easy, however, as these
p4rent organizations are often characterized by a need fur autonomy akin

to the projects they fund. Furthermore, agencies like AID are often
structured internally through sectoral (health,, education, agriculture,
and so on) ratNer than intersectoral offices and are unable to deal
effectively v1.ith problems requiring integrated strategies. Finally, most
funding agencies foster project competition since they have only limited
funds and must make choices among those programs solicithig assistance.

In effect, the funding agencies perpetuate the autonomy sought by
projects and create a dependency relationship which forces social change
programs to continually rely on their assistance.

1 sense that nonformal education programs will not be coordinated
with socio-organizational and technological interventions until the funding
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agencies begin to take the leadership.required to provide requisite models

for integrated approaches to social change. Given the CONCORDE'
coordination in Honduras and the DESEC tnültiagency strategy in
..Bolivia, we now know that such collaboration is both feasible and
promising. It is now necessary to study these strategies in order to
analyze the problems they *encounter and the potential they offer as.
possible organizational models.
2. From the standpoint of education, one of the weakest parts of most
nonformal programs I .visited rests with the instructional products used

in terms of information delivery. Although

I

envision the directed

educational component in social change efforts as a supplementary aspect

of the total program, it is nevertheless crucial to the introduction of at
'least some new behaviors. Currently, the way in whiCh new information
iS communicated through all types of media, but especially through print,
lacks,,a conceptual basis in learning theory, is drab in its presentation,
confusing in its message. and inappropriate to the interests:needs, and
skills of the participant. The professional educator trained in instruc':.
tional product development is the natural specialist on whom numerous
promotion agencies should depend in rectifying these deficiencies.
Unfortunately, this kind of sPecialist does not generally exist in sufficient

numbers and when he is present he almost always works with formal
rather than nonformal education curricula.
I believe that educational establishments, especially ministries of
education, can provide their greatest servfce to micro social change by
servicing and responding' to the instructional product needs of promotion
agencies. Thus:rather than designing and implementing their own adult
basic education, programs isolated from other social promotion efforts,
educators should train representatives feorn private agencies and other
ministries to design and prepare their Okrn educational materials. This is

probably the most appropriate and 'natural way that educational ministries 'can strengthen.relations with social change'programs while at the
same time building on what should be an appropriate specializaiion for
;at least some educational technicians. I believe that international
agencies, as appropriate, could provide the initial support required td
develop .a cadre of such specialists in, manyLatin American countries..

3. As is apparent_ after reviewing the preceding chapters; there is a
dearth of research information available onplanned micro social change
in Latin America.'I would characterize the information that is available
,)

as primarily .. descriptive and- of use. only in discerning trends. The

materials that agencies produce on their own programs are parochial
and useful primarily for public relations purposes. One reason for-this
lack of information iS that individuals involved in social prOmotion
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ac",orities are seldom interested or motivated to write about their pro,' giams. /Another is that research can be expensive, demanding that
monies / available for carrying out the promotion program itself be
reduced. A final reason is the lack of trained personnel available within
each organization to design and implement a research study.
Theireseara sponsored and supported by funding agencies constitutes
the bulk of what iS available but even these efforts are too few and scanty
given/ the number of years agencies like UNESCO or FAO have been
ihvolired in social promotion activities. Whether these and other agencies
have; done research' is often not known ,since access to reports iS nearly
Impossible. The archives at AID must also be full of valuable material
'whiCh never gets circulated through normal library channels. Furtherparmore, the research that is available seldom .uses the impact
: ticipants' income or decision making as a dependent measn
what often is*available in educational research studies
hr
al
and affective outcomes from which one must estimate prob
effects.

Clearly the social proinotion agencies themselves must begin to
conduct more base line, process, and follow-up studies in order to
analyze the efficacy of their own efforts. Funding agencies can be
stipportive in this regard by inot only, finanCing such efforts but also
training individuals and then Telying upon Latin Americans to carry out
the research: The emphasis in such investigations should probably not

at least initially, involve a World Bank-type yenchant 'for economic

studies. Instead, I would rely ,iriore on finding out what is going on in'
social promOtion projects, including both intended and unintended
outcomes of 'the process, before Foing after'cost-benefit data based ,upon
mist economists' assumptions about the existence of a rational world.'
We don't know Much-about social '6 h a nge because we have not attempted
'to gather data cumulatively-Over time. Until we begin such research,
we will alwnys have to rely on what is said to happen rather than what
actually happens.
,

The Need for a Holistic Approaeh to Change
In my research I learned two things: First, development professionals do not
know how to carry out an effective economic development program, either a big
one or a small one. No 'one knows hownot the U. S. government, not the
Rockefeller Foundation, not the international banks and agencies, not the
missionaries. I don't know how. You don't know how. No one knows how.
Second, we don't know that we don't know how. [Paddock and Paddock 1973:
299-3001

Even the.most optimistic appraisal of nonformal education and micro
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social change efforts in Latin America during the past fOrty or fifty years

would likely arrive at a conclusion similar to that of the research conducted in Central America by the Paddocks. There are relatively few
programs and projects to which one can turn that cart be cOnsidered to
haYe achieved long-term social change. Nevertheless, as evidenced by
the recent growth of such programs, they will inevitably continue in the
future.'Although I am not especially optimistic about such attempts, I
feel sufficiently motivated to try to bring together some thoughts on
conceptualizing guidelines for a change: strategY nn the basis of what
has:been diSenssed in preceding chapters. I shall attempt to, summarize
this point of vieW in the few remaining pages.
The reader will recall that as a result of the discussion of the theoretical

literature in chapter 2, the following strategy principles were suggested:
(1) understanding the needs of client populations. (2) involving clients
in their own learning, (3) facilitating the transfe,. ;Ind
,Ation of new
behaviors to the environment, (4) e,
3)etween the
program a ,1 the components in the wit,
ant, td) attending to

incentives both internal and external to the program. As can be seen
throughout the discussion of rnicrowel change projects in the.previous
chapters, few actiyities can der- lnsirate their adherence to these principles. The majority of tht
...s (1) find the lea'dership confitted
tO external ch,rnge agents

e. ,de what. needs the clients have, (2) can

be characterized as paternalis. (3) seldom foster:.'the application of
,what is learned, (4) function in isolation from other gbcietal
and (5) rely upon Program goals rather than wider incentives to enhance
both learning and the a'pplication of that learning..Of the principles that
are adhered tO most pften, those concerning the client's needs and
iMfolvernent appear to predominate. The primary reason for this is that
, an orientation toward clients is inherent in the man-oriented approach
to change. The result typicallY is, however, some form of behavioral
change. rather than social change as the princip les not addressed are
those which center on relations with the wider socialsystern:

It is ' not sUrprising that the_ predominant strategy employed in
nonformal education and social change programs has been tied to a
man-oriented model: As we have seen, there is great faith placeq.in
individual human beings not only to change thernselves but to change
the wOrld around them. Unfortnnately, in fulfilling such optimism we
riow know that individuals cannot ,promote suCh change without a great
deal of assistance from a supportive biophysical'environment,,a flind and
open social structure, and an appropriate body of knowledge, Skills, and
technology. As the behaviorists inform us, people behave in certain ways
because they have learned particular actions in particular environments.
To alter man's behaVior without attending to the wider environmental
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stimuli upon which that new behavior is dependent reduces considerably
the probability of sustaining neW patterns of activity. Thus, 'assuming
the existence of. a snpportive biophysical environment, there are two
major themes to which attention must be paid with regard to social

change. The first is the individual learner with emphasis placed bn
his, cognitive, 'affectiveKipsychomotoric, and linguistic patternS; and

the second is the wider so\cial system to which he belongs. It is absolutely
essential to know as Much as possibl about potential constraints in these

areas before initiating 'the desgy6f a change Strategy. Furthermore,

coordinated and reinforcing strategy
of education, research, the initiatio and strengthening of local institutions, and the provision of appropriate services and technology.
Unfortunately, the research on planned change has not to'-en such a
broad view' of .the. process. In fact, the empirical studies, 'On planned
it is necessary to intervene through

change have'generally concentrated on the adoption and diffusion of
innovations 'with principles derived primarily from the 'psychodynamic

literature.' I begin by reviewing some of these empirical findino,. and then
.t urn to.a more holistic view of ,the social system attemptin to integrate
both perspectives.
PLANNED CHANGE: SOME GUIDING PRINCIPLES

An innovation ma be defined as an idea: practice or object perceived'

as new by the indiv. ual. Diffusion is the prOcess by.which an innovation

,spreads, and adopt on refers to the decision to make full use of a neW
ide,a or innovatiOn (Rogers and..Shoemaker 1971:26). The literattire.,M1\.
innovations includes .both general 'case studies and..,more eontrolled
efforts to treat' hypothesized relationShips.1 Below are a feW of the more
imPortant findings produced bythese studies:
The innovation-detiSion processthe mental process thrtiugh whiCh an individdal
passes from' first hearing about an innovation to, a decision to iLlapt or reject
and to confirmation of thiS decisioncan . he conceptuali4ed in terms of four'.
stages: knowledge, 'persuasion, decision. arid confirmation. 1R4gers. and Shoe.

.

maker .1971:100r

People adopt inno9.,tions at differing rates; adopter distributions-tend to follow,
a .bell shaped -curve 4S-shaped when plotted eumulatiyely). 'Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:1771

The relatively earlier adopters tend to be younger, have mote dispersed reference
grOups, consider themsehie.s as being deviant, are better able to deal., with
'abstractions, and-are less rigid and dogmatiC. (Barnett 1953:chap, 14; .La Piere'
1965:Chap. 6: Rogers arid Shoemaker 1971:chap: 5)
Norms, social statuses, hierarchy, and so on 'of a ocial system influence the 4
sectibb is based in part 9n La' Belle and Yerhine
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behavior of individual members of that ,system: Hence, rates of adoption vary
not only among individuals but also amolig socio-cultural systems. Innovativeness
tends to be related to a modern ratherAhan traditidnal orientation. (Rogers and
Shoemaker 1971:28-29; Kushner 1962:9-171

The characteristics of an Itipovation, as pereeived by individuals in a social
system, affect its rate f. of adoption. The characteristics on which potential
adopters judge an innovation include its (I) relative advantage. (2) Compatibility,
(3) complexity or 'understandability,, (4) trialability, and (5) observability.
[Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:22;, Kushner:1962:9-17]

.

The rate of adoption of an innovation is influenced by the interaction effectthe'
process through which individuals in a .'S'Ocial system who have adopted an
innovation influence those who have not yet adopted. The interaction effect is
strengthened by homophilythe degree to which pairs of individuals who interact are'similar in certain attributes, such as beliefs, values, education and the
.like. A problem in the communication cf innovations is that the source is usually
quite heterophilous to the receiver, [Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:161, 210-15)

Opinion leadersthose from-'whom others seek advice and informationplay
an important role in the diffusion ari;c1 adoption processes. The two-step
coMmunication model _hypothesized by Lazersfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet (1944)
postulates that ideas.-flow through mass media channels to opinion leaders and
from them tdtheii followers. This mode' has since been sUperseded by a Multistep model, positing that ideas are spread from source to audience via a series of
sequential transmissions. [Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:203-10, 219-22]

Different kinds of communication channels serve different roles at"different stages
of the innovation-decision process. Mass media channels are often more important
,

in changing attitudes toward innovations. Also, mass media channels are
relatively more iniportant.'than interpersonal channels for earlier adopters than
forlater adopters. [Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:chap. 8)

Based On,these and other findings, a number of books have been written

to help change agents broaden their perspectives and discovef more
effeetive approaches to the conduct of their work.' These p'ublications
generally illUstrate the role of socipeultural factors and prdent procedural
rules or strategies,- Below is a list of soine of their most common recommendations.'
The change agent must have a thorough knowledge of the Main values
'and principal featurek of the Client community's culture.

The change agent must earn the respect of the community's members..
The change agent must actively involve the community members in the
change process.
for example, Batten 1957; Foster 1962; and Arensberg and Niehoff 1964.

See, for exapple, the summaries in doodenough' 1963:22-23; Niehoff 1966:10-39;
Kushner et al. 1962:41-44:, Rogers and Shoemaker 1971.
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The Change agent should tailor programs of change to fit the cultural
values and past experiences of intended clients.
The change, agent should concentrate efforts upon opinion leaders in
the early-stages of the development process.

The change agent should avoid making himself indispensable to the
change process.

Niehoff (1966) helps put Seme of these conclusions intr._ perspective by

conceptitalizing the planned change proceSs in terms of two interacting
forces: the action of the change agent and the reaction of those he expects
to adopt new ideas. The agent's action consists of the techniques and
strategies which are employed to Conyince recipients to adopt the idea;

the client',: reaction is the attittides and behavior that stem from his
perception of the value of the innovation. The primary process variables
for ,the action side of the equation are (1) the methods and the type of
communication used by the change agent, (2) the kind of participation
he obtains from the recipients, and (3) /he manner in which he utilizes
and adapts his innovation to the existing cultural patterns. The principal
variables pertaining to the reaction of the recipients are (1) whether they
have an initial felt need, (2) whether they perceive any practical benefit in
adopting the change, (3) and whether their traditional leaders are brought'
into the planning and implementation process.
A second way ,in which the directed change process may be conceptual-

ized is to view it in:terms of three stages: initiation, diffusion, and

.

.

institutionalization (Speight 1973). The initiation stage extends frornthe1.
time thechange agent makes his presence known in the community umil
decisions.are made by local leaders to take action to solve defined needs.
'During this stage the agent must establish credibility, identify opinion
leaciers, and work with them to establish goals which they pereeiye as
compatible and advantageous. The diffusion stage irwolves the spread
of changes, adopted by the innoyator,s in the community. During this
period, the change agent's role is leSs active. Through the interactIon
effect, opinion leaders spread the innovation; usually through personal /
communication channels, to other members of the community. The third('
Stage, .institutionalization, is reached when chanses are infused with
value, especially as they symbo4e the identity of individuals and of the
community (Goodenough 1963; Selznick 1957). For those who advocate

the ideology of community development, the change ot development
process itself must become institutioriitfized (Biddle- and Biddle 1966;
Goodenough 1963). At this point the:job of the change agent is com-pleted and he should withdraw from the community.

Though brief, the above sumniary should give the reader an idea of
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the importance of the planned change literature to nonformal 'education
programs. It is important, of. course, because it provides a basis from
which to plan experiences that will foster behavioral change. Even though
there is widespread c'onsensus regarding th's5 planned change findings and
conclusions, there exists considerable varit\tion among the assumptions
and points of view expressed. Some writers, for instance, stress changing
man directly while others stress changing man's environment. Some focus
on the process of change while others 2mphasize projects for change.
In addition, for, exaMple, failures may be blamed on clients or they may

be attributed to the change agent and to the nature of the proposed
innovatiorL Nevertheless, the emphasis is on the individualhis perceptions, personality,, and behavior. The innovation proces itself is con-.
ceptualized:as a mental process and .the acceptance of an innovation
is supposedly il,nendent on how it is perci.;;'
by potential adopters.
such iiiidings are
to the social change process, they
are inadequate in the presence of social organizational and techndlogical
obstacles associated with the wider social system. As we have seen, the
best educational intentions often go unfulfilled because of these othet:
constraints, as they are either unrecognized or are left unattended. I

want to stress, however, thathese criticisms do not negate the value
of the planhed change literature. Instead, I believe such findings are
invaluable in terms of the-'edmtnunication of innovations: They 'are
simply insufficient given what we know about social change in Latin
America.
THE INTEGRATED APPROACH

As a result of the inadequacies of the psychodynamically based
planned change _literature, -I would like to turn to a more' holistic
framework.' The intentohere is to construct a heuristic model to demon-

strate the iinportance of adopting an integrated approach to, social
change. To initiate the discussion I draw on the work of John Honigmann
(1959) who suggests that any given social situation is affected by three
overlapping cultural components: ideology, technology, and social

organization.s Honigmann does not, nor do I, see such a tripartite'
model as including all concepts or activities which one would uecessarily,:---

include in the analysis of cuiture. Most such concepts ldt out of the
'For an,,application of the holistic approach to school-coMmunity programs in the United
States see ta'Belle (1975)._

-!

'Other social sdentists have 'used similar configurations to express this structuralfunctional view of cultute, Tlibmas Rhys Williams, for example, includes language as
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inodel involve process variables and include, .for example, communica-

tion, ritual, and the life cycle; they all fall outside the model while at
the same time cutting across all three of the major components. My
configuration of the three cultural components is presented in figure 2.6
Behavior, at the center of the model, is a result of the interacting impact
of the three components of technology, social organization, and ideology.
These three components or branches are assumed to be interdependent
as any one may be viewed as the independent variable in order to note
how it affects the others.
.

Social

organization

Technology

Knowledge
Beliefs
Values

Ideology

Figure. 2. Heuristic model of ctilture
a fourth component of the culture model. See his Introduction to Socialization: Human

tulture Transmitted.

'I

am indebted to my colleague Johannes Wilbert for the basic skeleton of the model.
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Ideology refers ,to the beliefs, knowledge, and values by :which man
lives; technology refers to both activities and the materipl objects by
which man manipulates his material world; and socio'
to the activities and structures usedby man to IL
Thus through these three perspectixes, it is assw
able to analyze a socioCultural system in process.

;on

rs

men.
-r

It is worthwhile to comment briefly on each of these components.
Honigmann views ideology as including "socially standardized beliefs
about the universe and man's place in it; conceptions abOut the sources
of illnesS Snd other sorts of danger; attitudes of belonging, allegiance,
and identification; sentiments about persons, objects, places, and times;
. . values concerning what to do and what not to do; [and] the material
embodiments of ideas, like printed books and pictures" (p. 590). As is
apparent; Honigmann views this category as having heavy cognitive and
affective, loadings. I would argue that ideology is the point through which
schools, and other educational programs make their major contribution
tp a sOciocultural system. They, along with other institutions like the
family and the church often assume that changing man's internal state
will result in changing his behavior.

Technology, the second cultural component, is described by Honigmann as the techniqifes .of a community. Thus "technology covers any
act by which man handles, gathers from, or modifies his geographical
etivironment as well as the practices by which he modifies his own or

another human body" (p. 290). Whereas the ideology component
encompasses the motives for action in a social situat on, technology is
the manifestation of the available energy sources which condition other
factors in a Way of life. For our purposes, technology is also a point where

educatiOn makes a contribution.. Here, however, -the concentration is
on .the techniques taught to indiViduals enabling: them to nianipulate
the material world. I am thinking, for example, of cultivation, animal
husbandry, hunting 3nd fishing techniques, technical-Vocational
and techniques relating to manufacturing, commerce, and industry.
Honigmann defines social organization, the third component of
culture, as including "everything that transpires in a web of established
relationships.(i:e., in the social structnre)" (p. 342). Wheren.s Honigmann
includes kin groupS, instrumental groups, and associations as major

examples, I view this component as also including the ways in which
individuals organize their relationships- and interactions with others,
placing emphasis on the structural and institutional aspects of culture.
Thus I include, for example, kinship, economic, legal, religious, political,
and educational institutions aS well as vertical and horizontal relationShips embodied in a social structure. Although organized educational
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activities are found here, traditionaL their contribution to the way in
which man organizes his interactions institutionally and structurally is
assumed to bq limited to the reinforcement of norms emanating from
other components, and subsystems. It is in the social organization
component where Informal characteristics of nonformal education, are
likely to predominate.
It is assumed that the cultural components and the subsystems of each

component as presented here will not be equally emphasized by all
sociocultural systems. Because the components are in a state of disequilibrium with each mutually supportive of the other two and thus
interdependent, the emphasis placed on any one of the components or
subsystems in any given sociocultural system may vary from one such
system to the next. Although the use of one component over another
as a predictor of potential change in a given sociocultural system may
vary, one can assume that because of the interdependence of the system,
an .alteration in any one coMponent will result in some adaptation to
be reflected in the other two.
The heuristic model presented here offers both an analytic and applied
framework. The analytic use is primarily that of assessing the interdependence of the components of sociocultural systems and describing
the impact of any one component on the total system or on. the other
components. In the applied framework, the model provides a perspective on planning interventions for social change in a particular sociocultural context. It is assumed that there are three major points in the
model where interventions can be fostered. These are the three components of the systhm: ideology, technology, and social organization.
Directed education traditionally makes its primary input through the
ideology component in. terms of the transmission of information. If,
however, as the model suggests, a population's behavior is a result of
the interaction of the three components; this single intervention is often
not sufficient to manifest desired changes. .If this is true, additional
attention must be given to both technology and social organization as
they require distinct treatments.
For, example, let us take the case of the agricultural technician
described by Lodge and quoted earlier in this chapter. The reader will

recall 'that the technician was sent to assist the campesino with his
tomato crop. The campesino viewed the use of a new fertilizer and a new

seed as a dangerous risk given his economic marginality. He used the
new supplies and grew a better crop but transportation arrived late and
some of the tomatoes were lost. The middleman who owned the truck

and marketed the product took his normal share of profits and the
campesino was left with a return on his investment similar to previous
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years. The following year the technician returned expecting the farmer to

purchase seeds and fertilizers but the credit system had not changed
and no funds were available for the purchases. The campesino's belief
about risks being dangerous was reinforced.

The case fits the model quite well. The technician attempted to
provide new information against what the campesino believed and knew
would not succeed. Thus, the technician relied upon a primarily psycho-

dynamic approach to social change through the ideology component
of the model without knowing what the campesino knew of the potential
obstacles. Then the technician introduced new seeds and fertilizers or
opted for an intervention in the technology comporient of ,the model.
The crop grew well but did not enhance 'the campesino's income as a

result of the existence of the structural constraints surrounding the
transport and marketing system. Thus, the technician failed completely
to attend to the social c7ganization component of the model. Finally,
because the rules underlying the credit system went unchanged, also
part of the social organization component, the campesino could no longer
participate in the project. The point of this example is that one cannot
assume that providing new information or supplies will ensure that the
participant will employ new behaviors to achieve,dezsired ends. Instead,

it should be assumed that interventions must be' made in all of the
components of the sociocultural system in order to increase the
probability that the learner will be able to take action in and on his
environment in new ways.

,

It should be obvious that education per se is impotent without these

additsional inputs. Thus, as we have seen throughout the previous
discussions, technical/vocational training, basic adult education, exten-

sion education, and community development are all single-channel
interventions in the presence of a reality that demands attention to all
three Channels. Whereas each of the programmatic areas may be crucial
to the entire process, alone it is weak and ineffective.

A major drawback of using a systems approach -to change is the
difficulty of .assessing cause and effect. For example, on the assumption

that one component is more important than another in developing a
change strategy, the question arises as to where one should begin the
process. A review of the prior literature may suggest to some that the
structural constraints in the social organizational Component are crucial
whereas to others the major "obstacle may rest with the availability of
technology. Freire would likely say that the ideology component would be
most important. To me, however, the particular situation indicates where,
the major obstacles rest and, further, I acCept the assumption that all
social situations are influenced in some way by all three components.
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Thus, each position above may be correct given certain goals and certain
constraints in a specific setting. Nevertheless, each component must be

assessed in term:, of its potential in constraining the achievement of
chosen goals and procedures.
Lodge (1970) employs a similar systems approach in analyzing social

change in Latin America. He states: "An effective change engine,
therefore, is sensitive to the entire problem circle and is Capable of
dealing with several problerhs, as appropriate, more or less simultaneously. It must be able to move in many directions at once and 'work in
the political and social sphere as'well as the economic sphere- (p. 142).
Although there will always be Ihose who attempt to reduce the change
process to its lowest common denominator, I prefer to look at the model
as a source of questions about the interaction of various components in
the social System. For example, can agricultural productivity and income
rise in the absence of lo-cal institutions? Does the adoption of technological inputs like seeds and fertilizers depend-on the ekistence of viable
extension and Marketing Systems? Do the existence' of local institutions
'
like communitY_ enterprises
depend on the availability of so-called
paCkages of service's including credit, markets, and directed, educational
efforts? One way to secure preliminary answers to such queStions iS to
.analyze those programs described in earlier"Ckapters. whieff,appear. to
satisfy the multiple intervention approach implied in the model.
The most obvious examples employing a multipleintervention,:apProach
are those mentioned in the integrated development section'of chapter 6.
In almost every case, tin programs intervene in the i.deology cbmponent
through basic adult education-, consciousness raising, agricultural infor-

mation, and so on. In the technology component tbese programs may
make provision, for credit, irrigation systems, seeds, fertilizers, and
transportation. Likewise, the integrated development projects, make
interventions in the social organization component:- Here the emphasis
is.on the development of local institutions like cooperatives or community
enterprises, access to market facilities, eliminatiOn of middle-level

brokers, and so ,on. It is interesting to note the -Ways in which the
developmentalists and liberationists differ in their multiple interventionist
'approaCh. Whereas 'the development aciTiocates are-likely to stress the
integration of.participants into the wider system, the liberation advocates
appear to emphaize the establishrnent of an altermitive social system.
Por example, the fOrmr- May emphasize a banking aPproach to basic
education, capital-intensive technolOgy, and partiCipation in the national
and international marketplace tbrough production cooperatives which
attempt- tO:-Make the,ir products more competitive. The libeeationists,
however, are more likely- to stress consciousneSs raising, labor-intensive
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technology, and the development of local institutions like cooperatives
and community enterprises whose goal is self-sufficiency in both produc-

tion and consumption, combined perhaps with some participation in
the national marketplace. The heuristic mode.l does not appear to
constrain the methods or the goals espoused by either the development
or the liberation advocates.
These integrated approaches are not the only projects which appear to
satisfy the strategy implied hi the model. Both the SENA1 apprenticeship

training program and the PIPM0 manpower training program in
Brazil, for example, appear to satisfy the.gtiidelines as they provide basic
education and technical skills, 'and they attempt to guarantee employment. Thus each component of the social system is affected in an
appropriate way to achieve both behavior change and a means for that

behavior to be applied in the environment. The result is a potential
increase in an individual's socioeconomic power. There are other
examples of programs mentioned in previous chapters that approach or
satisfy the model's implications, but I would like to turn to two somewhat
different examples involving literacy and consciousness raising.

The first case is the consciousness-raising experience of Paulo Freire
in Brazil and the second is the literacy campaign of Cuba. Both programs
involve a primarily ideological intervention, through education ad a

secondary intervention in technology thrqugh the provision of literacy
skills. As the reader will recall from the discussion in chapter 4, the
Freire activity occurred in the early 1960s during a period of apparently
radical attempts to awakea the marginal population to the reality of its
oppressive existence. The program lasted until the change in government
in 1964, at Which time the radical Jnovementlwas discontinued and Freire
was jailed. Thus while the political subsystem of the social organization
component remained constant and was either supportive or oblivious to

that which was occurring, the program remained intact. When that
component was altered, however, the program was halted. The Cuban
experience was not dissimilar, except that the Castro government re'mained in power despite primatily externally induced attempts to have
him removed. Thus, the continued support from the social organization
component of the system in Cuba and its absence in Brazil clearly made a
significant difference in the success of the two efforts.
These examples demonstrate the 'fragile nature of micro social change
efforts within .a social system. Even though such programs affect such
a relatively small number of individuals, they are extremely vulnerable
to attack should they not be attentive to the pressures of decision makers

in the wider system. There is obviously no answer to such a Jilemma.
All one can do .is to be cautious in relying exclusively on horizontal
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linkages at the community level in societies which are characterized by
vertical and hierarchical relationships. Without the existence of pathy,
neglect, or recognized support by the power elite, those nonformal
programs seeking new structural relationships are likely to experience
consequences similar to those of Freire and his colleagues in Bra21.

In conclusion, I have attempted to demonstrate the importance of
taking a more holistic approach to planned social change by adopting
a multiple interventionist model assumed to increase the probabilities
that both behavior change and the applicaton of that behavior can be
made manifest. The model presented is a gross device of a heuristic
nature which lacks a great deal in terms of the exact: 'g knowledge and
techniques nceded to plan and design the change process. Nevertheless,
it is an attempt to go beyond the primarily man-oriented approach which
characterizes not only the majority of the nonforrnal education and micro
social change programs but also the empirical research which has been

directed to thz field of plartned change. Thus, through what is known
----about the communication and adoption of innovations process accompanied by the more, holistic approach argued for here, it is possible to
overcome at least some of the weaknesses associated with many of the
social change efforts described in the other chapters and to satisfy the
social change principles based on the theoretical literature reviewed in
chapter 2. From the planned change literature, for example, we can
receive guidance in terms of understanding the needs of client populations

and the involvement of clients in their own learning whereas from the
more holistk model we can' derive assistance in understanding relation-

ships with components in the wider social system, the transfer and
application of new behaviors to the environment, and the importance of
attending to incentives both internal and external to the program.
Although I believe that this more holistic approach offers some room
for optimism, there is, as de Vries (1968) suggests, no "golden key" to
achieving sought-after social change goals. In fact, it is puzzling to note

how little we know about such answers given the large human and
financial,commitment that has characterized social change efforts for so

many years. If anything, however, we do know that, given its past
performance, we should not be overly optimistic regarding nonformal
location's contribution to such a complex and interrelated set of
esses. This kind of pessimism, however, will ofiviously not forestall
another government, international organization, or private agency
from using the nonformal education rhetoric to both address and claim
resolution of a society's ills. As those who lived through and watched
the planned change process during the last forty or fifty years would
likely affirm, the nonformal education rubric will probably ride the crest
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of faith much as its predecessors did and will 'no doubt give way to yet
another term through which a better life for an will be promised. One
day, perhaps, it will bel recognized that directed education is a better
mirror to society than a catalyst to social change and that a change in
rhetoric ig-no substitute for a lack of 'realism and knowledge when it

comes to altering both behavior ,and societal rules and structures.
Perhaps.
Summary

A nonformal eduCation program survey in Colombia provides a
background for my own impressions and conclusions about nonformal
education efforts in the Latin American region. These conclusions center
on thelopies discussed in previous chapters, including school-community
programs, the nonformal involvement of ministries of education, technical/vocational 'training, adult basic education and literacy efforts,
content-based adult education and community organization programs,
and community ,and integrated development efforts. In addition, I
present three more thematic conclusions based primarily colt organizational and administrative
concerns: the problems of coordinating
r
nonformal education programs, the need to improve the instructional
products used in the programs, and the dearth of research carried out

both for program decision making and for assessing the impact of
nonformal education and micro social change efforts.

The second section of the chapter briefly reviews the empirical
literature on planned change and introduces a more holistic approach
to social change based upon the work of John Honigmann. It is argued
that whereas the planned change literature is primarily psychodynamic
in orientation, it nevertheless provides considerable insight into the
communication and adoption of innovations processes. Where it does not
offer much assistance, however, is in coping with the wider components

of the social system. A combination of the man-orieMed and holistic
approaches, therefore, is felt to provide the soundest basis for planned
nonformal education and social change programs.
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